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INIRODUCIION
Where to slort in choosing on eleclronic newspoper

publishing plotform depends in lorge meosure 0n

the componyl brooder gools. With ftot in mind,

ond in deference to the nonwired, ftere ore severol

volid gools ftot muy propel news operotions into

inleroctive medio.

Online services offer the potential for increased

connectivity with readers, who increasingly are

used to being able to participate in not iust
what they read, but how they are perceived.
Newspapers that make use of new media may
be better able to predict and adapt to other
trends shaping the lives of their readers, such
as the dramatic ethnic, cultural and economic
shifts rocking the country nationwide, thereby
enhancing their print products.

Publishers also may be able to generate

profitable tiered services through aggregating
vertical communities of interest - communities
which might have been too small to iustify the
cost of select print products, but which now
can be easily identified and better served

economically online.

The pool from which such communities of
interest may be drawn is growing exponentially.
Online services passed the 7 million member-
ship mark in the first quarter of L995. America
Online was growing at the fastest rate, and,

with 2.5 million users in Muy, boasted wider
readership than USA Today and The Wall Street

lournal combined. Internet users number in the
tens of millions. (Whether you believe figures

citing 25 million, 30 million or higher depends
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on how many users per computer you're pre-
pared to allow.) At least 11 million such users

reside in the Lf.S.

With total revenue for commercial online
services expected to reach $18 billion by 1998,
and with the tools on hand to make the
Internet a paying proposition, many newspapers
view a migration to electronic publishing, or at
least a dalliance with it, to be worth the risk.

To be clear, the opportunity derives not only
from the growing number of wired readers,

but from the fact that today's market may be

crowded by online service providers, but no
one provider has monopolized the field.

More than half the users already equipped
to participate in online services haven't seen

anything worth buying yet. Those who do use

a commercial service or the Internet have high
disposable incomes, are well educated and
informed. They place a high value on conve-
nience, but waste no loyalty on a given service

provider, and could be easily won away by
services they consider more interesting, more
entertaining, ot more useful than what they
currently receive.

\tVhile the entry of large, well-funded competitors
like Microsoft could have a substantial effect on
this market, it doesn't appear that any single

provider has anything approaching a monopoly on

electronic information services - or is likely to.

WHY WIRE?

Reqson # l: Reqder Seruire

Reoson #22 Purtitipute in the Upside



That's the premise of this report - that
there's opportunity in anarchy for newspaper
publishers who make the right moves.

Certainly, if newspaper publishers don't act

on the opportuntty, others will.

One compelling interest of newspaper
publishers is to short-circuit other competition
vylng for ad dollars in the electronic marketplace.

Such competition may consist of partnerships
like MCI and Murdoch or come from some

bright L9-year-old in a garage. The availability
of inexpensive and capable tools for setting up
"virtual presences" on the Internet makes the
success of the latter as plausible a challenge as

the former. Competition comes directly from
national and online service providers, from the
local radio and TV station - and even from
newspapers' traditional advertising partners.

The more broadly publishers are willing to
define their competition in the electronic mar-
ketplace, the better prepared they will be with
a creative response.

Are any or all of these reasons compelling
enough to entice every publisher into
cyberspace? Probably not.

With all the hype and happenings in
electronic media, newspapers remain a very
profitable business. So it doesn't appear to
many publishers that "getting wired" is

necess ary or even desirable.

As a service to those who feel the need to
explore, NAA has compiled this blueprint to
provoke thought and stimulate discussion. It
is intended to raise questions and offer some
creative solutions, not to provide a

one-size-fits-all strategy for the publishing
industry as a who1e.

The marketplace is changing so fast that even

this attempt at a comprehensive overview of
today's marketplace should be seen as an

inscription on the shore of a restless sea. The

turbulence of competition and the shifting
demands of a wilIful marketplace continually
will reshape the playing field.

NAA's New Media Group will do its best
to stay abreast of relevant developments.
Tune in for updates on the NAA Forum on
America Online and on the Web. The AOL
forum is accessible to members who have
paid a small registration fee by typing "NAA"
at the keyword promp| NAA's new Web

address is http://r,wvw.infi.netf naa.

Despite the upheaval, many leading newspaper
executives have become convinced that there
is opportunity here, and that the publisher's
brand can and must be carried into cyberspace.

NAA will make every effort to tap the collective
experience of the industry for strategies that will
continually expand newspapers' electronic
reach and enhance their profitability.

The first step is to explore the nature of the
newspaper's franchise and ask how that
translates to a wired world.
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he consumer market for online services

looks good to many newspapers; it's one
with a desirable demographic for advertisers

and content providers alike. And it's growing

- some say at the rate of 30026 annually.

But this market is volatile and highly
competitive, driven by a target market of
"surfers" and "new enthusiasts" who demonstrate

little brand loyalty and by low entry barriers
for new electronic publishers. Despite its apparent
populafity, this is not a mass-market medium.

Yet, the opportunity exists for newspapers,

with their strong community presence and
identity as authoritative information
providers, to stake a profitable claim to the
growing online marketplace, provided they
can satisfactorily begin to answer

these questions:

o Whd is fte $renglh of the newspupert locol fronchise

snd whot is its volue over time ?

o Who ore fie eledronic consumers 0f l0d0y ond how will

fiey chonge?

o How con publishers creole electronic communilies of interesl

ftot will provide volue lo odvertisers?

o How con newspopers moke fteir conlenl compelling in on

indu$ry driven more by enlerloinment fton informotion?
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o Whd should newspopers do now?

GOmm UNIIY
The nolure of the

newspoper frunchise

Shaun Higgins, president and COO of New
Media Ventures Inc., a Cowles Publishing Co.
enterprise, likens today's electronic landscape

to the market faced by newspapers in the
1830s, when niche papers jostled each other
for market share in a free-for-a11.

Today's market, 160 years later, results from
the survival of the fittest. Those left standing
may be those with the firmest grasp on the
nature of their local franchise - or those with
the most money to spend.

"There has to be a shakeout" in the online
marketplace, says Bernard Niemier, planning
director of Media General. "There are too many
people willing to lose money at it."

Dan Simons, manager of new ventures for The
World Co. of Lawrence, Kan., worries more
about what publishers may lose: "I'm afraid if
we don't get on somewhere, we will lose our
niche as an information provider."

But therein lies newspaper's first strength:

Ihe newspoper is s filter or on
editor prouiding o shured informotion
experience for itg oudien(e.

Ehzabeth Loker, vice president of systems and

engineering for The Washington Post, says the
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plethora of online information iust highlights
the functionality of newspapers as filters in
the marketplace of ideas. "The issue becomes

how to sort out the authoritative voices when

the barriers are so low. When everybody's a

publisher, no one's a publisher."

Jayne Spittler, vice president and director
of media research of Leo Burnett Co. Inc.,

speaking to NAAs Industry Development
Committee, says, "I don't think you're content
providers; I don't think that's your strength.

And I don't think you're distributors. I think
your strength really comes in the ability
to edit. "

She explains, "As you hear people talk
about technology, you talk about the fact

that people don't want more. None of us want
more stuff. We want the stuff that we want, so

we want someone to be able to navigate for us.

We want someone to be able to filter for us,

and I think that's the strength of a newspaper. "

What filters through becomes a focal point
for community discussion. "The power comes

from everyone around the breakfast table
talking about what they read in the morning
paper," says Joel Kramer, publisher and
president of the Minneapolis Star Tribune.

Richard Gottleib, president and CEO of
Lee Enterprises, says newspapers are the
authoritative, credible voices in cyberspace,

as they are in other information markets.

"Clearly, branded content will be a critical
asset in a growing glut of information."

Stephen Thylor, vice president of The

Boston Globe, agrees that newspapers'

role as editor is actu ally enhanced by the
plethora of information sources in the
electronic marketplace: "The acceleration
of chaos is good for us." Besides the urge
for readers to sift through great quantities
of information to find what's relevant to
them, "A great deal of our most important
content, and revenue, such as real estate ads,

is local," he explains.

Certainly,

serving lotol informstion needs is

on integrol porl of the newspoper's
f ronrhise.

Some worry that technology makes every

market a global one, and that seasoned con-

sumers increasingly will opt for national fare,

screening out local information. "Look at how
many people look at Dow Jones, vS. having to
read my local newsp aper," says Bernard
Niemier, planning director for Media General;

"I'm more inclined to think this will erode

the local franchise model."

But Spittler says she is inclined to think the
best markets are intensely local. "Where there's
anarchy, consumers have more power," bLtt
what's most important may be closest to home.

Wayne Mitchell, manager for interactive services

for NYNEX Information Services, agrees. NfYNEX's

online yellow page proiect started out to be a

national service "and nothing else." The company
now finds that its users do want global and
national information, but, "they also want to
know where the soccer team is playing." Asked

whether providing such information pays,

Mitchell says, "There's some evidence [users
are] willing to pay for that. We're not sure how
deep they're willing to dig into their pockets."

Other electronic players in the local or
regional marketplace may want to siphon off
local information and advertising revenue
streams, making it more imperative for the
newspaper to dig deeper into its franchise area

to provide value-added information.

If a key component to the newspaper franchise
is information, then papers should be putting
more resources into news research, concludes
Frank Daniels III, vice president and executive

editor of the Raleigh l/ews & Observer. T'hat's

where Raleigh's new media efforts began - in
the research department.

ANARCHY
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The paper's online service proved it could
both unite its community and respond to its
information needs recently by loading all data
related to a recent school zontng change onto
the system and making it keyword-searchable
by street name and address. The level of detail
was much greater than what could be shared in
a special print section, and may have served to
diffuse much ill will the changes generated in
the community, Daniels says.

Of course, that's not to say that electronic
services won't considerably broaden the hori-
zort of home town readers, evokin g a similar
response from their local newspapers.

To that end,

newspopers moy berome o gotewoy
Io the wider world ond to the lnternet
for both their reoders ond odverlisers,
treoting on internotionul plotform
from q bronded presen(e in cyberspo(e.

Local papers could, by becoming a " gateway"

for their subscribers to the Internet, "become
more of a threat to national papers, " asserts

David Lipman, chairman of Pulitzer 2000.

Others see a business opportunity in providing
basic Internet services as a means of extending
their information franchise into the communi-
ty. That's the strategy of the Poffsville (Pa.)

Republican, which became the local Internet
access provider for its community when there
was no other way for its readers to connect
to the net without making a long distance

caII. 'We are the toll killers to the Intern et,"

says Jim Dib1e, director of Pottsville's New
Horizons Group.

Advertisers may also seek a leg up from
publishers who have established a presence

on the Web. Daniels, in his market, intends to
bring his local advertising clients along with
him in his explorations of interactiviq{, and by
so doing forge a stronger relationship with
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them. "We looked out in the market in the
Triangle area of North Carolina and looked for
advertisers that have the back shop capability
so we could learn how to translate that to
the Internet. "

The News & Obseryer Web site, NandO, has

helped one such advertiser, Southern Season, a

food specialty store in Chapel Hill, N.C., put a
catalog on the Internet where it has developed
an international clientele. Another test bed
with a local advertiser having advanced 800

services will help both the newspaper and the
ad client convert their databases to formats
more easily adaptable to computer screens.

But it's not too farfetched to expect that a local
paper may have something to offer the world
in the way of content when it can make cre-

ative use of opportunities.

For instance, the St. Petersburg Times tapped an
enthusiastic worldwide audience far beyond its
regional boundaries when it digitally cata-

logued and displayed the best of a traveling
exhibit of art and artifacts dubbed "The
Treasures of the Czats." Tteasures was resident
in St. Petersburg for iust six months, from
January to June, and then moved on to its only
other exhibit site in the U.S. While it stay€d,

the Times had the world in its backyard.

Of course, there's a lot of "good stuff" out
there, especially on the Web, where corporate

sponsors are actually paying for the privilege to
be iust one hypertext link - one mouse click

- away fuom the home pages of other infor-
mation providers.

For this reason,

newspqpers' ubiquity in the lorol
mqrkelploce ollows them lo serve
os pointers to elettronit conlent
belonging hoth Io lhemselves ond
their odverlisers.



More than 300 new Web sites were added in

iust the second week of May, according to a
weekly compilation on Open Market's Commercial

Sites Index thttp://www.openmarket.com). That
makes 5,493 commercial sites by Open Market's
reckonirg, greater by a factor of 10 than the
so-called 500-channel universe that was so

widely touted iust a year ago.

Like the local networks and newspaper TV guides

of today, such "newbies" - many of them new
to the net but well known to publishers - rely
on pointers to the "good stuff" in either the
local or the trade press in the hands of their
targeted audience.

Some of these advertisers will go directly to
the Web, bypassing newspapers entirely. But
Web surfers are a voracious lot, and there's not
enough content in the Library of Congress to
quell their appetites.

That's a cue to the newspaper content kings,
but also to diversified media owners. When the
franchise expands to cyberspace, don't down-
play the importance of mass media synergies.

It's why Fox's Bart Simpson could be the next
public member of MCI's "Friends and Family"
calling circle.

Says the Globe's Thylor, "You could get lost in
the electrons unless someone points you to the
Web page."

It's a small step from pointing readers to
the good stuff to trying to identify what stuff
is good enough to induce readers to pay more
for it.

Newspopers hove the ubilily to
serve verlicul mqrkets of greoter
depth, perhops generoling informotion
for whirh subscribers will pqy more.

Direct mail, the kind of targeted promotional
material seeking an audience interested in
anything from hip replacement surgery to

antique cars, is having a serious impact on

newspapers' ad revenues.

In their online products, newspapers

increasingly may generate content for distinct
groups who will both be of interest to selective

advertisers, and be willing to pay for informa-
tion that more directly addresses their needs.

Given the interactive nature of the medium
itself, electronic services may even allow its

readers to self-select into "chatrooms" or
community forums in which they may air their
interests and grievances.

Listening to and learning from what features

are most enthusiastically received can aid pub-
lishers immeasurably in creating content that
best meets the needs of online users. Of course,
the same is true for the print newspaper - if
newspapers were interacting with their readers

on a more intimate level, they'd be better able

to deliver what this audience wants to read,

argues Susan Bokern, associate director of
Gannett New Media.

But the online model is a different animal
than newsprint, and the newspaper model
virtually breaks down in electronic media
where publishers' attention is increasingly
devoted to addressing the needs of people
willing to pay for information, argues James
McKnight, telecommunications vice president
for Cox Newspapers.

The Star Tribune's Kramer agrees, saying, "I
think the newspaper model will change dra-

matically. We're heading for a world where we

have to provide information that consumers
will pay for. Aggregating audiences will become
less importantt" than hitting the hot button of
a more select few who are willing to pay for it.

Kramer suggests, "the most important thing for
a publisher to focus on is better understanding
his submarkets." Perhaps there's a nearby com-
munity of people who play golf. "What the
new technology makes possible is the capacity
to serve those markets in a way that was not
economical with newsprint," he asserts.

ANARCHY



Nowhere was that better illustrated than by
Augusta's Master's Tournament Web page
which posted multiple daily scores and
took virtual visitors on a tour of the golf course
during the contest.

So,

Ihe obilily to elerlronicolly oggregote
oudiences or communilies of inlerest
whirh moy he too smsll lo serue GCo-

nomi(olly with newsprint olso mqy
be qn element of the newspoper's
future frqnchise.

The success with which newspapers can
accomplish this is in large part conditioned
on how connected it is willing to be with its
community of interest.

It's a painful process for some. Daniels says,

"What we've tried to do is first learn about
how we manage two-way communication. We
began five years ago by first putting all of our
editors' telephone numbers in the paper each
duy, and now we put everybody's e-mail
addresses in the paper each day and we get

several hundred e-mails a duy, and several

hundred phone calls a day. We're beginning to
manage the interactivity from the newsroom's
perspective and that is teaching us how we
may be able to help advertisers. That's the new
opportunity for newspapers - that now we

can begin to have a relationship with business-

es in our community that we haven't been able

to have" in the past.

Creating community is hard, even when a front
page newspaper story may be all anyone wants
to talk about that day.The impact doesn't nec-

essarily translate into a community of interest
that can be sold to advertisers. It may be even

tougher for larger dailies such as The New York

Times, admitted James Lessersohn, managing
director of corporate planning for the New
York Times Co.
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But, whereas dozens of boroughs across the
whole continuum of income and educational
strata may not look like a single market to a

national advertiser, the online environment is
strangely more intimate. Th e " gray lady"
proved this recently by drawing together a

responsive audience of baby boomers over its
compelling special section on the z}th
anniversary of the fall of Saigon in its @times
edition on America Online.

The San lose Mercury l{ews took a similar
approach in its retrospective, but targeted its
appeal to its substantial local Vietnamese-
American community.

Tapping the shared experience, pursuing
community involvement, listening to online
service users and providing the context and the
opportunity in which they can interact with
each other is a first step to plugging in to the
online marketplace.

In the context of helping newspapers define
what they do best, this strength may be

defined as

connetling reoders to informotion, lo
eo(h other ond to qdvertisers, serving
s uoriety of needs seomlessly while
keeping the (onsumer in-house.

Daniels is so taken by the power of online
media to perform this task that he predicts, "In
10 years we won't be publishing a daily news-
paper." More to the point, "If we do electronics
well, we will be different, but very well read. If
we don't do it well, we may not be publishing
a newspaper at all."
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n eledronic newspoper is o greot block news hole,

ond gelling reporters ond editors lo ftink creolively for

0 new ouilel con be o chollenge. 0f course some publishers,

citing creotivily, skill sel und even union issues, hove opled

lo e$oblish wholly seporole "ediloriol" operotions for fteir

eledronic venlures.

When The New York Times mode fie offer lo ony of its

editoriol stoff lo porlicipote in @times 0r ils coming Web proiecl,

relofively few responded, bd those who did hove mode signifi-

conl conilibufions lo fte efforl.

The subiecl is controversiol enough lo worronl seporole

lreolmenl ol o loler dole, but for ftose new medio monogers

who hove decided to link fteir newsrooms lo the online creolive

process, Lem Lloyd, new medio direclor of the Pioneer Press in

Sl. Poul, Minn., hos the following suggeslions. Lloyd used this

0ppr00(h for pulling fte newsroom inlo his oudiolex service bul

his suggeslions seemed succincl ond universol enough lo be good

odvice for ftose involved in the lounch of on online proiect

os well.

l. locotiorr lotqtiorr locotion.
"You gollo be neor the newsroom," soys Lloyd. Possing

hy the desk of on editor or 0 reporler who might hove on ideo

bil who isn'l molivsled to wolk up Mo flighls lo your office

hos o remorkobly $imulofing effed. His collolerol odvice on

this subiecl is lo "be seen eorly ond often" s0 people begin lo

underslond how much creolive effofi is involved.

2. Pitk your chompions.
Hove fie monoging editor send 0 memo oround osking for inpul

for speciol reporls or seclions, ond iu$ generolly unnouncing the

exislence of fte eleclronic produd. Then, seek oil ile invesligo-

live reporlers for fteir inpul. They often hsve collolerol moteriol

such ss inlerviews ftd could he used os oudio clips or lronscripls.

3. Don'l forget the numbers.
Post the coll counls (or visil tollies) on fie newsroom bulletin

boord. Everyone loves on oudience, ond iournulisls don'l often

know how ofier stories ore re(eived. Weosel o menlion on fte

office e-moil 0n 0 regulor bosis loo.

4. Doily budget meetings - ollend.
Lloyd soys, "We ore fte gruphics deporlmenl of fie I990s," so

the deeper fie involvemenl in lhe process, the beiler.

5. Never soy 'no.'
lnevilobly, someone who hos been o holdoul wilh polenliolly very

interesling conlenl for fie network will wonder up wilh 0 sugges-

tion ol 4 p.m. on Fridoy. lnsleod of regoling him or her wilh fte

deloils on how much producilon time is necessory, soy, "We cun

do fi01." You'll be glod you did.

6. Do o big elertion putkoge.
Rolling up your sleeves wilh fie elecfion crew builds leomwork,

ond is o greol woy lo recruil regulor reoders. Endorsemenl recops,

deficit diologues, plotform summories ore ull grisl for the mill.

7.Iurn d orG.lime shot into u full.time gig.
Look to lessen the lood by involving o volunleer in

extending fte concepl lo o regulor feolure, ond o $or is horn.

Reporters und editors moy enioy fte some feeling of empowermenl

reoders feel when offered the chonce to sound off.

8. Wine snd dine the trilits.
A recolcilront movie crilic lreoled lo o little speciol

otlenlion ond dinner oul con be o polenliol converl.

9. Get on the news.burequ lrain.
Suhurhs ore ofien fie ploces closest lo fie polenliol eledronic

reodership unywoy. Whol informqlion con bureous generole ftol

could brooden fie bose mop of the pupert wired reodership?
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GOMPEIIIION

here are numerous competitive threats to
the newspapers in cyberspace. Competing
news organizations, some with dramatically

limited resources, can nearly match the market
reach of the local daily and draw a respectable

subscriber base and corresponding regional or
national advertising clientele by appealing to
the interests of a paper's local population of
computer literati.

Local and national computer magazines

have taken the lead in this trend, some with
FreeNets, but nothing is holding back the local
business paper, or the local television station,
many of which are seeking alliances with other
news outlets to explore the benefits of electronic
publishing. Look to Nashville where the
Nashville Business lournal is teamed up with the
local Landmark TV station on the Web.

A recent Landmark deal with CBS to put this
network's affiliates on the Web means there
could be an "Eye on the News" coming to the
multimedia marketplace near you.

More dramatically, competition is on a
fast track from the Regional Bell Operating
Companies (RBOCs), all of whom are designing
online services with economic models hinging
on the provision of classified ads linked to
online shopping services. One group in partic-
ular combines PacTel and other RBOCs into a

consortium that intends to take the service

national. Classifieds, which currently make up
3Oo/o of the advertising revenue of the nation's

newspapers, uniquely are enhanced by digital
media, where they can be electronically
searched by price and location to improve their
usefulness to readers.

In providing interactive services to users, phone
companies don't have to wait for broadband
networks, and aren't limited in the provision of
editorial content to draw users to the service.
News, weather, sports and other features can be

created from scratch from the telephone
ratepayer war chest, or purchased through part-
nerships like those that exist between Heritage

Information Services and Ameritech, The Los

Angeles Times and Pacific 8e11, Cox Newspapers

and BellSouth, Knight-Ridder and Bell Atlantic,
and Newsday and NYNEX.

The most powerful and recent of such liaisons

was born in mid-May with MCI's $2 billion

A N A R C H Y IlI

Who is the (ompetilion, reolly?
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investment in News Corp. Each party has every

expectation that the Murdoch media empire will
be enhanced by MCI's global connectivity, and
MCI's Internet services will be commensurately
improved by News Corp.'s content. Tiy to imag-
ine Bart Simpson pushing pog slammers on
marketplaceMcl and you'Il begin to get the idea.

The bottom line: Competition is comirg, some

of it national, much of it regional - some of it
even funded by Uncle Sam.

On March L4, the Detroit Free Press broke the
news that Michigan was chosen by the LJ.S.

Labor Department as one of two states to
develop a new computer listing of iob postings

that will be available nationwide to employers
and iob seekers starting later this year.

Michigan and Missouri will use a $1.8 million
grant to set up two systems that will be avail-
able to consumers via the Internet computer
network later this yeaL Eighteen other states

belong to the consortium that will use the two
systems. Three million users are expected to
post their resumes on the Zo-state system

before mid-L996.

Job-wanted ads are bread and butter to many
small newspapers, and iob listings are the sin-
gle most popul ar draw on the Internet. The
extent to which they participate or ignore such

systems could impact the long-term viability of
online newspapers' revenue stream.

Those are the obvious attacks on what
publishers might see as their traditional
revenue streams. But, publishers should be

aware that the technology of new media itself
spawns a more novel - and potentially more
lethal - competition.

One competitive genre derives generally from
news retrieval software such as NewsHound,
which boasts 2,600 subscribers, or other more
targeted services like those of Individual Inc.
Individual still taps wires and newspaper

archives to deliver its product to cyberspace,

but newspapers are serving up wires online too,
and newspapers who don't find themselves
part of the mix could be out in the cold.

Individual Inc. of Burlington, Mass., began by
marketing f ax and e-mail newsletters directed

toward its subscribers. Those subscribers choose

specific informational keywords through which
Individual compiles relevant clips. The service,

based on an exclusive license for proprietary
text-retrieval technology, acts like NewsHound
in its ability to search a broad spectrum of
electronic newswires, newspapers and trade
fiiagazines to find the articles relevant to each

client, but delivers the news in a variety of
ways including e-mail, Web and fax, and
through enterprise-wide groupware platforms
such as Lotus Notes. First!, Headsup and iNews
are among the derivatives.

NoW Individual is on the Web with NewsPage

(http://u,rww.newspage.com), which claims to
offer 25,000 pages of text, changed daily.

The assault on print newspapers is evident
in Individual's recent advertising pitch for the
service which trumpets, "Are you still getting
your news from dead trees?"

Geared largely toward professional audiences
(categories included "computer hardware and
peripherals," "aerospace and defenSe," "media
and communications"), the service hasn't
begun to charge on the Web yet. When it does,
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the price set largely will be a factor of what the
market will bear, and how much traffic the site
sees. The comp any has alliances with the likes
of Knight-Ridder, Lotus, Motorola, Apple,
Prodigy, the Gartner Group and AT&T. Though
advertising doesn't yet seem part of the mix,
this is alre ady a $20 million business.

ClariNet, another such clipping service
(http://wvrw.clarinet.com/) boldly calls itself an
"electronic newspaper," delivering professional
news and information to the user's computer
in the Usenet news format. Syndicated features
and stock quotes are part of the package. "Why
is the e.News better than traditional media?"
asks the company's Web site.

" ClartNet combines the in-depth coverage
of print media with the speed of broadcast
media to give you the best of both worlds.
With the e.News, you can harness the power
of your computer to find the news you want
on the subjects you want. In addition, most
U.S. media limit their international coverage
for reasons of space and time, but the wires
report far more than what you see. The e.News
brings you what you want, when you want it."

News site licenses are priced based on the
number of networks on the system. The cost
is $3/networker/month for the first 100 net-
workers and $ Unetworker/month thereafter,
with a minimum of $60/month. Individuals
pay $4O/month.

If this is a business, and it clearly is, then
nothing stops newspapers from packaging and
offering similar services. But the effect of such
so called "D ally Me" could splinter an audience,

the aggregation of which drew electronic pub-
lishers to the medium in the first place.

What's even more striking about the medium
is how many services are willing to offer up
interesting and original fare for free.
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Such is CRAYON, which stands for "CReAte
Your Own Newspaper, " the brainchild of a

Z}-year-old senior computer science and
engineering maior at Bucknell University in
Lewisburg, Pa., who was "too lazy to walk
downhill to [his] mailbox to get a newspaper."

CRAYON's home page (http:IIsun bucknell.edu-

f -boulter/cr ayonl) now allows Internet users

to create their own daily news page, pulling
together free news sources from all over the
world. Information derives from sources such
as the TIME Daily News Summ dty, The l,{andO
Times U.S. or World Report, The American
Reporter, The San Francisco Chronicle News, The
Electronic Telegraph (London), Today's White
House Publications, Today at NASA and - yes

- The Online Bucknellian, edited by site propri-
etor Jeff Boulter. Boulter takes suggestions from
readers on what he should add to the down-
loadable, customizable menu, but won't access

papers that charge for information, such as the
Mercury Center on the Web, and won't touch
The New York Times in Adobe's PDF because he

says it's too cumbersome and difficult to use.

Nearly any computer whiz can be a Boulter;

tools to search the Internet and retrieve infor-
mation for personal use are not only accessible

to services that perform the function - they
are downloadable as freeware. A Massachusetts

Institute of Technology Web site at

lhuny Surh Offerings Are Jree



http:/ lrtngo.media.mit.edu offers an agent for
ratings and predictions about musical artists.
SIFT (Stanford Information Filtering Tool) is a
Usenet clipping service which handles 14,000
search profiles on 40,000 postings a day. A
proiect called "News Weeder" is under way at
Carnegie Mellon University to provide
"perso naltzed interactive newspapers. "

The concept that people might actually
consider community news and information
as "weeds" in the garden troubles many edi-
tors. Those who enter the online newspaper
arena, including Chris Jennewein of Knight-
Ridder's Mercury Center who is now tasked

with putting all Knight-Ridder's papers on
the Web, says, "to ffie, there will always be a
market for a well-edited newspaper which
covers a range of issues and not just one
narrow sphere. These 'Daily Me' digests or
NewsHound products will serve special
interests, but people still need to know what
is going on around them."

Whether electronic newspaper content
rises to a level of relevance for wired readers

grown used to downloading a small sampling
of the whole rests largely on the content
creators' shoulders.

Meanwhile, whole businesses are being born
from the need to search the many hundreds
of Web sites coming to the Internet every
week. YAHOO (which stands for Yet Another
Hierarchical Officious Oracle) is another
service born of entrepreneurial collegiate esprit.
With more than 2OO,000 visits a day and pro-
viding access to more than two million Web

pages, the site has become the Internet's search

tool of choice. With the backing of "somewhere
under $1 million" from Sequoia Capital, it will
soon become an advertising-supported crossroads.

How entrepreneurs such as these redefine
advertising will have a sweeping effect on what
the market will bear. YAHOO principal Jerry
Yang told Interactive Age, "We'd like to define a

new way of doing advertising so it won't be in
your face. It's very hard for us because we're so

used to seeing the Internet bein g a free thing.
But we believe some sort of commerce
is needed on the Internet, so, bottom line, we
said, which evil do we pick? Do we make peo-
ple pay for it or advertisers pay for it? We said,

let's make advertisers pay for it."
What newspapers need to know about the
readers who frequent such sites is that they
are predominantly young, wealthy, well-educated

and male. Internet users are a bit younger and
less likely to be married than users of commercial
online services.

Both groups share a trait that could make
them ara audience of opportunity for electronic
newspapers: they are constantly in search of
new and compelling content and information
that will save them time or money or help
them find a better iob.

Odyssey, a San Francisco-based technology
research firm, calls these folks "surferS,"
and what would-be electronic publishers
don't know about them could impact their
bottom lines.
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he biggest mistake a publisher could make
in looking at the market for online services

is to lump all potential users together into
a uniform whole. "There's no such thing as

'peopls' - no homogenous mass audience" for
online services, says Joe Peritz, chief research

officer of Odyssey. "You'll prob ably overstate

your market if you don't understand that it's
not one market, but six. "

Odyssey, in a presentation to the NAAs
Industry Development Committee, groups
the likely audience for online services by its
attitudes and behaviors, which it considers a

more accurate prediction than segmentation
based on demographics. The company puts
consumers into the following segments: new
enthusiasts, surfers, independents, faithfuls,
hopefuls and oldliners. Peritz didn't reveal

how many of 1,500 people surveyed recently
fell into each camp, but said each group was

of significant size.

Oldliners number among the most loyal
newspaper readers, with more than 70o/o saying

they read a local newspaper "very often." This

same audience group has the strongest positive
image of its local paper. Conversely, new

enthusiasts, surfers and independents who
think highly of their local paper number fewer
than l5o/o.

Yet these three segments are most likely to
subscribe to online services. Surfers -
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a younger, upscale audience who are a mass

of contradictions - rank highest as online
subscribers at 15o/o. New enthusiasts are the
wealthiest amons us, not threatened by tech-
nology, but not the early adopters of the 1980s.

These consumers learned then that first is not
necess artly best, and value service above all;
lOo/o of their number are online. Neither of
these groups, despite their obvious attraction
to the online world, demonstrate any
brand loyalty.

Independents - wealthy and better educated,

but with little interest in technology or at-

home entertainment - and faithfuls - middle
income couch potatoes who are the sort to
tape shows like "Coach" - subscribe to online
services only at today's national average of 60/o.

Hopefuls are new enthusiasts without the com-

mensurate disposable income. Both they and

oldliners log on at about 3o/o.

If faithfuls could be convinced that online
newspapers were enough like TV to hold their
interest, they, with a share of the more quirky
new enthusiasts and surfers, could become a

mass audience, but they haven't seen anything
they really like yet.

Meanwhile, PC ownership iumped from 27o/o

to 31P/o of American homes during the period
from July 1994 to January 1995. Homes with
modems inched up from 74o/o to t\o/o. Yet

homes with online services only grew from 60/o

M
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to 7o/o during that period. More than half those
equipped to subscribe to an online service
haven't seen anything worth buying yet.

Low market penetration means online services

are ripe for a "reshufflitrg, " Perit z says. Not
only is there low "functional awareness" in the
marketplace of online services, but consumers
aren't gener ally satisfied with the quality or
service their online comparry provides.

Skeptics view this as a sign that the public
appetite for online services may be overrated.
But newspapers staking a claim to the new
frontier are heartened that no one company
"owns" the market, leaving plenty of room for
growth in local markets.

While that may be true for nory the entry
of Microsoft Network through Windows 95

could change the whole equatioil, Pentz
warns. When Microsoft enters the marketplace,
the effect will be something like the impact
on a swimming pool full of tennis balls when
someone throws in a basketball, he adds. But
despite the positive reaction Microsoft elicits
from consumers today, much will depend on
how well the comp arry can deliver on the
hype of Microsoft Network.

Of those with PCs and modems who were
asked if they might sign up for an online
service like Microsoft Network, 13o/o said they
were "extremely likely," 33o/o said they might,
and 54o/o said they were "not at all likely" to
log on. "And that's assuming they [Microsoft]
do a fantastic job," Peritz says.

Others have taken a stab at compiling the
psychographics of the Web with more anecdotal,
but certainly complimerttary, results.

Sunil Gupta at the Michigan Business School
(sgupta@umich.edu), in collaboration with
researchers Jim Pitkow and Mimi Recker, has

loaded results of a survey last fall of between

900 and 3,500 respondents to an online survey
on the Web at http:llwww.umich.edu/-sgup-
talconres.htm.

Among their results, the average age of all
respondents was about 31 years; Europeans

were younger at 29 while North Americans
were 32 on average. Overall, respondents
were well educated. Some 34L women, 3,181
men, 829 European and 2,530 North
American respondents answered at least
one of the questionnaires.

That made the sample predominantly one
of North American males, but women didn't
answer that differently. This does not contra-
dict the experience of the commercial
online services:

. ComPuServe, the online service with
perhaps the most enviable disposable income
demographic, has a subscriber base 9oo/o of
which are married men. The median age is 42
years old. Subscribers have an average house-
hold income of $92,000, and 45o/o have a
home-based business.

. Prodigy claims a slightly more
equitable split of 600/o men to 4oo/o women,
but others cite a 7oo/o male demographic for
the service.

. America Online's Average subscriber
consists of a two-wage earner household with
combined income above $75,000, in the 38- to
42-year-old age bracket, though the median
age seems to be plummeting, in part due to
the company's efforts to target what it calls
"screamagers."

But even on the Web, the Gupta survey finds
the median income to be in the $35,000 to
$50,000 range, with the estimated average

household income at $59,600. North American
households are wealthier, with an estimated
average of $65,000.

Most were students, researchers or technical
professionals, but since most Internet access

in America is still via university, that's not
surprising. Yet North American respondents
were as likely to be married as not, even though
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most didn't have children. One in five did
have two or more children, and the researchers
will go back to explore the market for children's
products and services.

Buying goods and services online is much
less common than gathering purchase-related
information, but respondents expect Web

purchasing to grow by about 8506. They are

concerned about the security of transaction-
related information and worry about the
reliability of WWW vendors. Such vendors can

score with this group by providing high-quality
information, and emph asizing the convenience
of the transaction. Surprisingly, having the
lowest price doesn't seem to be crucial.

And, a fairly large proportion expect to
buy a variety of software, hardware and home
electronics products over the next six months.

But, as note d, they're not necess anly
looking to buy online. They use the Web

primarily because they're "just looking" or
seeking fun and games. Shopping is an

uncommon primary motivation. What they
want are sites that are " fvn , interesting
and informative."

An overwhelming majority - almost BOo/o -
are willing to pay for WWW access and services,

but "this is conditional upon appropriate quality
and price." Research, reference and government
documents were the most common non-
entertainment, noncommercial reasons for
using the Web.

Only one-fifth of the North American
respondents use some advanced communications

products and services, somewhat less than the

one-third of online enthusiasts reported using

beepers and cellular phones in a recent CDB

Research and Consulting survey of 365 subscribers

to commercial online services. But the trend

clearly is that these people are wired in more

ways than one.
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Others, such as CommerceNet, a nonprofit
consortium of businesses looking to improve
the capability of the Internet to support
commercial operation (http://wvrw.comm-

erce.net), are looking to corne up with a more
comprehensive survey of Internet users. The
consortium issued a request for proposals this
spring to solicit bids from companies willing to
provide a definitive demographic profile of
Internet users.

Still, it's not hard to see why publishers such as

those of the Raleigh l,{ews & Observer's NandO
chose to approach this crowd with such a rich
and layered sports offering (see Business

Models, p. X). Whatever scientific research

emerges in coming months won't challenge
the reality that most of the capturable audience
is male.

That could also be a factor in the immediate
success of Penthouse on the Web which went
live at http:l lw.penthousemag.com in
mid-February to a reception of about 700,000

visits per duy, which is likely a Web record.
The site is free, but the printed version of
the magazine will be integrated later as a

"premium tier."

All this could have a self-fulfilling prophecy
effect; women don't frequent video games

either, but many of those intentionally target a

younger, male audience.

Consumers Don'l Buy lt - Yet

rf



What presages a trend toward more universal
appeal for online services is the extraordinary
response of the marketplace to less expensive,

more capable multimedia computer hardware

and software, which is increasingly shipped

"wire ready" to plug in and connect to
interactive services.

In the six months between July 1994 and

January 1995, the percentage of U.S. households
with personal computers jumped from 27o/o

to 3 7o/o. A little more than half those machines
are equipped with modems; in the same peri-

od, modem growth climbed from l4o/o to !60/o.

The most widely cited statistic to drive home
this point is that the value of computer sales

topped those of television sets at Christmas
last year.

Forrester Research predicts that by 1997 , there
will be more than 42 million personal comput-
ers in American homes, nearly doubling the 23

million in place at the end of 1994.

Dataquest, a San Jose, Calif., research firm, says

multimedia PC sales quadrupled in L994 over
the previous year. Multimedia PC shipments
totaled 10.3 million units worldwide in L994,

up more than 300o/o from the 2.5 million units
shipped in 1993. Analysts with the company
likened marketplace expectations to those of a
typical car buyer who fully anticipates the car

will come with a radio. In other words, multi-
media is no longer considered an add-on when
consumers buy a PC.

Many modems sold also preload software
to connect those modems to commercial
online services or enable them to interact
with graphical bulletin boards and the Web.

This begins to marginalize issues of accessibility
to the home consumer. Whether that consumer
wants to use the equipment to do more than
play games on multimedia CDs depends largely
on whether there's anything compelling
to retrieve.

The growth of commercial online services

may be a leading indicator. Information &
Interactive Services Report rcports that, at the end
of March, 7.3 million subscribers used commer-
cial online services, up nearly 1 million users

from the year-end figures. That's a 15.50/6

increase in three months, ? rate of growth
increase from the 33o/o overall customer base

increase shown by commercial services in the
whole previous year.

America Online grew the fastest, showing a

33o/o increase during the first quarter. Growth
continued into the spring with the service

announcing it had reached the 2.5 million
mark in April - more than the readership of
USA Today and the Wall Street lournal com-
bined. Prodigy, after introducing its proprietary
Web browser, registered 360,000 users in the
first quarter, half of them new to the service.
By June, 600,000 users had the new browser
in hand.

Churn continues to be a problem; as many
as 5006 of online users cease receiving services

each year. (A recent report by CowIes/SIMBA
on The Economics of Online Publishing claims
an average of 52o/o of online services' employees
are involved in either marketing or customer
support positions - either landing or keeping
customers happy.)
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Compony Suhscribers Chunge from
Jon. to lhor(h

(ompuServe 2,700,000 +15%

AOL 2,000,000 +33%

Prodigy 1,300,000 +8%

Delphi 140,000 (new tully method)

eWorld 80,000 +23%

GEnie 75,000 no chonge

Source: I/SR, April 7, 1995 @ BRP Puhlicotions

Compulers: UCR of the 1990s?



But, even at the current growth rates, there
would be a population of 13 million online
users by L998.

Those numbers could be bumped up
considerably if Microsoft has the marketplace
impact it proiects with Windows 95.
Connectivity to online services - notably
Microsoft's own Microsoft Network - will be
built into Windows 95's operating system soft-
ware, giving it a potential audience out of the
box of 60 million Windows users. Even if only
half of them test-drive Microsoft Network and
one-tenth sign or, the impact of the blitz
would double the online users from whom
interactive newspapers could draw a following.

Microsoft itself proiects more modest gains, but
wouldn't rule out the possibility of becoming
the largest stand-alone commercial service in
short order.

Even entertainment trends argue for growth
of the online media. A recent study done in
the (J.K. of computer online users saw users'

age falI from an average of 35-38 to 2L-22, with
47o/o of the audience now women.

When TV viewing habits of the last quarter of
last year were measured against 19BB (a year with
similar weather patterns), broadcast viewing was

down 24o/o and computer time was up l3o/o. It
was clear to researchers that much of the dispos-

able/entertainment time TV viewers had spent
in front of the tube had migrated to the PC.

With the advent of even more interactive
media set to debut this decade, the trend away

from broadcast viewing is expected to accelerate,

leaving national advertisers to troll for other
ways to tap the buying power of their
target demographics.

What these users want to see in online services

is still a matter of experimentation, but clearly

communications capability ranks near the top.

A survey of Internet users by Find/SVP last year
found that 74o/o use it for personal e-mail, 7Oo/o

for bulletin board access, 610/o to download
software, 59o/o to transfer office files, 5Zo/o

to access educational information, 39o/o to
access news sources, 33o/o to chat, 3Oo/o to play
games, 22o/o to manage investments, L3o/o to
purchase goods or services and tZo/o to make
travel reservations. (The number adds up to
more than TOOo/o because multiple answers
were possible.)

Clearly, users want a richly capable service
offering many options for connectivity as well
as content.

In fact, less than Lo/o of the revenue earned
by commercial Internet-based services came
from content.

It's statistics like that that make James
Lessersohn, managing director of corporate
planning at The l,{ew York Times, worry. If online
services are driven by entertainment with news

coming in the "backdoor, " if they are "driven
by things other than what we do best, then it
will be hard to have a meaningful role,"
he suggests.

But with a proliferation of online services

fighting for eyeballs, and intelligent agents

that can aggregate communities of interest
by simple self-selection, surely compelling,
original fare will be in demand.

Will this demand spark content wars? Will
newspapers need to pay royalties to buy such
content to keep their electronic service users

happy and at home? How much collateral con-

tent must be created or bought? If purchased,

how much is available that hasn't been

snapped up or bid up by the Big Three
online services?

These are all open questions. Newspapers

themselves offer much more in the way of
content that adapts well to a digital environ-
ment than they suspect. As mentioned already,

classified ads are more easily searchable online.
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Custom information can be developed for a

local audience that such an online reader can't
get elsewhere: sports schedules and stats, local
government budget information, restaurant
and entertainment reviews and listings.

Understand the franchise. Know the reader.

And create an environment that adapts to
what readers - and advertisers - want.
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Cheen predicts print media will retain the
lion's share of that year's projected $137.4
billion ad market with $60.8 billior, saying
broadcast, radio and cable will take $47.8
billion, $15.6 billion and $9.2 billion
shares, respectively.

Trouble is, though many Madison Avenue
and interactive service executives agree that
Cheen draws the pie too small, most put
their faith in a scenario that could well see

advertisers putting a larger portion of new
money into marketing efforts that bypass
traditional content providers and pitch
consumers directly online.

In an interactive ?Be, "The old way of
throwing advertising - spraying and praying

- will weaken over time. Marketing will
become a form of content," says Mark
Hauptschein, Ameritech director of strategy

and business development.
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And how. Only one of the top 10 Web

pages featured as Interactive Age's top 100

hottest net venues belonged to a newspaper:

the Mercury Center Web. The rest of what's
considered cool and informative came from
corporate America, and they were brought to
the viewer direct, without the aid of a content
provider intermedi ary.

Bypass offers a serious threat to newspapers,

given the ease of use and economical availability
of tools to develop individual Web sites. But

the sheer size of the Internet, combined with
commercial online media, also argues for the
value of pointers, creative links and relation-
ship building electronic newspapers can offer,

which is distinct from cyber-bound media.
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Developing an understanding of the online
medium is crucial to making it pay for an

electronic newspaper venture.

First,

to the online consumer, onything
ond euerything is odvertising.

Jayne Spittler, vice president and director
of media research of Leo Burnett Co. Inc.,
says, "To the consumer, everything is advertising,
and so, if it's all advertising to the consumer,
than we think it's all advertising to our agency,
and we need to develop skills in direct marketing,
promotions, event marketing, sports marketing
and interactive media. Our role is to build and
nurture brands by delivering brand messages."

What the TV remote control did to broadcast
commercial viewing, the mouse does for online
consumers. On another level, consumers now
have not only a choice of channels, but a

choice of media. Many consumers who take

their leisure time to the CRT instead of the tube
are actually fleeing what they view as a lowest-
common-denominator entertainment medium,
and they want to exercise greater selectivity
over what they see and where they go.

"IrL cyberspace," writes Michael Strangelov in
Internet World, "the consumer is liberated from
controlled content by uncensored mass com-
munication and near-instantaneous access to
primary sources of news."

This consumer has little patience for intrusive,
"in your face" advertising, but will tolerate
sponsorships and information-driven brand
messages, particularly when he seeks them out.

For savvy advertisers, this translates into the
old Marshall Mcl-uan adage that:

the medium is the messoge.

Spittler illustrates the difference between

traditional and interactive advertising by
comparing them to the difference between
a cheerleader and a traveling salesman. A
cheerleader appeals to a crowd, the traveling
salesman to individuals. The cheerleader has to
yell to be heard at 100 yards, the salesman
engages in a dialog, door to door. The cheer-
leader offers a lowest-common-denominator,
generahzed approach while the salesman's
pitch must be customized and in depth. The
cheerleader is intruding, the salesman - for a
short time anryay - invites.

An excellent example of this more integrated,
nonintrusive approach is offered up on AT&T's
home page on the World Wide Web. The site
provides links to a world map with "hot" spots
that connect, via mouse click from spots on a
world r?p, to information about the Internet
in that part of the world. This is an excellent,
targeted message for a company looking to pro-
vide communications backbone services to
its clientele.

Bill Clausen, interactive multimedia
advertising director for AT&T's Business

Communications Services Division, says,"

Our advertising historically has been - as all
advertising is - very intrusive, very much
'in your face.' This [new medium] is about
customers being able to come to us when they
want to, to pull down the content that they
want, whether it be product information or
demonstrations or whatever. We need to be
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there and [be] accessible. We need to be able

to provide our information better, faster, easier

than our competition so that AT&T stays

top-of-the-line with them."

Another model comes courtesy of American
Express, which America Online Services

President Ted Leonsis says paid AOL "a lot of
money" to create a new service called Expressnet.

Expressnet offers 55,000 articles on travel and
other luxuries, customer service such as the
ability to check card balances, and that, in
turn, draws customers to AOL. That returns
cash to AMEX' coffers in royalties. Customer
response, coupled with the economic model,
will drive clients to "go directly to the medium
itself and create new conteflt," Leonsis asserts.

It's certainly not lost on the advertiser that his
content can reap rewards in ways besides

improved customer service or sales. The commer-
cial provider took the concept a step farther with
McDonald's. Because of the draw that the fast

food chain's area is expected to be for AOL users,

the online service is payrng McDonald's to open
shop on the network, not the other way around.

Other advertisers will have to work harder

to make their content compelling (and it
hasn't been demonstrated that McDonald's
online is all that big a draw, for the record).
To accomplish what he wants, the advertiser
must incorporate his message into content
the reader finds compelling.

Brond messoges will hove mony more
roles beyond imuge building. Ihey will
prouide informotion ond enlertoinmenl

The online medium, unlike broadcasting

and increasingly the print media, is virtually
unhindered by space constraints. While that
doesn't mean the reader has unlimited patience

to sift through massive data dumps, when he

goes looking for matertal, he has a longer
attention span than the average surfer who

stumbles upon it.
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The marketplaceMcl approach to catalog sales

is instructive. Graphically rich images, when
compiled in some GIF (Graphics Interface
Format) files , car. take minutes to download to
a reader's screen. The surfer simply won't wait,
and the potential sale is lost, if the image is

intrusive instead of informative. On the other
hand, if the cybershopper selects the option to
see that button-down Oxford shirt in a blue
pinstripe, he may wait to have a larger photo
blown up on his screen.

If the entertainment is what is sought - the
Dave Barry column or the Letterman top 10 list
of the day - then virtually ar,-y ads seem intru-
sive. If the ad is the entertainment, as with the
Nabisco-sponsored soap opera on @times' AOL
site, there's a greater brand message and higher
potential for positive reader response.

That reader response button is one worth
pushing in this new medium, because,

online odverlising con bring the
consumer tloser to the odvertiser
Ihon its print (ounterporls.

Wired consumers want comparison information
above all - how does a certain product stack

up against others in its class? The advertiser
itself is the best source for such information.

Some services will be designed with personal

shoppers - electronic robots capable of search-

ing voluminous files for items of a particular
brand and price range. That's what consumers

want, but newspapers may be the only medium
with the courage to provide them.

When marketplaceMcl showcased its new

service for the press, it admitted that comparison

pricing was considered a "no-no" by the
advertisers and catalogers who had agreed to
put their merchandise into the service's corner

stores. In MCI's case, keeping the "customer"
satisfied means satisfying the advertiser, not
the end user. (The approach has its flaws; after

N
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2 mrllion visits to the mall, retailers logged
only $ 10,000 in sales.)

Newspapers have been the one medium
over time which have been able to attempt
to satisfy both the advertiser and the reader,

and newspapers now have the opportunity to
connect the buyer with the advertiser in entirely
new ways.

First, publishers can offer direct links to
advertisers' home pages - providing content
pull rather than hype push - and charge a
premium for the service.

Spittler brashly predicts the demise of CPMs.

She says advertisers still have no idea how to
set a value on the ability to reach customers
online, but want a "tLunkey experience." She

says, "advertisers will pay for the privilege to
be one click away" from a publisher's content
to their home page display ads. In a classic
primer on how to create interactive tie-ins,
CBS and Advertising Age hotlinked Prodigy users

to each other's sites on the service to cross-

promote their specials commemorating the
soth anniversary of the TV commercial. Ad
Age's site offered Prodigy readers a preview of
Advertising Age Online.

Publishers also will take the next step,

providing transactional capability that offers
seller and buyer the choice to actually close

a deal online.

Secure transactional capability is becoming
virtually modular, and is in the process of
being applied to both hosted and independently
owned platforms. A range of vendors offer not
only secure data protocols to protect the user's.

credit card number from theft online, but back-

end credit card processing for a price.

CyberCash - founded by Dan Lynch, who
converted ARPAnet to TCP/IP (the current
language of the Internet), and William Melton,
founder of Verifone, which made real-time
credit card verification a reality for retailers -
makes its modular transactional capability

avarlable to online systems for free. The

comp any then makes its money on processing
the transactions for a small percentage of the
customer's purchase.

DigiCash supplies its user software free through
organtzattorlrs like the National Center for
Supercomputing Applications and Encyclopedia
Britannica, but charges for the processing capa-

bility. And First Virtual Holdings Inc. aspires

to become the first Internet merchant
banking system.

Checkfree Corp., a recent Tribune investment,
already provides interactive financial-transaction
processing services to 4 million households.
When announcing the investment, David
Hiller, Tribune senior vice president/ develop-
ment, said, "Information-based businesses such
as the Tribune must help their customers to
make purchases easily and seamlessly, using
credit cards and bank transfers. Allying with
Checkfree will allow the Tribune Company to
share Checkfree's knowledge and capabilities
in developing electronic commerce, and to
speed development of our own enhanced
electronic services."

Consumers may avail themselves of online
transactional capability independently of host
systems. Banks are hot after technology to
process transactions on the Web. Wachovia
Corp. and Huntington Bankshares Inc. recently
teamed with Lexington, Ky.-based Cardinal
Bancshares Inc. to develop software that allows
computer users to open an account, check
balances and make payments on the Internet.
First Union Corp. and We1ls Fargo & Co. have

limited Internet banking and BankAmerica and
NationsBank Corp. recently bought a company
that makes personal finance software and will
add online banking capabilities.

Credit card companies are in hot pursuit and
are expected to drop online transaction fees in
an effort to garner the widest possible user base

before Microsoft launches its own network.
Although Microsoft abandoned its planned $ 1

billion acquisition of Intuit, it is still expected
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to target online transactions as a revenue
source and is working with Visa to develop
secure credit card purchasing software for use

with its own and other platforms.

All of these strategies may succeed, because,

on a more fundamental level, the secure

transactions standards issue seems recently to
have narrowly averted a "Beta vs. VHS" war
over encryption systems. The breakthrough
came when Netscape agreed to fold its maver-
ick Secure Sockets Layer security system into
Secure HTTP. The latter was developed by Terisa

Systems, founded by Internet commerce
pioneers RSA Data Security and EIT.

In short, whatever transactional approaches
they adopt for their host systems, publishers
may rest easy that the tools to transact online
are no longer a problem.

How the publisher employs them is
another matter.

Victor Perry III, vice president for New Business

Development at the Los Angeles Times, predicts

this transactional capability will induce a

"maior paradigm shift" in the relationship
between newspapers alnd their online readers,

but - more profoundly - in the relationship
between newspapers and their advertisers and
retailers. "I think the major shift...is the desire

of consumers to actually transact business

online, and the way that's going to force our
advertisers, our consumers to change the way
they do business."

He explains, "manufacturers are going to use

our audience development capabilities to go

straight to consumers. And, in fact, there is a

risk over time and a major problem with the
retail industry with disintermediatior, as they
call 7t." (That's shorthand for the ability of the
newspaper to overleap the connection between

the consumer and the manufacturer, bypassing

the retailer and the advertiser.)

"It's just a fact that we're going to have to

learn to deal with, I think, and it's going to put
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us in some real difficult conversations with
some of our maior customers," Perry says.

'Just because we can do it doesn't mean we

should do it," says Raleigh's Frank Daniels III.
Daniels has already made clear his preferred
strategy is to help advertisers learn along with
the News & Observer, and so build bridges
whereby each gains important knowledge.

Shaun O'L. Higgins, of Cowles' New Media
Ventures, agrees . "I think there's a tremendous
opportunity to work with local advertisers to
regain control of some of the accounts that
we've lost to more centtalized marketing
groups. Over the last few years, our loca1

retailers have been eaten alive by catalogue
marketers, and by online marketers, and those
dollars have flown out, and that lessens the
amount available to spend with our
newspaper company.

"If we position our company so that we can

help local retailers play in the same neq global
marketing arena that everybody eventually has

to play in, then we'll have more accounts in
which the control is exercised from our areas,

and that's a critical business issue for us."

Higgins already sees the impact of this
reasoning in his bottom line. "Currently,
lOo/o of our total ad revenues have some

database or new media andlor both elements
in the sales program. Virtually LOOo/o of new

incremental revenues since L99L have been

tied to bundled multimedia programs involving
database marketing, audiotext, sponsorships, or
multimedia buys with radio stations and/or
other print media."

He adds, "Our largest department store

account, our largest overall account, our
largest automotive account, our largest food
account, and our largest auto after-market
account have all done database marketing
and audiotext programs with us and have

all expressed interest in our recent

Prodigy affiliation."



There have always been database components
to effective advertising - the auto mechanic
sends out a card when it's time for your next
tune-up, for example. The dentist tells you
every six months that it's time to have your
teeth cleaned.

But Spittler cautions, "when you look
particularly at electronic media, we will miss

something if we don't realize that the technology

convergence of the computer and the telephone
and television really is a different medium
and it has different strengths; it has different
reasons for being. If we only repurpose our
material and sort of shovel it over onto this
new platform, we're not maximizing its
strengths, and we've done nothing new and
nothing helpful to our businesses."

Perhaps the newest and most uncharted territory
in the information age is how to measure impact.

leorning how to meosure odverrising
import in on interqclive oge will toke
lime, ond involve experimentolion.

In the age of audiotex, electronic ads largely
have been included as a free add-on, an
inducement bundled with a larger print
advertising buy. But the emergence of
Web-only entities that make a living from
cyberspace, and the more demanding nature
of the content, cries out for sustainable
advertising revenue.

Yet it's hard for publishers to get a fix on what
they can charge potential advertisers for expo-
sure on a new medium that doesn't have much
of a rate card. Sites charge what they can get

away with, or what they deem reasonable in
light of their venue's popul artty.

Mercury Center, one of the more popular
newspaper sites from the San lose Mercury l,Jews,

offers strip ads with hyperlinks to advertisers'
home pages for $100/day.

Electronic, searchable classifieds are provided
by the paper as a free add-on to the newspaper
ads. The Center explains in its own online
advertorial for potential clients, "We don't
charge for space. Your advertising application

[on the Web] can be as large as you like. Your
pointer on our editorial pages will have to
conform to standard sizes, howeveL"

The three components to the cost of an ad

are the server hardware and software needed

to deliver it, the talent to produce it and the
pointers to promote it. Advertisers without
their own servers can use Mercury's at no
charge for the space, but are assessed an hourly
charge for the labor to maintain it. Mercury
also offers production help, "most applications
can be done for less than the cost of a couple
of focus groups." Standard pointers are

LlZ-inch high by three to six inches wide.

Mercury's efforts seem altogether reasonable laid
alongside HotWired's success in signing up 16

sponsors at $30,000 each for just three months.
The online version of Wired magazine boasts

94,OOO subscribers, a third of whom log on
every week, with another third checking in
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every two weeks. Registering users has proved
a valuable service to advertisers who want
more than information on how many hits the
site receives.

Ziff-Davis Interactive's Web effort, called ZDNet,
draws 2.5 million "hits" per week, a number
that reflects how many graphical images are

downloaded. A more accurate reflection of the
site's popul arity is that ZDNet processes

600,000 page requests per week. For its first
three-month trial offerin g, Ztff is charging
advertisers as much as $40,000 to sponsor its
most popular individual magaztne areas in
ZDNet, and $ 10,000 to $20,000 for a spot that
rotates among its other digital publications.

As the medium moves toward more
subscriber-based access, certainly advertisers
will have more to go orl. But there remains a

niche for the virtual billboard, where free and
open access to the Web's millions is precisely
what's being pitched an advertiser.

Electronic Newsstand - a two-year-old
Internet service (at http:l lvvvvw.enews.com)
with a core product consisting of text-based
listings of stories and subscription offers from
28O niche magazines - has attracted such

advertisers as Ford Motor Co.'s Lincoln-
Mercury and Toyota Motor Sales USA.

EN's magazine listings are split into 13 categories

including automotive, business, computers,
entertainment, sports and travel. Ad space con-
sists of up to 10 logo slots on each topic page

and up to five logos on its home page, all of
them hotlinked to the advertiser's Web site.

Visa/PLUS International plans an ATM locator
hotlinked to the travel area, and Fidelity
Investments links its Web site to the home
page.The rate is $825/month for a home page

link and $450/month to sponsor a topic page.

Where cutting a path through cyberspace

becomes an issue, advertisers stil will pay to
be iust one mouse click away from crossroads

Web venues.
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But EN also offers an Advertising Pod
Program allowing EN publishers to seIl up
to 10 logo positions on their own Web pages,

which the comp any offers to build. Within
this framework, the concept is not too far
afield from that of New Century Network.

Business Week, Discover and The Economist
already have agreed to participate in EN's

program, but whether the rates they charge
will be similar to those of EN, or some reflection
of the magazines' print ads, isn't clear.

Interestingly, EN charges newspapers the same

as advertisers for cluster page links - a pointer
is a pointer, after all. Four newspaper-based
services appear on the vendor's newspaper
page: NandO.net, The Tacoma News Tribune,

trib.com (the Chicago Tribune) and Sf.

Petersburg Times Interactive Media.

Through all this experimentation, some

companies are doing what they have always

tried to do from Madison Avenue - try to
come up with a better way to measure impact.

Modem Media has developed abuying model
for online advertising which some ad agencies
are evaluating.

The model takes concepts familiar to media
buyers at advertising agencies - those of reach

and frequency - and adds a new dimension,
one that consists of the depth impression of an

online ad. In this model, depth impression is a
consumer clicking on an online advertiser's

icon and is likened to a consumer who opens a

direct mail piece.

Traditionally, media buyers use a reach-and-
frequency formula to estimate the number of
advertising exposures (gross rating points,
or GRPs). In this formula, the number of gross

rating points equals the net reach multiplied
by the average frequency.

Modem Media has taken this multiplicative
formula and turned it into an additive one:

reach + frequency + depth of impression = the



value of the exposure. John Nardor€, Modem
Media's director of consumer products, developed

the model after consultation with the company's

interactive media clients.

One of its clients is HotWired, which appears

on track to tap $2 million in ad sales this year.

Since the reader demographics of the printed
Wired publication closely parallels the demo-
graphics of Internet users, Nardone says, pricing
consideration for an online ad starts with
factoring in the cost-per-thousand for Wired.

That cost is currently at $ 70 CPM at the open
rate. The $ 70 CPM factor can be negotiated by
the prospective online advertiser, says Nardofle,
if the demographic profile of their prospective
target differs from the current Internet demo-
graphic profile.

A crucial point for an online advertiser is to
define what a "hrt" is comprised of for an online
ad. For example, let's say an advertiser buys a

banner position on the home page of a Web

publication.The advertiser and publication need

to define whether a hit consists of an access of
the publication's home page or whether a hit
consists of a click on the advertiser's banner. A
click on the advertiser's icon transports the end-

user either to the advertiser's home page with
further hot links to that advertiser's set of pages

on its products or services. The end-user then
might click from the advertiser's link to the pub-
lication's home page, and thereby again be

exposed to the banner ad.

It looks like this:

Publicotion's Home Poge with bqnner od

(onsumer clirks on iron

to odvertiser's home poge

consumer interorls

otk to publirolion's
urith bsnner od.

The second (subsequent) exposure to that
banner ad by an end-user in a single session

has less value than the origin al "htt," since

those two hits represent only one person.

Based on Modem Media's experience with
online clients, these "hits" (frequency) are

valued at one-third of the publication's reach.

In determining the value of depth, Modem
Media employed the direct mail model.
According to the Direct Marketing Association,
the typical direct mail piece costs the advertiser
$0.75 per person to deliver and 680/o of a
targeted audience opens the envelope. So the
cost per person exposed by opening the
envelope is $0.75 divided by 68 or $ 1.1 1.

By employing these factors, Modem Media's
formula to determine advertising exposures is

as follows: Value = (Reach x $ 70 CPM) +

(Frequency x one-third of $ 70 CPM) +
(Depth x $1.11).

Nardone also considered but decided not to
employ two other potential models. One more
primitive model would have based the value of
the online ad exposure based on a simple
analysis of the traffic flow to the advertiser's
site from the host's home page. Another, more
sophisticated model would have involved a

traffic analysis plus the actual time spent
viewing the advertisers' Web pages.

But, consider:

I. The Modem Media model pegs a CPM factor
at $7O on the presumption that Wired magazine's

demographics mirror the demographics of all
online users. That online demographic can
change rapi dty, especially considering the rush
among the big three online services - Prodigy,
America On1ine and CompuServe - to provide
Internet access to their collection of six million
consumers. The $ 70 CPM is also based on the
open rate card - and many advertisers pay a
rate considerably below the open rate when
volume and frequency discounts are taken
into account.
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2. The "frequency times U3" for online "hits"
is based on the limited experience of a few
online advertisers employing Modem Media
and may not hold up upon greater usage with
a wider variety of advertisers.

3. The direct mail model may not necess anly
be appropriate for application to the online
wor1d. Since the cost of producing and delivering
an online ad and the cost of producing and
delivering a direct mail piece are unrelated,
using direct mail factors in an online equation
may not make sense to some advertisers.

So, what was that about the demise of CPMs?

Even at that level of complexity, measuring
impact online may not be that simple, says Bill
Harvey, founder and president of Next Century
Media, a marketing, media and research con-
sulting company specialtztng in the development
of and application of new technologies for the
marketing and entertainment industries.

Harvey's company has teamed with Arbitron
and ASI Market Research to create what it calls

an Interactive Information Index, a research

service for interactive media which will compile
quantitative and qualitative information about
consumers and their activities on interactive
media. General Motors committed to be the
first advertiser to support the effort.

On May 76, the alliance expanded to involve
Nielsen Media Research, Yankelovich Partners

and ASI Market Research in a partnership called
ANYwhere On1ine to create ratings and marketing
support services for the World Wide Web. Nielsen

brings its third-party audience measurement

technologies, Yankelovich has studied consumer

motivation and decision making and ASI is

doing research on infomercials and CD-ROMs.

Other companies are working on tools to
track use:

o lnternet Profiles (orp., o Son Froncisco provider of Weh

meosurement ond onolysis tools ond services, releosed
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l/(ount, o lrocking ond onolysis service for fte Web. So for,

Ziff-Dovis, Ployboy ond lndividuol lnc. ore using the syslem;

o Digitol Plonel, on inleroclive producfion compony thol hos

creoled siles for MCA/Universol ond AT&T releosed belo copies

June I of NelCounl, o syslem for lrucking (onsumer Web

usoge. Nulrqsweet ond Young & Rubicom ore using fie system

in some Web proiecls.

The level of interest by such major players in
researching the subject suggests this is much
more than an exercise in sophisticated counting.

Harvey says there are many ways to slice
impact, fust as there are in the broadcast and
print media, except that interactive services

offer the advertiser exposure, leads and even
sales. Interactivity can be measured in terms
of how many prospects were passed through
to the advertiser, the quality of those leads
(i.e. "Did they take the coupon offer? Did they
send for the brochure?"), and even whether
they actually wound up at a car dealership for
a test drive.

Harvey, the wunderkind inventor of the
Area of Dominant Influence for Arbitron who
coined the term audiotex and has served as

both Hollywood consultant and technology
guru, doesn't jump the gun with interactive
ad measurement formulae. He says, "Formulas
come out of testing. They're likely to be

different for different product categories."

Focus groups will be called; campaigns will
be tested; prospects will be invited back to
see whether online pitches generate any
change in interest or behavior. Winning
approaches to the new media may develop,

but interactive audiences will always

demand better.

In other words, if interactive advertising
short-circuits anyone in this brave new world,
it won't be the consultant.



Ihe new mediq upprooth lo
oduertising will ronsisl, ol leost
for o while, of highly cuslomized
opprouches, built on the busis of
relqtionships between publishers
ond their ruslomers, snd belween
publishers qnd their oduerlisers.

Spittler's favorite answer to any question
asking her to predict the future of interactive
advertising is, "It depends. Our future will be

so custornized and individualized, that we will
seek category and brand-specific answers rather
than trying to apply one rule of thumb to
every generic situation."

Harvey would agree.

For the publisher, this means sticking close
to his advertisers so the medium is ready to
change when the message has changed. AT&T's
Clausen says , "I think the relationship between
the advertiser and the content provider is very
important. In the days where I could make a

print zd, the print ad is static, it's there and I
don't have to worry about it. It's done. It's in
your publication and whatever happens,
happens. They read it, they throw it away

afterwards and we're done."

"But when I make an ad electronically,
that becomes living. That becomes interactive.
People are using that ad, relating to it, interacting
to it, sending me e-mail messages. I've got to
respond to them. The next time they go back,
or the second or third time they go back, they
don't want the same ad. They want it to be

customized based on the new data they gave

me. A11 of a sudden nory you [the publisher]
and I have a relationship to make sure that ad

is a brand-new experience for them the next
time they go back into it - much different
than traditionally, when I say, 'here is my ad.

Put it in your paper."'

Many on the new frontier believe strongly
in database marketing - that the marketer

who succeeds will have relationships with his

clientele that builds over time. The keeper of
the list and its "history" - buying habits, pref-
erences - has the key to success. Roland
Sharette, director of interactive resources for

J. Walter Thompson USA, says that in time, the
best advertising agencies will become "brokers
of the best customers available."

Today, newspapers own that customer. They
have well-defined community presences. They
have an easily identifiable voice and can estab-

lish a comfort level with their readers that could
ease some into a digital world in which they
might otherwise feel uncomfortable.

Appreciating the extent to which this
relationship has to be nurtured is one avenue
to success in electronic publishing. What do
readers need? Information for living, a house,
a job.

Among the clearest connections between a

reader and his local newspaper is the employ-
ment section, and it turns out that the single
most frequented sites on the Internet are iob
listings. Classifieds that include computer-related

iobs or even computer hardware and software
for sale have better responses online. Watching
out for employment agencies that are amon g a
newspaper's better print advertisers rnay be a

sticking point operationally, but if electronic
newspapers give such customers an edge on
the online service - better placement, a
separate hot link - these advertisers will
hopefully increase their responses and recognize
the benefits.

But for any kind of advertising, it may help
publishers to think about the connectedness
of the medium as more like the telephone
than the TV. Writing in PC Magazine, May L6,

Rick Ayre and Don Willmott say, "There
are those who argue...that the Internet is about
to redefine advertising and marketing- An audi-
ence of 11 million U.S. Internet users is still
no match for 2OO million prime-time viewers.

But when it comes to marketing, think of the
Internet as more like a telephone than a TV.
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You make yourself available and users

contact you. "

Everyone has had the experience of telephone
advertising - solicitors calling during dinner -
but that's not the idea here. To be effective,
online advertising must come in a context that
involves users interactively. What consumers
want is community and connectivity more of
a place than a pitch, where they can feel at
home and communicate with others like
themselves. (See "Duncan: Poster Boy for an
Interactive Age" p. 30.)

James Longson, president and CEO of
Compton's NewMedia, said, "We need to create
environments that bring customers to us. Until
we've created that circulation, we don't have
anything to sell [to advertisers]. Look at what
you're doing online. We want to sell it before
we've created the winners."

In a world where McDonald's customer
relations can be construed as content, it may be

that content, communications, community
relations and transactions all shape what
publishers used to just think of as news, and
that more thought needs to be given to what
revenue streams each function is capable
of generating.

Finally, remember that creating environments
for the digital era is as important inside the
news organrzation as out. Spittler advises,

"Listen to young people. The young people get

it. The young people use it. They're comfortable
with this medium. The four people who do the
most on the interactive marketing group at Leo
Burnett are under 26 years old. They are smarter,

than the rest of the people combined who work
in interactive .... If you don't create an organiza-
tion where the young people really can speak

and be heard and move you forward, you're
actually going to get left behin d."
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sile os "lhe Toslert ftoice compuign of ffie lnlernel," bil for ovid

fons, ilt more; ilt o ploce where ffiey con porlicipole in defining

u persono with whom ftey identify, ond con fierefore idolize.

You won'l find Duncon in your locul poper, or in ony pupe[

for thot moller. And so he moy hove $ill onofier foce; het the

posler boy for 0n ero in which odverlisers ond od ugencies

increosingly ore bypossing troditionol conlenl providers lo creote

fteir own, toking il diredly t0 (onsumers online.

Whd is il obout this guy ftol odverlisers ore s(rombling to

duplicote ond from which newspopers cun leorn?

Ihe first lesson is ftfi odvertisers ure leorning increosingly

ftd fiey don'l need publishers lo wrup fteir messoge in. Given

fte economics of the Web, ftey con be fteir own publishers ol

minimol co$ ond top u morkel ftd is deeper - polenfiolly

more loyol - ftsn il is wide.

The second is thd online reoders don'l reolly go to fte

Web for informolion. They look lo be enlerloined ond to find

ofter like souls. ln ffiis respecl, fie Web is olmosl s conlrodioion

in lerms. hs poges, while colorful, ore $ill very slolic compored

wilh ofier online services. ht prelty much u iozzy messuge

boord, somelimes with sound ond lights.

Yel fie lnlernel, ond 0 new breed of qdverlising newspopers

ignore of fieir peril, is creoling 0 mirror imoge in cyberspoce of

something newspopers underslond very well: communily.

Like mony of the lines bemeen odverlising ond reolity, the

online environmenl doesn'l necessorily relole lo the iu$-fte-focls

kind of world newspupers con onolyze. lf it helps, even fte

odverlisers thil ore toking 0 stob st flokking in the new frontier

ore edgy. Jonulhon Trumper, 0n ogenl wilh fte Williom Morris

Agency, soys working in inleroclive medio is "working on fie

edge of chuos." He hos put lhe mogiciuns Penn & Teller wilh on

unnomed client lo develop 0n od cumpoign he soys he con'l

promise will sell onything, "bul it will be differenl."

Whoft differenl, ond o little unsefiling, is whot is

drowing users online in droves. The inleroctive uge hos spowned

0 generution of reoders conslonily in seorch of the lolesl, hofiesl,

ond willing to spend big bucks lo gel il.

Peler Friedmon, generol monoger of AppleI online

service eWorld soys, "The udvenl of online services con -
ond will - creule o much closer bond beMeen cuslomers ond

comp0nies.... The medium, in this cuse online services, is much

more fion fte messoge; ilt the foundotion for o much more

intimole relofionship."

"lnlimole" muy nol be the word newspoper publishers

would use lo describe o world occessible by keyboord, but fiose

indodrinoled lo lhe wired world find it compelling, especiolly

when it offers conneclivily lo ofter humons like oneself.

Estublishing ftd sense of community 0r connecledness is contin-

genl 0n users' comforl level. Nol everyone is comfoiloble online;

oll the commerciol online services in fte U.S. only reoch 4.2% al

oll homes, ond ll .4% of those with personul compulers.

Blunlly lhe geeks ore wired. lf fteret growlh to

be hod for interoclive services, newspopers - und fte voice

to which reoders hove grown occuslomed - muy be the ones

lo enlice 0 moss morkel online. There, ilI up lo newspopers lo

creote whd Leslie Loredo, odverlising direclor for fte lnlerchonge

NeMork, culls "vifiuol infospoces."

Thott foncy lingo for o ploce, nol o pilch, where both the

consumer ond fte odverliser con crofl o relstionship oround u

world of ideos.
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he view that the Internet is a
passing fad is becoming increasingly
untenable.

An estimated six million computers are hooked
directly into this distributed, global network,
which is three times the number in L994.

Worldwide, an estimated 25-30 million people

are hooked into the Internet and, with the
connectivity commercial online services are pro-
viding, 3S well as the interest of a maf or long
distance carrier like MCI (offering substantial
access at just less than $ZOlmonth), this number
may be expected to increase dramatically.

Setting up shop still can be costly, but the ease

of getting one's feet wet is increasing at nearly
the same rate as costs plummet. Inexpensive,
nominal presences are available from compa-
nies like Open Market, a Cambridge, Mass.,

comp arry that offers a token information store

without transactional capability (essentially an

online brochure) for $300 set-up and

$50/month.

Open Market will even sell its server software
to others setting up their own Internet malls,
complete with transactional processing

capability. It will contend for this market
with numerous vendors such as Netscape

and O'Reilly, which provide a range of server

software, and TeleGrafix, which offers a break-

throuSh, end-to-end multimedia publishing
package combining the communications,
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faxback and audiotex capabilities of a
bulletin board system (BBS) with accessibility
to the Web.

Setting up and maintaining a stand-alone
system with Internet accessibility probably
offers the highest upside to newspaper publishers,

who fully appreciate the advantage of owning
the presses.

The drawback to the low-rent option -
signing on as even a corner store in an
Internet mall - is the lack of stand-alone
market preserlce. Some mall providers such as

MecklerWeb offer sites to content providers at
reduced cost if Meckler can market sponsorships,

which it sells for around $2,OOO per month.
But that approach short-circuits the publisher's
own capacity to sustain his presence with
advertising revenue.

internetMCl will float a home page for a

publisher for a price starting at $L,Z}Olmonth

- not including the cost of service connection
time. That price may be borne by a sponsor

too, but the monthly operations cost of T: L

service isn't much more than MCI's fee in
most markets.

As all of the maior consumer online services

take to the Web, some publishers may be

drawn to the one-two market punch of an

embedded subscriber base and two-click

Internet access. Prodigy is the only service that

m
b
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aggressively has featured this capability in
seeking to recruit newspapers; it even plans

to offer the capability to individual subscribers

to author simple Web pages. But Delphi,
assuming it survives independently of MCI,
could do the same.

Publishers to whom this approach appeals will
likely be swayed by the service provider with
the largest constituency in their local regions
and the one with the best customer support.

Neither is a trivial feature. But the tools to
build an extremely capable online architecture
for the Web are no longer the sole province of
commercial online providers. Since a picture is

worth a thousand words, we'll compate a
benchmark system from SIMBA's book,
Economics of Online Publishing, with one
in the process of implementation at the
Hartford CouranL

Simba's anonymous "maior magazine comparty"
experienced the following start-up and first-
year expenses for World Wide Web service.

Except for the personnel resource allocations,
which are often underestimated when publishers
approach this form of publishing, the numbers
seem extraordinarily high and illustrate a system

designed for either an initially mammoth target

audience or rapid growth. Since the model

doesn't break out the hardware costs in the

first item, it isn't clear how much is allocated

to software.

As of today, Netscape's secure Commerce Server

package may be among the few packages left
on the market that could approach a $40,000
price tug; Netscape is charging $50,000 and
Tribune Co. and the San lose Mercury News'

Mercury Center are prominent users. But server

software is coming to market this spring which
is two orders of magnitude less expensive with
similar output, and virtually any high-end PC

may be enough to get started as a server.

The efficacy of a lower-end approach depends
on how many simultaneous callers could be

expected to access the service, but lines can be

added over time, and even inexpensive packages

have extraordinary capacity. TeleGrafix' Cykic
platform is among the deepest in this category,

boasting 2,000 simultaneous connections for
less than $1,000 in some configurations.

While more advanced in some respects,

TeleGrafix isn't alone in its capability to marry
BBS solutions to the Web; at least one other
comp any is looking to offer a similar backward
compatibility for O'Reilly's new Web server.

The development means today's publisher can
leverage his BBS investment, or start fresh and
have a very capable platform all the way to the
Internet for less than $50,000 - a tenth of
what SIMBA's anonymous magazine paid.

But don't fust take our word on it. Mark Del
Vecchio, associate editor of electronic news for
the Hartford Courant, offers an account that
may ring true for other newsrooms:

(ouronl Source 0nLine, The Cou ranf s eledronic bulleiln

hoord service, (@203-246-2425) begon in I994 0s 0n

experimenl lo Ieorn how lo provide informolion eledronicolly

ond whol Couront reoders would like to see in on online

service. A borrowed 386 ZE0S from fie newsroom ond 2400-

buud modem ond o phone line from fie moin Coursnf swilch,

plus o S99 Virtuol BBS softwore pockoge, gol fiings rolling.
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ServerAerver Soflwore S 40 K

Firewoll/Roulers S I0 K

T-l Access S 30 K

(onsulting S 20 K

Browser sofmore (100 I( @ 52) 5200 l(

Phone Support S 25 K

Technicol Stoff (l person) S 50 l(

Edilors, Arlists (3 people) SI00 K

Ad Soles/Morkelers Sl00 K

Ioto! $SZS K
Source: SIMBA Information, Inc., Wilton, Conn.

@ Februory, I 995.
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While inflexible ond difficult to use, the pockoge ollowed the

new medio leom lo meel o deodline lo dehut 0 nerrtr Enler

pers0n0l technolrgy section wilh newspuper inleroctivily.

After u few monfts, fte service odded three more Iines on fie
swilch ond four 28.8 modems (ot o speciol syslems operolort

role, first 5249 eoch ond now 52l9 through Microcom). The

$off consisted of Del Vecchio und o port-time systems operolor,

John Moron, who is olso fte popert online reporler, with lhe

help of Tom 0chowicz ol the engineering deportment.

Losl summer, lhe teom evoluoled BBS sofMore pockoges

ond swilched lo Moior BBS becouse it provided much of the

funclionolity sought: o grophicol, point-ond-click interfoce

(TeleGrofix' RIPscrip), LAN connectivity (for mointenonce over

o nelwork conneclion through SPX), on online ordering syslem

for producls, offline moil reoders, dotobose seorching (o

disoppoinlmenl lo ftis doy) ond prospecls for teleconferencing

ond lnlernel conneclivily.

The poper hought o [ompoq 486 to run fte system ond o

six-pock user license wilh odd-ons. The totol cost of the

upgrode wos obod SI0,000. Anofter 52,000 or s0 wos loter

invesled. ()ne drowbock wilh the softwure wos fte effort

required lo build s(reens in the numerous formots offered to

users. RIP con be on ollroclive, poinl-ond-click inlerfoce, bul

doesn'l eosily o((ommodole bitmops or Quurk files from fte

grophics deporlmenl. (Note: Ihe currenily ovoiloble version of

RIP 2.0 nor,v converls CGM ond (orel files und will run under

Windows by eorly summer.)

The boord worked porticulorly well 0s 0 complemenl lo fte

newspoper, enobling users/resders lo gel more informolion

fion would fit in fte poper. Porliculorly successful wos o doto-

bose of Environmenlol Proteclion Agency lest resuhs on woler

syslems ftroughoil fte slole. The BBS number run in o box

wift fte proiecl snd kepl the lines locked up for obod o week.

0ther successful upplicolions included o listing of used computer

prices from o firm in Georgio, on experiment wiffi niche TV

listings wilh lribune Medio Services und, more recenily, the full

72-poge lexl of o iudget decision on 0n imporlonl school

segregolion issue.

The service remuins free lo users with o(ress time limited to

o holf-hour 0 duy for nonregislered users ond 45 minules for

regislered users (those who hove been voice verified). Boft ore

in the newspopert morketing dotobose. The poper is developing

ond lesling opplicolions wilh ils currenl user bose 0s 0 woy of

delermining whd services reoders might bry.

0n fte BBS side, lhe poper is investing on odditionol 520,000

for o voriely of hordwore, sofMore ond telecommunicolions lo

expond service, sloroge chonnels und lo upgrode lo

WorldGr0up, o Guloclicomm client-server plotform using Visuol

Bssic for screen creotion which could import files from our

exisling syslem. Moior BBS con o((ommodote 200 simuhone-

ous conneclions; modem speeds of up to 28.8 bpr; the uhility

lo "door" oul lo olher dotoboses ond PCs lo provide odditionol

services; o "poss-through' SLIP conneclion to fte Inlernel; 0n-

line credil cord ordering for subscriptions ond merchondise,

ond Windows-bosed multitosking copohilities (users cun uplood

or downloud o file while reoding 0r onswering e-moil or using

ofter opplicotions while online).

To be cleor, Golocficommt World Group con ocl 0s 0 server,

bul con'l provide occess lo fte Web for diol-up users. Moior

BBS does ollow for lnlernel conneclivily ond offers o module

lo sccess newsgroups. Ihe (ouronl (0n provide Web ucress

ftrough o poss-fhrough SLIP for s grophicol hrowser using

VIRC0MI Moior TCP/lP odd-on (5700) or rlogin oplion using

ils LYNUX texl-bosed Weh hrowser. Golocficomm provides o

pockoge similor lo VIR(0Mt for 5900. None of these fixes

moke fte Web sile secure; fte poper is looking 0t Nelscope's

Nelsile (525,000) omong ofter sofmure puckoges

for enhoncemenls.

The poper is instolling 0n lnlernet node ftil evenluolly moy

ollow il lo give subscrihers direcl SLIP occess lo the lnlernel ond

lo permit reol-time oc(ess lo lnlernet e-moil ond newsgroups.
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Also purchosed:
New BBS server, Hewleil-Pockord L(

566 Pentium with 2-gig hord drive 59,000

I8-disk CD-R0M chonger (ond drivers) 53,000

8 new lines @ 5200/instoll per plus S20lmo

Novell nemorking sofmore 51,200

I new Microcom, rock-mounled 28.8 modems SI,830

Moior BBS upgrodes, sdd-ons 53,000

Iotql $ Z t,558
(one-yeor service)

Ihe (ouronl hus o purullel Web presen(e wilh doily news reporl



ond speciol feolures on someone else's server. Following fie

Roleigh News & 0bserver model, il will offer subscribers bolh

Web ond BBS opfions.

Eslimoled co$ lo insloll the node ond I-1, wift consulting ond

o cuslom firewoll, is ohout 550,000. Bul ftis cost con'l be

enfirely oilribuled to the online servi(e. The muin iustificulion

for the node is inlernsl (e-moil for employees, reseorch for

News Deporlmenl ond evenluolly eledronic od delivery),

though fie BBS will benefil.

"Regislered users" (users who hove been voice-verified ofter

requesling 0n upgrode lo o higher level of service) number

500. Since April 1994,5,000 people hove logged onlo (ouront

Source 0nline, moking 50,000 colls. The service now overoges

200 colls per doy.

Services include 0n "exlension" of the newspoper, including

full text of imporlonl reporls snd decisions, u huge librory of

shorewore 0n (D-R0M; limiled oc(ess lo fte poperl eledronic

librory dolobose; forums operoled by Coursnt experls; on

updoted coming evenls dslobqse in o dozen colegories; o(cess

lo lnternel Newsgroups in eoch of the forums; ond on ongoing

online odverlising progrom tied to our Enler lechnology seclion.

Plqnned services include lnternet e-msil o((ess ond oddresses

for eoch user; exponded occess lo lnlernel Newsgroups; SLIP

occess lo fte lnternel firough fte BBS; fee-bosed occess lo the

eledronic librory dolohose; 0mni-Moll, on online shopping

cenler wilh online ordering; speciolized doily news report oheqd

of the prinled edition; live chot to enoble users lo communicote

wift one unother ond in speciol ho$ed evenls wift Courunt

edilors ond reporters ond people in the heudlines; ond

exponded "third-porly" conlenl.

Publishers starting from scratch may adopt a

more capable system out of the box, saving on
upgrade expense and actually incorporating
Web serving capability with BBS functionality
from day one. (Some of these options are pro-
filed in the following section on Web servers.)

But like newspapers that have begun electronic
efforts with audiotex, Del Vecchio says he

gained valuable subscriber experience he
wouldn't trade in the process.

Many of the portability issues Del Vecchio
had adapting his graphics department to a

new medium will be encountered by publishers
taking their wares to the World Wide Web, but
the market has made this the Internet publishers'
platform of choice, so the problems are

being addressed.

RlPscrip has been modified to accommodate
instantaneous, seamless conversion of any
graphical interface to the Web, and can provide
a "What You See Is What You Get" presence for
publishers once bound to the look-alike appear-
ance of standard HTML. Microsoft's authoring
tool Blackbird promises the same ability - to
allow newspapers to recreate their branded
images online and on the Web - but for now
Blackbird is resident on the Microsoft Network.
RIP 2.0, Common Ground and others provide
the option of serving up such graphics on a range
of DOS, Windows and Macintosh platforms, in
addition to higher-end Sun workstations.

Other formats such as Adobe's PDF are popular
with graphics departments but so far extremely
difficult to use online. Today, a reader wishing
to see The l,lew York Times first page fax on the
Web must download an Acrobat reader from
this site or Adobe's, then run for help to the
best technical person in the office to convert
this to use as a viewer. This process will be

streamlined by the incorporation of the reader

in future Netscape browsers, and in bundled
software included on Web hardware servers in
Silicon Graphics Inc.'s WebFORCE line. But it
won't help those who have less capable work-
stations or any of the other half-d ozer\ popular
Web tools, at least one of which - Netcom's
NetCruiser - comes linked to nationwide
Internet service for $ 19 .95 lmonth.

This competitive mel6e is illustrative for
publishers seeking to understand what makes

the Web tick. The application was invented by
the World Wide Web Initiative, a cooperative
organization based at CERN, the European
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Particle Physics Laboratory in Swrtzerland, and
popul aized by the Illinois National Center for
Supercomputing Applications as a place where
graphics could inhabit the largely text-based
Internet. NCSAs Mosaic browser, downloaded
free by hundreds of thousands of people world-
wide, was coauthored by Marc Andreessen,
now with Netscape. Netscape has populanzed
and improved on the tools, adding security
features and authoring high-end server soft-
ware. But even Netscape, which claims to have
distributed six million Web browsers, had to
bow to the marketplace and its choice of Web
security tools.

When it comes to maintaining an open
platform and setting standards, such decisions
rest with technical Internet standards bodies as

influenced by the freewheeling Internet com-
munity as a whole. The authors of those tools
that take hold will continue to publish open
specifications so they rrray be adopted - or not

- as this marketplace decides.

That's what gives users confidence that the
medium will remain an openly accessible,

hyperlinked treasure trove of content. But it's
also what necessitates a publisher's staff
enough technical support to make sure they're
always on the leading edge of a dynamically
evolving medium.

It will be well worth the attention. The Web

has been around only since early L993, and
began its near vertical climb as a publishing
platform in August 1994. Yet, by one count, in
early Spring 7995, there were 27 ,000 Web sites,

with that number doubling every two months.
Open Market's Web site lists more than 300

new commercial Web sites a week. The com-

bined audience is probably greater than three
million, fudging from how many Web browsers

have been downloaded and licensed.

What makes the Web so popular for users is

its graphics capability and its hypertext linking

features. Because sites on the Web are authored
in a standard hypertext mark-up language
(HTML), a viewer can, by single clicks from
within one home page on a blue highlighted
address or word, find himself transported
across the country or around the world to
content resident on any one of thousands of
servers somewhere else - without knowing
or caring how he got there.

Hyperlinking around on a single, open
computer network enables the kind of sponsoring,
relationship marketing advertisers now enjoy
with direct mail or other direct marketing
vehicles. The ability to craft such business
relationships using this new medium, and the
economical availability of a ber.y of software
tools allowing simple, portable Web page

authoring, begins to explain the Web's
phenomenal growth among content providers.

There are so many of these tools coming to
market over the next few months that it would
be impossible to collect and review them all,
and this report doesn't attempt it. In coming
months, newspapers' technical staffs will begin
to evaluate these products via NAAs online
user forums on AOL and the Web, and
discussions should be lively there.

But this trend is so striking with respect to
Web servers that a cursory overview of what's
on the market and what's coming is both
compelling and necess ary in a treatise on
online publishing models. Designed for DOS,

UNIX, Windows NT and other accessible

environments, these tools put the keys to
the kingdom in the hands of both talented
publishers - and everym dfr, whom NaviSoft,
America Online's software subsidiary, calls

the "infopreneur."

The following overview was based in part
on the experiences of online newspaper pub-

lishers and on product literature, as some of
the newest offerings aren't yet commercially
avarlable. Capabilities aren't standard across

software platforms, so they appear gener ally
in order from least to most expensive, which
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he Web is such a capable, inexpensive and
happening place for stand-alone publishing
that newspapers might get the idea that

commercial online services aren't the draw
they once were as shared publishing platforms.

In large measure that's true, but the maior
commercial platforms, in embracing Internet
connectivity, may offer other benefits their
publishing partners find useful such as:

. o reody-mode bose of subscribers in fie popert locol region

ond nolionolly;

o o customer service bock-end with billing, chorge dispute

resolufion qnd fulfillment copobility; ond

o ioint mqrketing (opobility.

For many online neophytes, commercial online
services still offer the easiest entry point to the
wired world. And the existence of a lively com-
petition among commercial platform providers
means efforts to draw new users into the fold
will endlessly widen the net.

Prodigy did just that when it added its Web

browser ahead of the pack; it boasted 350,000
downloads of its browser in the six weeks after
introduction, half of these from new members.

Other services soon followed with Internet
service. Now, Prodigy promises to offer all its
subscribers access to ISDN digital services and

the capability of producing their own Web
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pages. CompuServe is pushing to offer remote
e-mail and news to subscribers' pagers.

These battles for competitive advantage in
the consumer online marketplace are good
for the newspaper choosing a partner because

they ensure the service provider will leave no
stone unturned in building its universe of
eyeballs online.

This is a challenge. Some platform providers
employ slightly more than half their work-
forces in either marketing or customer support:
getting subscribers or keeping them happy.
Even so, churn rates are estimated at anywhere
from LOo/o to 3 5o/o per month, says Jeff Sands of
BoozoAllen & Hamilton.

The quest for fresh or converted online users

has led consumer services to lower their prices

for basic services and provide a wider range of
tiered services.

As customer revenues decline, will royalties
follow suit? Or will the reach of online services

expand sufficiently to make up the difference?
At what point are advertising revenues neces-

sary to sustain the business model? These are

a1l questions potential publishing " partners"
must consider when contemplating ioinin g a
platform provider or going it alone.

Sharing a flat with an online service provider
may mean that the provider can take the lion's



share of revenues. If the newspaper is an

"information supplier, " it may only take home

LOo/o-ZOo/o of the revenue, derived largely

through royalties. Competition from Prodigy

and Interchange has made online providers

more amenable to the 5006-5 0o/o split;
Microsoft anticipates keepin g 600/o of the
revenue from its publishing partners, though it
will offer the option for the publisher to charge

premium prices for tiered services that add

value to its Microsoft Network.

Even with these rules of thuffib, revenue splits
are highly negotiable. America Online paid
McDonald's to put its content area on the
network - not the other way around.

Similarly, Microsoft shelled out $4 million to
woo NBC away from AOL and Prodigy. The
content wars have begun and platforms appear

willing to pay for fare that could prove a
reader draw.

That basic-tiered content, added to provision
of entry-level pricing for Internet service, could
allow consumer online services to thrive as

many users' "home page " to the Internet.

In fust the last six months, every maior
commercial online service became an
Internet provider.

. AOL bought Novisoft ond Booklink ond creoted WebSofl,

o stond-olone lnlernel business wilh the intent of oilrocling

ofter publishing venlure porlners lo $ondord, lnlernel

publishing tools;

. CompuServe bought Spry, moker of lnlernet in o Box,

for Sl00 million ond is offering exponded lnlernel o(cess;

. Prodigy developed its own proprietory Web browser ond pul

its first Webbed newspoper, The Atlontu (onslitulion, up

in Muy; ond

. Delphi, the service which begon ils exislence on fte

lnlernel, dropped efforts lo design 0 proprietory inlerfoce

ond linked wift Nelscope lo design 0n open-slondord on-romp.

Another survival strategy for commercial
service providers is to craft partnerships with
other traditional media companies that can

serve as pointers to their online content.
Bertelsmann, AG, one of the world's largest

media companies, took a 5o/o stake in America

Online for $50 million and formed an alliance

to launch a new European interactive service.

Bertelsmann will contribute more than $ 100

million to fund the launch of the service,

which is expected to offer access to the
company's publishing content and book and
music club customer base, which now numbers
more than 30 million consumers.

Other recent alliances include MCI with
News Corp., owners of Delphi Internet
Services. With a push from the top to get

Rupert Murdoch's empire wired, Delphi is
on the move, insiders assert.

NBC recently announced it would
support the Microsoft Network and that the
two would iointly develop interactive content.
That linkage led Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates

to remark, "I'm a big believer that the interac-
tive world can be very complementary with
the broadcast world."

Even more than broadcasting, the commercial
online realm begins to resemble a marketplace
with which publishers are already familiar.
Notes Denise Caruso in The l,{ew York Times

(April 17, D7), "In the same way that magazines

are available at many newsstands, a single
online provider may be only one of many possi-

ble distribution paths to an online publication."

Unless compensated handsomely, publishers
are advised not to craft exclusive arrangements
with any single online provider, and select
partnerships that make their content as

portable as possible.

Remarks Arthur Sulzberger Jr., publisher of
The l,{ew York Times, which is pursuing both
America Online and Web adjuncts, "Our
philosophy regarding the electronic distribution
of news and advertising is a very simple one.
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We are absolutely agnostic regarding our means
of distributiofi."

He explains, "The words 'paper' and
'newspaper' don't define what any of us do.
Our iob as newspaper people is to collect news
and information, add value to that information
and get that information to consumers as cost
effectively as we possibly can. We are used to
doing that with paper, but there's no reason in
the world why we have to keep doing that.
You don't have to be a rocket scientist to know
that our current methods are both slow and
expensive. The computer clearly seems to be
offering us a better way and we're going to be

using it.

"Frankly, if somebody will invent a way of
beaming it directly into your cerebral cortexes,
we will use that too. The challenge we have is
how to transfer our brand from paper
to cyberspace. "

Each of the following shared platforms - or
"rooms with a view" - offer newspapers a

branded identity to one extent or another.

The least capitally intensive way to start is

as an information service provider, where
the newspaper offers its material on an online
service's platform and is paid with royalties
based on usage. America On1ine offers such an
arrangement; the comp any is adamant about
holding to a one-price system without
premium tiers or subscriber add-ons. Its new
Internet offerings are another matter.

A11 so-called "hosted" models are undergoing
rapid change as the landscape for commercial
online service companies reflects the near per-

vasive impact of the Internet. The commercial
services in particular still are working through
what Internet connectivity means for their
publishing business models.

Followirg, in alphabetical order, is a brief
overview of the business pitches to publishers
of major online services, and UNET 2.
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Each overview reflects significant input from
the provider and should be read as each's mar-
keting "pitch." As always, the best iudges of
how well the individual business relationships
work are the newspapers that employ them.

Generally, though AOL says all its models are

individually crafted , dn information provider
to America Online can expect to reap some
15o/o in royalty revenue, plus advertising, plus a
bounty for bringing in new members. The
option also exists to reap transactional revenue
via Ticketmaster, which can process ticket sales

online for local events.

The most widely publicrzed bounty deal with
AOL guaranteed Time Inc. $500,000 over one
year. Bounties range from a $10-$2Olsubscriber,
more if they are retained for a yeaL

The relatively low royalty payment must be

weighed against the rapid growth of AOL's sub-

scriber base. As its marketers are fond of point-
ing out, l5o/o of 2.3 million readers may be a
greater opportunity than 5Oo/o of a smaller
audience share.

Mark Dewey, recently promoted to local media
manager for AOL, says, "We want to be the
mass market service," and "consumers want to
pay just one price" for that service. AOL won't
make any more exceptions to this model, as it
did for the San lose Mercury l,{ews which offers
its NewsHound service for a premium fee.

But Dewey also says the Internet may be where
some of those premium services migrate. The

Internet Services Division may be construed as

a service to publishers, offering a platform that
can be structured to suit the publisher's busi-
ness model - the publisher brings subscribers

and advertising, plus marketing in its service

arca; the platform provider offers national
marketing and its own subscriber presence.

Americs Online



On June 1, AOL announced it would offer

stand-alone internet service and had entered

into an agreement to buy Global Network

Navigator, a subsidiary of O'Reilly & Associates

Inc. to help launch the offering. The transac-

tion will cost AOL $ 11 million - $2 million
in cash and $9 million in stock. Separately,

the comp arry bought WebCrawler, a search

tool and Internet index, and in May purchased

WAIS, Wide Area Information Service, another
comp arry known for its search engines.

AOL's new "Internet brand," to debut Aug. 24,

L99 5, is designed to be a "best of breed" offer-

ing that combines the content and context of
GNN, the power and speed of the IntemetWorks
web browser and software suite, and compre-
hensive web directories and search tools.
Pricing hasn't been announced.

Steve Case, AOL president and CEO, said,

"In addition to its current free services, GNN
will also be working with publishers to offer
subscribers a wide range of a la carte services."

As Case describes AOL's plans, "People who

iust want Internet access, or prefer paying
separately for services they use, will likely opt
for our new GNN brand. People who want to
pay a monthly fee and get access to the widest
possible range of content free of surcharges are

more likely to opt for our flagship AOL brand

GNN, at http:llvwvw.,gnn.coffi, has more
than 180,000 registered subscribers. It will
continue to offer a range of advertising sup-
ported free services, and new tiered services.

Other new Web-based content will come from
Songline Studios, a recently created O'Reilly
& Associates subsrdtary, which received a

minority investment from AOL.

Today's AOL model for relationships with
newspapers is based on a few simple concepts:

o slondordize fte core producl;

. reduce risks lo fte purlner;

o give porlners u shore in A()[s growth in their morkels;

o focus 0n new produd development; ond

o leveroge whd we olreody know.

AOL's relationship with partners will be simPle,

modular and product oriented. Newspapers

can decide the level of financial and resource

commitments they wish to spend on their
online service - the obiect being to dedicate
resources and overhead to profitable enterprise,
not reconstructing a newsroom.

AOL provides:

o cuslomized look ond feel for eoch newspuper, bosed on

specificolions ftey provide. This includes fie doily newspuper

conlenl, speciol feotures, messoge hoords, clossifieds, disploy

odverlising, letlers lo the editor ond ofier hosic services

ossocioled with on online service for newspopers;

o o pockoge of cuslomized services for esch

newspoper, including:

o. TV listings;

b. reference dotubuse of wire slories ond other informolion

reloled lo key nqlionol business ond inlernolionol $ories

(Bingo Numher Dotobose);

c. Tickelmosler gotewoy copobility (newspopers orronge

fteir own deols wilh Ticketmoster);

d. orchivol seurching premium service (through VuTexl);

e. odverlising copobility; ond

f. clossifieds.
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o outhoring tools for popers lo integrole lext ond grophics. AOL

olso will ossisl pupers porlicipoling in broodbond tests (cuble

modems, elc.) in their msrkels; ond

o oulomoted formolling of newspuper conlenl into AOL

prolocols. A()L con offer popers s virtuol turnkey online

newsp0per 0re0.

Newspapers provide:

o equipmenl ond telephone conneclions lo lronsmission

of doily news lo A0L;

o inlegrolion of online services into editoriol conlenl

of newspoper; ond

. promotionul sctivilies within newspupers ond, where proclicol,

through other chonnels to promole ile AOL service.

The newspaper is not held to any exclusivity
restrictions.

Payments to newspapers come in three
categories:

. AOL will poy porlicipoling newspupers 0 percentoge of its AOt

subscriber revenues generoled by ALL of A0lls suhscribers

within the pupert ADI. Popers will need to specify fte ZIP

(odes within fieir ADI. No overlop will be ollowed wift existing

AOL porlners' morkets (Boy 0re0, fticogo) or lorger geo-

grophic regions beyond fieir morkeh (Seottle, L. A., Son Diego);

. AOL will poy newspqpers for every subscriber brought into AOL

through the direct efforts (troceoble lo ossigned sour(e codes)

of the newspoper; ond

o AOL will poy 0 per(enloge of oll revenues generoted by usoge

of its newspopers' conlenl by AOt members.

Payments to AOL:

o fte newspoper puys AOL u smoll setup fee, ond o smoller

qnnuol moinlenonce fee;

o fte newspoper poys AOL s flol-role setup per od, plus o smoll

percenluge of the ongoing revenues produced from

fte odverlisemenl; ond

o the newspoper poys A()L 0 per(entoge of money il receives

from the provision of ronsoclionol or premium services

relsted to ils popers, i.e., urchive seorching.

The term length is variable. Newspapers on the
service include The San lose Mercury l,lews, The

I,{ew York Times, Chicago Tribune, Investor's

Business Daily, The Orlando Sentinel, Ft.

Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel, Air Force Times, Army
Times, Marine Corps Edition and l,{avy Times.

Contort: Beth Singe1 monoger of business

development, A0[, 85I9 Westwood Cenler Dr.,

Uienno, Uo. 22182.2285; phonez 703-918-1735i
fux: 703.91 8, ll02i e.muil: bethsinger@ool.rorr.

Today, CompuServe subscribers number more
than 2.7 million. The service grew more than
5Oo/o from L993-L994. Following its purchase

of Spry, tt offers Internet services, and expects
to have a Web browser incorporated into its
information manager software.

CompuServe allows newspapers to develop
online communication and interaction
between their reporters, editors, readers and
CompuServe members. This interaction serves

as a reader service, a market research tool and a
source of revenue.

Most newspapers will develop and manage a

" foflJm" on CompuServe with three functional
areas: messaging, libraries and conferencing.
Messaging allows users to communicate as a

group; users post messages which everyone can

read and to which anyone can respond. The
messages and responses create a " thread"
which can be likened to a discussion.

Newspapers use messaging to facilitate
discussions among readers, editors and
reporters on stories published in the news-

paper, receive and respond to reader questions

for newspaper experts, encourage discussions

among readers regarding shared interests, and
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create and share informal polls on topics of
interest to their readerships.

CompuServe is testing multimedia tools that
would allow users to create a cartoon-like
atmosphere in common chat rooms later this
year. The service, called Wor1ds Away, was

designed by two former Lucas Film designers.

Text or bin ary files, which could include graph-
ic images or stories from current and back
issues of the newspaper, may be uploaded by
the newspaper or users to libraries. Libraries
may be used to offer background information
related to newspaper articles. Users can search

libraries by key word to locate files of interest.

CompuServe also offers a store to sell newspaper
subscriptions, photos and other newspaper
materials to its members.

CompuServe pays a monthly royalty based

on the revenue it collects from members
acquired through the promotional efforts of
the newspaper. It also provides complimentary
use of the CompuServe Information Service

for up to 15 editors, reporters or other staff
members as required.

CompuServe does not charge the newspaper. In
return, it looks for the newspaper to announce
and promote its availability on CompuServe to
readers. The key component of this promotion
will be context-specific editorial references to

relevant discussions or information in the
newspaper's forum on CompuServe.

Another important element of the promotion
is a commitment to advertising in the newspaper.

Ads will contain CompuServe's toll-free tele-
phone inquiry number and will promote an
offer for a free CompuServe membership.
CompuServe will fulfill orders for these mem-
berships, which will include a copy of the
CompuServe Information Manager software,
a user ID and a $15 usage credit on CIS.

CompuServe will waive the first monthly
fee for each new member. This was formerly
$8.95 - now $9.95, but reflecting access

to more than 100 services, compared with
the former 78. Connect time rates have
dropped to $+.8O/hour at arry speed up to
L4.4 kbps.

Advertising may become an increasingly viable
revenue source. CompuServe is finaltzing a rate

card for U.S. l/ews & World Report which may
be available to other content providers later
this yeaL

Still a third opportunity for catalogers is

a spot in the Electronic Mall; a storefront
runs $15,000 to $20,000. Bookstores and
gift items are the most popular. In addition
to f.r.S. I,{ews, Compuserve carries Sports

Illustrated and the Gannett Suburban
Newspapers/New York Newslink, Florida Today

and the Detroit Free Press.

Contocft illonique Philips, proposol
odministrot ot, CompuSerue lnc., 5000
Arlington Center Blvd., P.O. Box 20212,
Dublin, 0H 43220; phones 614',457,8600.

Delphi Internet, founded in 1981, is the
fourth-largest consumer online service and
was the first to provide its members with full
Internet connectivity. Delphi was purchased by
News Corp. in L993 and is the only online
service to be part of a maior media company.
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Currently, Delphi is undergoing a maior
restructuring aimed at fulfilling News Corp.'s
commitment to make it a global, premier
online service. A new senior management team
led by top online industry veterans has been
put into place, supported by a staff of several
hundred in marketing, content development,
networking technology and member services.

Delphi's new online service, to be launched
this FalI, abandons proprietary online architec-
ture in favor of full integration with the
Internet. The service will live on the Internet's
"World Wide Web" and will be based entirely
on open Internet standards and protocols.

Delphi plans to "consumerize" the Internet,
making it simple for individuals to connect
with and navigate the World Wide Web,

and making it easy for partners to offer
Web-based services. Delphi is building a

high-speed, global dial-in network and billing
infrastructure to provide consumers with quick
and easy connectivity.

End-user software comprises the best of the
Internet. Delphi has identified and licensed the
finest client applications and integrated them
into a seamless shell. Delphi's recent strategic
alliances with Netscape Communications and
with other applications developers form the
cornerstone of this approach.

Delphi's open environment makes it easy for
partners to develop content for the service.

Pages can be built using standard HTML tools
and commonly used graphics packages. An
easy-to-use processing engine supports standard
headers and facilitates automated preparation
of recurring content. A state-of-the-art search

engine enables application-specific or service-

wide searching of content.

As with AOL and Prodigy, which came later to
Internet connectivlty, Delphi actively seeks

partnerships with newspapers that wish to
establish a branded presence on the World
Wide Web.

Delphi's newspaper publishing partners are not
required to pay start-up fees or to make mini-
mum usage guarantees. Partner services carry
the partner's own brand as the primary brand
identity. Partner services have their own "front
doors." The publishing partner maintains full
editorial control, sells advertising, and selects

and sets pricing for any premium content
offered. Members are billed under the partner's
brand name.

Delphi sets the basic service pricing. Partners

receive a percentage of the monthly fee and of
overtime revenues paid by each member they
acquire. Partners share in a revenue pool based
on their percentage of total Delphi and partner
usage, enabling them to generate revenue from
members not directly acquired. Partners set

prices for advertising on their services and
for premium content offered; they keep the
maiority of revenues from both.

Delphi's relaunch this fall will be accompanied
by a large-scale marketing blitz designed to
create a high level of consumer brand awareness.

Newspaper services, other partner services,

and services from News Corp. properties

including Fox Television, TV Guide, 20th
Century Fox Studios, HarperCollins and News

Corp.'s international newspaper and
broadcasting properties will ioin to create
what Delphi hopes will be a compelling anay
of content and services. News Corp. and
MCI Communications Corp. recently
announced a broad joint venture aimed at

establishing market leadership in electronic
information services.

Also on the service are the St. Louis Post

Dispatch's Postlink, which runs on the platform's
ASCII service, and Reggie, the Orange County
Register's Register in Education NIE program,
which offers content to schools online.

Conluct Bruce lhurlby, vite presidenl,
Business Affqirs, of 212.556.8 I3l ol
oI e.moil: hruret@llews Corp.(om.
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Rob Lippincott, vice president, content and

publishing services for AT&T Interchange

Online Network, has written a 15-page primer

called "How to Build a Productive and

Profitable Online Business: A Guide for
Newspapers," which is available directly from
AT&T, and only excerpted here.

Using the Interchange network, online
newspaper publishers can:

o prole(l ond expond fteir clossified odvertising bose;

. build new sour(es of odverlising revenue. "The forthcoming

AT&T lnterchonge 0nline Network will give publishers conlrol

over odverlising in fteir online 0re0s, including letting them

keep the liont shore of odverlising revenue they generole;"

o increose fte relurn on informolion ossels;

o moinluin/strengthen relofionships wilh reoders;

o expond o publishert role in fieir communily; ond

o expond o publishert role beyond their communily.

Interchange offers infrastructure with local

access across most of the U.S., facilities for
billing customers and collecting basic usage

data, multimedia (Microsoft Windows), branding
(maximum flexibility and control in how pub-

lishers present their information), hyperlinks to
other information sources, publishing tools

and CD-ROM integratiolt.

Interchange maintains "the iury's still out on
the Internet - the 'public access' culture and

the lack of tools such as secure credit card

transaction systems are real wild cards."

Interchange's model provides:

o o highly fovoroble revenue split (publishers keep os much os

90% of the revenue generuled by fieir cuslomers);

o "possive revenue slreums" from odditionol neMork troffic

generoled by publishers' cuslomers; ond

o ownership of the odverlising ossocioled wilh publishers'

conlenl, including fte udverlisers und fie revenue.

Newspapers may want to start slowly,by
first publishing only online versions of their
newspapers, then later building complete

online services around their papers that
include news, archives, special editions and

other information. The service will also provide
a library called "Interchange Central" where

newspapers can aggregate their archives or
other data.

Publishers building full special interest services

on Interchange "own" their customers and

keep the malority of revenue generated. They

also receive a percentage of the revenue their
customers generate in other areas of the ser-

vice, and can seIl space and collect revenue
from the advertising areas in their service.

Members subscribing to publishers' online
services on Interchange are billed under their
publishers' names - not Interchange'5 - 6n
their credit cards. Two newspapers have signed

up for this platform: The Washington Post and
the Minneapolis Star TTibune. Connectivity to
the Web is not currently an option under
Interchange.

Contqrt Dovid Deleqn, senior editot
25 lirst Sl., Combridge, illoss. 02I4li
phone: 517.252.5230.
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Microsoft Network will launch with Microsoft's
Windows '95 operating software. Instant access

to as many as 60 million Windows users has

been trumpeted as the network's springboard
to success, but only time will tell how many
users slide into the MN habit as easily as

into solitaire.

The infrastructure of the network itself will
extend into 35 countries via AT&T, Sprint,
Unitel and British Telecom. Cable giant TCI
bought a 2o0z6 stake in the network for $ 125

million, and the two are working together on
a broadband interactive services trial in Seattle.

That link, plus working relationships with
companies that may imbed the company's
interactive video operating system in their
set-top boxes, makes upward migration to
broadband networks likely.

Revenue opportunities for publishing partners
include subscription fees, transactional rev-

enue, advertising and cover charges. Microsoft's
unwillingness to be specific about its access as

a platform to newspapers might have some-

thing to do with its recent announcement to
launch its own stand-alone news service on the
network. Because the offering proposed to
select clips for user perusal from some other
services, it generated a storm of criticism from
those wondering how Microsoft would edit the
substantial amount of copy written about itself
that crosses the cyberspace transom every day.

The Seattle Times is alone among newspapers in
announcing that it is actually testing Microsoft
authoring tools as a possible precursor to ioin-
ing the network. Though it has made no final
commitment about making its content a part
of the network, officials are pleased with the
ability of the Blackbird authoring tools to
reproduce the Times' look and feel online.

Content providers generally will be offered

monthly subscription and connect-time fee

revenue, and be able to sell advertising and

offer transactions. Microsoft will keep the
revenue from such services as e-m all, chat, BBS,

Internet access and downloadable libraries.

The service will have a constituency in place

beyond its Windows '95 users. In February, it
received endorsements from more than 50
hardware and software companies, which will
use the network to provide customer support
and product information. In this respect, the
service will likely target home office computer
users, and migrate from there to the rest of
the family.

Microsoft has made clear its intention to
undercut other commercial online service
prices by a wide margin. But early rumors that
this fee would include Internet service are in
error. There might be enough of a taste offered
to satisfy the unsophisticated browser - a

daily best of the Web, for instance - but com-
pany officials make clear that heavy users will
pay market price for their surfing.

Tiered pricing is an option, unlike with AOL.

Content providers will be allowed to price pre-

mium services and keep as much as 600/o of the
revenue. An elaborate proposal document is

available via faxback from the comp 
"ffy, 

which
asks potential electronic publishers to expand

on their ideas and detail proposed pricing
structures.

Microsoft's own hot buttons are financial
information and business tools, and kids,
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which are viewed as the Windows' market to

come. End-to-end financial services will likely
be a draw; the comp any is working with Visa

to craft a secure electronic billing system to
enable safe use of credit cards on the system.

An integrated multimedia developers tool
called Blackbird has the capability to capture
brand identity, and plant identifiable user icons

on users' desktops. Though it is available to
users of the Network, it hasn't yet been made

avatlable for other publishing platforms.

Another feature of Windows 95 is HTML
authoring tools - the capability to write docu-
ments in the language of the World Wide Web.

The comp arry bought a piece of UUNEI one of
the largest and oldest Internet service

providers, in January. Microsoft is expanding
UUNET's network in much the same way the
cable companies are updating theirs to
incorporate fiber.

Contqrft led Guuld, husiness developmenl
monqger, online servicGsr lhicrosoft
Network, One lhirrosoft Woy, Redmond, WA

9805 2-5399; phone: 206.916.2661 i
fox 206.935.7329.

Produc* Newspaper branded product available
via Prodigy Network and the Internet.

Substription: Set by newspaper (usually

$4.gslmonth) if the user is a Prodigy sub-

scriber. Prodigy service costs $9 .9llmonth for
five hours of use. Additional hours are $2.95
each. Prodigy also offers a 30130 plan which
includes 30 hours of Prodigy and the Internet
for $30.

lncludess Unlimited and untimed access to
newspaper's editorial content.

teolures: News, sports, weather, editorials,
entertainment, Infocenter, children's features,
restaurant and movie reviews databases,

bulletin boards, chats, archives, classifieds,

display ads, e-mail and Internet Web links.

Delivery3 Telephone modem at 24OO, 9600,

L4,4OO bpt, ISDN (selected cities) at 64,000 bps,

cable modem to PC (selected cable systems) at

500,000 bps.

Plotfotmss DOS, Windows, Mac, Internet Web

Browser.

Roleg: Newspaper takes on marketing, content,
advertising and customer service. Prodigy pro-
vides producer software (HTML), network delivery
and billing.

Revenues All revenue flows to the newspaper

for advertising, classifieds, archives, subscription
fees (separate from Prodigy) and timed services.

Cost: Per-hour fee for use of Prodigy network
and a Web hosting fee.

Even individual subscribers may avail
themselves of Prodigy's Web content creation
tools, launching their own Web pages - at no
extra charge. A press release says Prodigy's
Windows-based "Home Page Creator" requires
no computer programming knowledge or spe-

cial skills. Members choose from a variety of
fill-in-the-blanks templates and type in the
information. Within a few weeks of offering
this service, Prodigy will add the capability for
members to include their own photos, graphics

and personal sound clips.
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The Creator will have four different templates:

o Bosic ollows members to lolk obod themselves, fieir
inlerests, fteir fovorile home poges (complele wilh

hyperlinksl und emoil uddresses;

o Business cord ollows members to list fteir componies, fiiles,

business descriplion ond oddress, fox number, emoil ond

(ompony home poge oddress if there is one;

o Out 0n The Town ollows members to offer o guided tour of

fieir homelown 0r other fqvorile ploce, listing fovorile things

lo see ond do; ond

. Iop l0 List, wilh hyperlinked fovorite Web sites.

A Macintosh home page creator will be

available when Prodigy releases its Mac Web

browser later in 1995.

Prodigy permits companies like newspapers to
advertise directly to its subscriber base. For a

"standard advertising unit, " it charges $ 27 ,500
for one to five screens and $54,2OO for 16 to 30
screens, not including one-time creative fees

for the packages which run from $ 14,000

to $22,000.

Prodigy has the largest single stable of
newspapers of online service providers,

including the Los Angeles Times (Timeslink),
Atlanta lournal and Constitution, Houston
Chronicle, Tampa kibune, f,{ewsday, The

Providence lournal, Austin American-Statesmafr ,
The Dallas Morning l,Jews, The Milwaukee lournal
and Sentinel, Richmond Times-Dispatch, and The

Sp oke sman-Review (Spokane) .

Contort: [red lqrson, vite p]esidenl,
Netnuork ServicGsr Prodigy Servires Co.,
445 Homilton Aue., White Ploins, N.Y.

t 060 I; phones 914-448.8389i
fux: 914'448-8622. Ihe contocl for the
Home Poge Creotor is Brion El$
914',448-88I I or ek@prodigy.com.
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UNET 2 ts a niche service provider existing
primarily to offer private online networks for
publishers. Founded in 7992, it has 15

employees and less than $5 million in sales.

Current clients are TV Guide (News Corp. - TV
Guide Online), Discoverl Sailing World, Snow

Country, Art & Antiques, Parents, Sierra Magazine,

Cruising World, Golf World, Individual Investor,

Golf Digest, Hippocrates, Tennis, The American

Spectator and WFSB-TV in Hartford.

The comp arry has proprietary software and a
search engine and a comparable revenue
split to that of Interchange (50-50).

The comp any also allows the newspaper to
maintain its look and feel online , artd can
provide an individual icon on the user's hard
drive. Publishers aren't promoting someone

else's software or services, unless they are a

paid advertiser. Advertising splits are subject
to negotiation.

Worth watching is the company's
"Classified Connection(TM)" concept, which
is essentially a classified advertising template
designed for a proposed aggregate of
newspapers nationwide.

Harlan Levinsor, UNET vice president, says

UNET envisions creating an online classified
service. "For example, tf a user lived in Easton,

Pa., and wanted to search for a Chevrolet
Impala, all he or she would have to do is log
on to The Classified Connection and with a

few clicks and keystrokes, would be able to find
all of the cars with the desired features within a

certain number of miles of the home or office.
While the users may read The Easton Express on
a daily basis, he would never know that the
exact car he was looking for was located a few
miles away and advertised in a newspaper he

doesn't tead."



Helping one's competition might not be what
newspapers are looking for, but online fees

could be an incentive. Since no newspapers

have signed on yet, it isn't clear whether readers

would be charged online fees for such a service;

even analysts who view classified advertising as

a "killer ad," and iob ads as chief among these,

don't believe such proiects would succeed

unless the service to users is free.

Contort Horlqn levinsorr vite presidenl
UilEI, Room 212, 80 EosI I I Ih Sl., New
York, NY 10003 i 212.777.5534.

Though UNET views the concept as hotly
proprietary, newspapers are taking their own
classified concepts to cyberspace. Cox is work-
ing with Bell South on a regional system.

Landmark is trying to put together a Virginia
statewide real estate network.

And, of course, there's NCN.

It hasn't been lost on newspaper publishers

that, since they own the franchises with the
largest collective daily readership and advertising
base in the U.S., they could have the most to
lose to national online service providers in a

race for America's wired - or, the most to gain

from creatin g a national network of local
online services.

Ne\M Centu ry Net\Mork

Better to work together than be picked off by the

likes of Microsoft one at a time, many believe.

So, the New Century Network (NCN) was born
as a "national network of local online newspaper

services." Eight of the nation's largest news-

papers spearheaded the f oint venture: Advance

Publications Inc., Cox Newspapers Inc., Gannett
Co. Inc., the Hearst Corp., Knight-Ridder Inc.,
Times Mirror Co., Tribune Co. and The
Washington Post Co. They were later joined by
The New York Times.

The group's goal appears to be to rise above the
noise - to "organize the chaos," said one
member - establishing newspapers as major
players in the multimedia marketplace. The
method is to take their content to the World
Wide Web, and the means is a membership

organtzation - with affiliation fees - that will
provide aid and counsel to support its own in
the creation of local online services.

Whatever NCN as an organizatton accomplishes,

its creation is a genuine breakthrough for the
industry. Its very existence marks a recognition
that the future is electronic, and that newspapers

must play to win. Donald Graham, chairman
and CEO of The Washington Post Co., said, "The
founding partners firmly believe that a newspa-

per is the most significant news and information
source in its local community. Online and elec-

tronic delivery is the natural extension of the
newspaper's mission to provide that content -
edited with context and clarity - however the
customer wants it."

Any consortium with the customer at the
center really could thrive in today's online
anarchy. But like the online services its
partners are developing, NCN's strategy is a
work in progress.

Essentially, the group aims

o creole 0n offiliote orgonizotion of locol

fie process of creoling online services;

newspopers in
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o ossisl fiese newspopers wilh consuhing, lrocking ond billing

services needed lo build dynomic online presences in their

locol morkels;

o use newspopers' oggregoled clout to help develop lechnicul

$ondords ond uuthoring lools which would ollow seomless

oc(ess lo nelwork conlenl; ond

. oggregole o hrood nofionsl oudience ftol will

utlrocl odverlisers.

NCN's April 1995 announcement declared,

"The new venture will act as a catalyst for a

wide number of services, such as helping
members share content and develop new con-
tent packages. It will also provide to affiliate
newspapers technical standards and consulting
services to facilitate the development of highly
local online newspaper services." NCN will
help affiliates by "offering common technical
standards and authoring tools, and developing
billing, tracking and consulting services."

First, some context. In the Wild West world
of the Web, the issue of "technical standards"
is squarely the province of bodies such as the
Internet Engineering Thsk Force (IETF) and the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). And,

certainly, the marketplace of three million to
five million users has a few opinions.

Charles Brumback, chairman of Tribune Co.

and a driving force behind the new consor-
tium, later clarified that it is NCN's intent to
adopt only the "minimal" standards needed for
all the members' content to meet at the Web.

Fair enough, but building a "back end" that
could manage billirg, or making sure that
every newspaper's database is structured in a

way that will allow centralized indexing rl:ay
pit one newspaper's preferred solution against
another.

Web server software and authoring tools could
be the first battleground. Hearst, Times Mirror
and Knight-Ridder all have equity stakes in
Netscop€, a dominant, premium-priced vendor
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of server and browser software products.
Adobe, io turn, owns a piece of Netscape and
has an interest in seeing its PDF (Personal

Document Format) authoring tools wallpaper
the Web. Tribune and Advance have their own
stake in a competing Web server comp dfry,

Open Market.

Given that, NCN might instead offer up a
well-stocked toolkit, with each item having a

minimum level of interoperability on the Web.

The last thing newspapers want to have dictated
to them is how their newspapers should look
to their audiences, and NCN has promised to
keep hands off in this area.

"This is not any prelude to a fascist state, "
quips Knight-Ridder New Media Vice President
Bob Ingle. "We will absolutely keep hands off
the local look and feel" of the electronic news-

paper product, and newspapers will be free to
charge what they deem reasonable for their ser-

vices. "But things have to have a function as a

network." Those things will be subiect to
revierry, he suggests.

As for being a catalyst, NCN members will
likely prove to be NCN's first market for
innovative online solutions. Tribune Media

Services, which planned to debut a new family
of local syndicated electronic content at NAAs
NEXPO" '95 in June, and Knight-Ridder's
San lose Mercury l,{ews, which has a powerful
clipping service, NewsHound, which may have

services to offer the network. NCN will explore
other services from outside providers as well.

Ingle predicts, "1,000 idiosyncratic approaches

will take root here and blossom."

As with the industry itself, the beauty is in
the diversity. Though NCN members want to
pitch their aggregation as a national advertising
platform to Madison Avenue, they insist NCN
won't caffy its brand into cyberspace. Inste dd,

individual newspapers will have that opportu-
nity, while enioying cross-promotion by
the collective.



To advance its own brand would make NCN

iust another sort of platform provider. The

only reason it exists at all is because members
grew weary of dealing with commercial service
providers who wanted a chunk of the
newspaper's revenues to deliver an audience
the media comp any could garner for itself with
the right tools and the right friends.

"The problem with the Web now is that
anyone who owns a computer is The New Yo*
Times," said one member. "There's probably
some differentiation of the Times above the
Web, but we've found in this a much more
powerful, virtual network connection - a ser-

vice for consumers of information by partners
in providing information, working together
rather than iust another lonely outpost on a
confusing World Wide Web of content
providers that are all kind of equal."

If an affiliation of media giants owning
more than 186 dailies and having a collective
readership of more than 25 million isn't equal
to John Q. Web's corner info store, it is at least

democratic. NCN is open to any I-J.S. daily
newspaper wishing to create a powerful, local
electronic brand.

Of course, there's a cover charge. What the
group will levy for membership hasn't been

determined but founding members invested

$ f mi[ion each. If that seems a bit rich for
most of America's newspapers, they should
take heart. Even newspapers who don't actually
join the group will benefit from NCN's
emancipation from the potential tyranny of
other online competition.

NCN's anointing of the Web as the place for
publishers already points the wdy, and its
reminder to newspapers of how much they
have invested in maintaining their information
franchises could free this industry to explore.

Compared with the hundreds of millions of
dollars newspapers have tied up in content
creation and distribution today, the cost in

time, money and any effort to create a loose

network of wired affiliates may be worth it.

Other affiliations likely will develop, and not
every newspaper will feel like it needs to be a
part of the network to stake its claim to the
digital frontier. Smaller newspapers may bene-
fit from tools developed by pioneers like the
San lose Mercury News, or they may develop
their own tool.

The network plans to hire about 10 people to
start, and will be staffing up this summer. It
won't have a national sales force. And it can't
standardize advertising or subscription rates

across its membership base because that might
smack of "collusion." But it could work with
NAA's National Newspaper Network, an ad

sales organrzatton created by the newspaper
business, or some other representative to create

a single point of contact for sell,ing electronic
advertising to its members. i

Conlqrft Peter Wintel vice president of
mqrket developmenl for Cox llewspopers,
ond interim rhief exeGutive officer for NCN;

phone z 404.843.79 55; fox: 404.843.7 928i
emoil: APIS 44A@prodigy.com.
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BUSINESS
WITH NEWS

Ff;0ltl IHE

ach of the profiled papers below is a work
in progress. Some have adopted mixtures
of the hosted and owned platform models

discussed in the previous chapter. Some have
developed a unique breed of service tailored to
their individual marketplaces. That's ide aLIy the
outcome of any online newspaper endeavor, so

the following models and anecdotes should be
viewed as illustrative rather than proscriptive.

They were selected for variety's sake to
stimulate discussion and to help other publishers
craft the most profitable business strategy for
their markets.

Revenue: For nory revenue is entirely
subscription-based, though the company's Info
Connect now intends to make money selling
end-to-end bulletin board packages to newspapers.

The newspaper's own service launched the
week of March 13 and after two months the
paper had 150 subscribers - enough to pay for
the T-1 line needed to operate the board.

Subscribers ioin at three levels: $5.95 for basic
service, essentially iust access to content and
basic e-mail capability; $l .95 for basic service

with Internet e-matl; and $14.95lmonth for
full service including expanded Internet access

(FTR Telenet). Without promotion, the service

has 35 subscribers. In-house, 20 staff were

selected to be part of a demo class to test the
waters on what services subscribers find
most useful.

Jim Dible, director, New Horizons Group, says

ultimately that the Republican sees other rev-

enue streams, including advertising (especially
classifieds) access to archival information such
as public documents, and the marketing of
end-to-end systems that would allow other,
smaller-market newspapers to implement elec-

tronic publishing operations. In the short term,
revenue will be based on the paper's ability to
generate subscribers from its rural market,
perhaps 2Oo/o of whom have computers (not
necessarily with modems), and more specifically
from among its 28,000 readers.

Gosts: Pottsville leases a T:- 1 line from
MicroServe, a national Internet provider based

in Wilkes-B arce, Pa., for around $ 1,000/month.
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Total operating costs are estimated at less than

$2,000/month, though this doesn't account for
one staff position within an already existing

technology group which has been shifted to
the proiect. The only other staff is a part-time
marketer, though there are links to the news-

paper's editorial, NIE, and advertising departments.

CosI: The platform operates with L2 phone
lines, and current information feeds are man-
aged by existing newspaper staff, though Dible
believes the content must be distinguished
from the print product. Total costs going in
were around $23,000: $7,000-$8,000 for instal-
lation costs of the Internet access and $15,000
for hardware and software. The latter includes
a Galacticom BBS system, a package of 1O to LZ

arcade-like games for use by users, and limited
transactional capability. The system uses

RlPscrip L.54, the freeware version of the popu-
lar terminal package, and doesn't intend to
upgrade to the more capable version 2.O,

although this option is available for a fee.

The comp arry intends to market the same

platform as a turnkey operation to other small
newspapers. Dible thinks Pottsville can set up
a 16-line system for less than $25K, including
the PC, six-disk CD-ROM player, several mod-
ules including full search and retrieve, fax
online, games, and e-mail, plus standard
reporting package. This service is intended
as a moneymaker for the paper which has a

far-flung network of audiotex clients.

Dible expects the operation will turn a profit
by L996.

Slrotegys The Republican's motto is

"Touching your life every duy," and the
publisher intends that to be true in the inter-
active age. Dible found one comment from an

online user instructive; the reader said the
paper had succeeded in turning its BBS "from a
few people leaving notes on a corkboard to a

living community growing at its own pace."
But apaft from creating community, Pottsville
aims to position itself as the first thing its read-

ers see on the infopike. One of the strategic

considerations for the paper is that, irl its rural
market, "everything is a toll call," says Dible.

"We're the toll-killer to the Internet. Getting
out there before anyone else puts our brand
identity in the forefront. The majority of peo-

ple who have signed up thus far is opting for
the full Internet service. We deliberately priced

it lower than we might have to stimulate Llse."

Strategically, as computer use spreads,

particularly in the schools, Poffsville will be

out there electronically to connect with the
audience that is coming onlille. "We lost one
generation to TV this is the next wave."
Pottsville rs also protecting its franchise for
information delivery in the community. "With
the technology that's out there, it's easier for
competitors because they no longer need a

printing preSS," Dible says.

Conlqct: Jim Dible, 717.62 1.33 10.
Ihe Republicqn's RlGnet is o(cessihle
nuith qiy RlP-equipped terminol ot
717-62I.3333, but the user musl subscribe.

Revenues Revenue derives from subscriber
fees, advertising revenues, premium service
revenues, signing bounties and retention fees.

All of this revenue goes into one fund and, " at

the end of the duy, we split the revenue" with
Prodigy, says David Scott, Access Atlanta publish-
er. Actual fees are proprietary, but publishers may
wager a guess based on the following charges:

l. Subscriprionss S6.95/monfi. Prodigy subs poy

54.95/nonlh in oddition to fie Prodigy monthly fee of 59.95.

Access Atlonto subscribers who don'l subscribe to Prodigy con

occess Prodigy ol the per-minute role of 4.9 cenls (52.95/h0ur).

The currenl subscriber bose wos 19,400 ol fte end of Moy.

When fie service begon, more fton holf its users lived outside

Georgio. No*, 60% lo70% of users ore considered locol.

Reoders overoge two hours/monlh online. The overoge reoder

is forlyish, finished college 0r hos some college educotion

ond is in u higher income brocket. Abod 75% ore mole.
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2. Bounlies: AA gets on undisclosed hounly per

suhscriber from Prodigy for every user who signs on lo Prodigy

firough fte poper, plus o monthly relenlion bounf if the sub-

scriber sloys on o yeor or more.

3. By Jonuory of this yeur, AA hod oilrocted I I locol

odverlisers, puying from SI,000-S5,000/monlh. Ads ore

inleroclive, ollowing cuslomers lo send e-moil lo the

rompony ond receive informolion firough the moil.

4. Irunsoctions: ln the fee for tronsoclions indu$ry,

commissions ore typicolly 10%-20% ol fie profil from every

sole. Eleclronic newspoper services which offer ilems for sole

moy colled o similor omounl from vendors.

5. Soflwore Soles: AA disks ore sold through locol

soflwore distributors, bfi such soles uren'l viewed 0s 0 moior

revenue producer, 0s the gool is lo sign 0n users, nol reop

rewords through softwore soles. This could chonge if the poper

undertook to comorket ils soflwore wilh ofier sofMore

publishers in some kind of bundling orrongement.

Its service added a Web site through Prodigy
in May, though the site wasn't expected to be

active until midsummer.

Cost: The comp any reportedly had a launch
budget of around $300,000 to $500,000.

Conlenl: Readers quite simply want
everything. They get everything that's in the
daily paper, but want it immediately, before it's

at the doorstep. They also want to be heard

and want instantaneous responses to their
queries and suggestions - a half-day is

too long.

To take advantage of this propensity of readers

to sound off, the site makes the most use of
surveys, as when readers are asked whether
they think OJ. Simpson is innocent or guilty.
Classified ads run the day before they appear
in the paper and are searchable. The service
encourages readers to use both e-mail and
chat functions, leading Scott to remark,

"We're in the communications business."

In addition to newspaper content, subscribers
have access to the latest AP news and the com-
pany has drawn a local alternative weekly onto
its site. The service offers information on spe-

cial Atlant a-area attractions such as Stone
Mountain, The Martin Luther King Center and
CNN. It has a local tie-in with WSB radio. The
broadcaster supplies traffic reports, weather
information and a radar image. Readers can

shop via an interactive map showing the loca-
tion of malls, instructions on how to get there,
lists of stores, food courts and security.

Archives from the paper go back three years.

Access Atlanta customers seem only too
happy to shop online as well. Richards, a

local Federated department store, sold $ 7,000

in Swatch watches in a few weeks' time.

Founders consider one of the advantages of
the service being "two clicks away" from the
World Wide Web, through the recent addition
of Prodigy's Web browser. Though in early
May the service didn't have an active pointer
from Prodigy, some of Access Atlanta's content
was expected to be Webbed by the end of June.
Other reasons cited as to why the paper picked
Prodigy include a robust distribution network
of 25O local computer sites nationwide, excel-

lent customer service including billing and

collections, an established subscriber base -
including 25,000 in the Atlanta area - and

a better business deal than arly of the
other online providers.
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Contqtt: Ac(ess Atlants Puhlisher
Duuid Stoll, 404.526.5897 ot
dsvid_scolt@uit.(om.

Revenue: A mix of subscription fees and
advertising is anticipated, though advertising
currently accounts for less than lOo/o of
revenues. Subscribers now pay $5.95/month,
after an introductory price of $ 4.95. That's in
addition to regular Prodigy fees ($9.95 or
$ f +.95), unless the subscriber wants just the
paper, which is offered at $ 6.95lrnonth, with
no Prodigy services included. The latter type
of subscriber pays $2.95/hour to use Prodigy to
order airline tickets, or engage in other
activities on the commercial network.

Initial subscribers were derived not from the
newspaper's readership, but from other online
forums, principally Prodigy. Limited success

was achieved by marketing inside the Times;

better results came from ads in computer and
online publications.

The current debate at the paper is whether
to charge extra fees for tiered services or keep
the price level and enhance the services to
grow the subscription base. Timeslink classi-

fieds don't levy a surcharge for the online ver-
sion. The paper views its most attractive future
revenue options as electronic database services

and associated advertising. Since the paper
in May was just six months into its effort,
Victor Perry III, vice president of new business
development, says it's iust in the early stages

of a "war over eyeballs." Currently, Timeslink
subscribers, which numbered around 10,000
in December, are only logging in about one
hour/month.

Advertisers may find a home in the service's
shopping mall or, like Circuit City, be allowed
to create informational content areas for
subscribers interested in buying a computer or
a modem. The paper has capitahzed on its

proximity to Hollywood, establishing special

sections for Paramount Studios for products

such as the most recent Star TTek movie and to
MGM which bought a package of six promo-
tions for products such as Tank Girl. Readers

have continued to access the shopping capabil-
ities of the Star Trek Generations section long
after the movie became history.

Cosls & Revemues No information was

avatlable on costs or revenue projections.

Strotegys The Los Angeles Times made overtures
to online service providers as early as 1993 to
decide how to go online. At the time, Perry
says, "We were obsessed with what the business

model should be." The basic principles were

the Times'desire to maintain its own subscrip-

tion base and not to be "submerged by a
national service." Control was a greater issue

than price and the type of services. The paper
linked with Times Mirror to form Timeslink,
then tested the marketplace of platform
providers. Eventually Prodigy decided to open
its network and overhaul its basic systems

architecture, winning Timeslink's business,

which it shares 50ou6-5Oo/o.

Perry adds, "In, terms of the concept of the
product, we wanted to avoid the urge to repro-
duce ourselves in cyberspace, replicate the
newspaper online, shovel newspaper content
on a computer screen. Our concept is to try to
become a regional gateway u aggregator to a

rich affay of interactive content and services

that start with our newspaper but go way
beyond our newsp apeL"

Conlent: The main news of the day appears

midscreen. Also on the entry screen is the
Times 700, a compendium of information
about business in the state of California. Latest
news is available from front-Page stories and
the AP wire. Your Town is a localized news and
information application where Southern
California has been divided into 5 7 micro-
zones. Here, readers can get information from
the newspaper and from several other outside
information providers. Recently added were
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data on home sale prices in various
neighborhoods, which is very popular. A lively
chat area thrives on an OJ. bulletin board. A
Learning Careers area provides online courses.

Direct links connect the reader to archives,
shopping areas and classifieds. Around a dozen
advertisers appear in the shopping area and the
service takes orders online.

Stoffing: About 40, some of whom are

freelancers. Perry asserts that the skill set

required for the online service is different than
the synthesizing, summ aflztng and analyzing
capabilities of the traditional news staff. "The
kind of skill set required here is different. It's
more information gathering and packaging.
Leveraging what we've already got in terms
of information gathering resources is where the
action is." Yet, if the medium realizes its full
potential and begins to affect the news

gathering and editing process, "it's going to
force some reallocation of resources." Selling
interactive packages in addition to the paper
will require "major training and orientation
effort with our sales force."

Contott: Uirlor Perry IIl, vire presidenl,
new business deuelopmerl,
phone: 213.237.2399 i fqx: 213.237.3777 .

San Jose was among

online version of its
the first to create an

Silicon Valley newspaper,
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launching an area in May L993 on America
On1ine. The service has attracted more than
60,000 AOL users from the San Jose region,
and is credited for reducing churn on the
commercial service.

Revenuess Snllrl receives revenue from these
subscriptions, plus royalties on all online min-
utes spent in Mercury Center, ad revenue and a
premium price for those making use of the
paper's NewsHound customized news service or
accessing the newspaper's archive.

NewsHound searches Knight-Ridder Business

Wire, KR News Wire, Business Wire, other news

services and the SA,f ,r classified ads, based on
profiles provided by users. Users pay

$4.95lmonth, but the price will iump to $9.95
in 1996. Archival use of S/tr/}rls newspaper is
offered at 80 cents/minute at peak and 15

cents/minute during off-peak hours. The paper's

archives have a high perceived value and when
the paper raised the price, traffic increased.

The AOL operation is staffed by 18 people,
and, apart from NewsHound, revenue consists
primarily of reader royalty and the newspaper
library premium service. S/MAI made limited
use of advertising in this venue; smaller adver-

tisers are offered ads in a special section on
AOL for $29.951two weeks or $42.50/month.

But it appears AOL was just the beginning. In
Februzty, the paper established a Web site

called The Mercury Center Web in cooperation
with Netscape Communications. This venue
makes broader use of advertising than AOL
with both stand-alone strip ads and the
Mercury Mall. As with many Web pages, such

advertising appears in reduced form on the
paper's home page, but can include hyperlinks
so the user can click on the ad and get more
information from the advertiser's own home
page. The site is popular among Web "surfers,"
and draws some 300,000 visits per duy, says

Chris Jennewein, the original Mercury Center
general manager and now director of the
Knight-Ridder New Media Center in San Jose.

@ Son tose lfiercury News
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Advertisers include familiar names from AOL:

Coldwell Banker and Del Monte, and Leo

Hamel & Co.'s House of Charm, a ieweler in
Redwood City, Calif., but also Internet provider
Netcom, Ameritech, Metricom, Wells Fargo,

House of Charm (a Palo AIto, Calif., jeweler)

and IBM. Initially, they paid $350 for two
weeks' exposure, now the rates are roughly
$ 100/ duy, Jennewein says.

These are not static ads, mind you. Del Monte's
ad is a hypertext cookbook; Leo Hamel features

a catalog and interactive mystery game;

Coldwell posts information on its real estate

listings in Northern California.

The Website also incorporates display
classifieds (which are scanned from the printed
paper, converted to text and added to a search-

able database), comics and a Dave Barry area.

Not content to rely on advertising aloile, the
Mercury Center announced in mid-April that
it would be the first Web newspaper to charge

subscriptions for full access to the Website.

Many Mercury services remain free, including a

searchable version of what the paper says is the
world's largest high-tech employment classified
database, full headlines and summaries of the
day's news stories, pointers to other Web sites

in the Bay area and other select features.

For the new comics sectiofl, full text retrieval
of the daily paper and Dave Barry, subscribers
will have to fork over $4.95lmonth - or
$ 1.00/month if they already subscribe to the
printed paper. Half of the 1,800 subscribers

who signed in the first three weeks of the con-
version take the print product. Jennewein says

the comp any views its in-paper ads as highly
effective and " far and away the most effective
advertising medium" for the electronic product.

Jennewein is pleased with the subscription
drive's progress and says visits to the site

haven't declined that substantially. (Often,

at the 500,00Olday level, this has fallen to
around 300,000, which is still very busy by
net standards.) Advertisers haven't complained,

since their presences ate contained within the
free area.

Cosls: The AOL effort began with a staff of 15:

one director, one general manager, one adver-

tising manager, five editorial staffers, one man-
aging editoE four billing and customer service
personnel, one computer engineer and one
product development manager. The Website

activity called for an additional editorial per-

son, a marketing manager and a computer
engineer. Staffing is always in flux depending
on how many new proiects are in the works.

Tools employed in creating the product include
search software from Verity Inc. of Mountain
VieW Calif., which makes Mercury l,{ews' classified

ads searchable, and Netsite server software
from Netscape Communications Corp., also of
Mountain View, Ca1if., in which Knight-Ridder
has taken an equity stake. Mercury's site can be
viewed with any Web browser, but the comics
don't line up properly unless the user has

Netscape's client software.

Internet service is provided by Netcom Online
Communications Services of San Jose, whose
popular NetCruiser browser includes a menu
selection link to the Mercury Center on the
Web, but which skews the Netscape-authored
graphics. With the proliferation of innovative
client browsers, it will be a challenge to employ
the more graphically interesting elements of
authoring tools without creating an effect that
is too browser-specific.

Since future versions of Netscape's client
software will carry a price tug, SA,f rI is still
wrestling with issues such as how to distribute
the supportable version of Netscape's custom
client. There will be a charge associated with
such distribution, but, as Jennewein put it, "it's
not clear the customer will have to pay for it."
The custom client was expected to see its debut
at NAA's NEXPO. One of the new features will
be the opportunity to enter a newsgroup area to
conduct online chats on the Web, an interactive
component of the service which AOL readers

appreciate and found lacking on the Web.
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Slrolegys Jennewein says it makes sense for
the comp arry to keep its presence on AOL in
addition to branching onto the Web. AOL
readers are more gener ally considered members
of the mass media "consumer" variety, while
Web traffic is derived more from the business,
educational and government milieu. Content
authoring decisions are made accordingly.

Some free copy will always be avatlable -
nonsubscribers may read the headline and the
first paragraph of a story before being asked

for their subscription IDs. Beyond that point,
subscribers may search the classifieds or other-
wise navigate without further challenge.

Mercury's newspaper roots are apparent in its
planning for the future of NewsHound. The
service undoubtedly will be applied to the Web
in some fashion, probably in conjunction with
the New Century Network, of which Knight-
Ridder is a member. The philosophy at work
here is that every reader has both community
and special interests, with NewsHound being
one way of aggregating special interest content.
Currently NewsHound has 2,600 subscribers.

Contorl: Borry Porq produrt deuelopmenl
monoger, lUlercury Cenlet/San lose lllercury
News; hllpz/ /www.simercury.Gom or
408-920-5394.

ANARCHY I.1:

Revenue: Landmark's revenue model is

unique. Landmark Communications, which
owns more than 25 non-dailies and shoppers;
the Greensboro (N.C.) l/ews & Record, the
Norfolk (Va.) Virginian-Pilot/Ledger-Star,
Roanoke (Va.) Times & World-I,Jews dailies; two
TV and two radio stations; The Weather
Channel and The Tlavel Channel, bought a
controlling interest in Internet access company
InfiNet in late 1993. Landmark now makes
money prim ari^ly from selling Internet service
and setting up its own and others' media
properties and advertisers with sites on the
World Wide Web.

On June B, Landmark announced it formed
a ioint venture with Knight-Ridder Inc. to
expand InfiNet's reach as a publishing platform
nationwide.

Newspapers, both in-house and unaffiliated,
when they link with Landmark, receive their
own Web site "free, " plus half the profit from
revenues derived from the sale of Internet
service to their subscribers. Since costs are

roughly half the pie, newspapers may receive
as much as 25o/o of the gross revenue of the
Internet services they sell. Affiliates agree to
promote the service via advertising in their
newspapers or TV stations, and receive collateral
promotion for their sites from the well-traveled
Landmark Web sites.

Service sells for $2Slmonth for up to 50 hours,
making the service pay for heavy users who are

only charged 50 cents/hour. Gordon Borrell,
vice president and executive editor of InfiNet,
says the advantage of the service is that it
offers newspapers a virtu ally no capital cost

way of putting the newspaper online, plus a
revenue stream that can pay for the additional
employees that may be necessary to keep the
Web content fresh.

Landmark has papers and TV stations in eight
regions on the Web. Its Las Vegas TV station
recently gained the CBS network imprimatur to
take to prospective CBS affiliates. That could

@ Ifie Virginian-Pilot
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put a maior competitor for local advertising

online in every newspaper market with a CBS

affiliate up the street.

In a few years, if interactive advertising doesn't

prove to be the revenue-earner that most pre-

dict it is, Landmark may have enough affiliates

with valuable content to cordon off its spot on

the Internet and return to charging subscribers

for content. "The technology end of the busi-

ness is not the core competency of newspapers,"

Borrell remarks. "We hope our core content
will be worth something. The key is getting
experience right now."

Regarding advertising revenue, Borrell says,

"We're still not fumping up and down," butt

The Virginian-Pilot, after just one yeffi online,
earned access fees of $ 34,652 and ad revenue

of $20,578 in the first quarter of 1995. Both
totals are "building rapidlY," he adds.

Key advertisers are real estate and mortgage
companies, the local airport and a catalog com-
pany.The Greensboro paper recently aruanged

to build and manage a Web site for the ACC

Tournament in March that proved among the
more popular Web sites internationally. The

Landmark home page (http: llwww.infi.net)
claims to take up to 140,000 "hits" or visits by
users per duy, meaning that, whatever the ad

revenue potential, it has not nearly been
tapped. (Public tastes are somewhat fickle;
Landmark is "hot" now. It was receiving just
40,000 visits/ day in November.)

Strotegys But that's the key to Landmark's
affiliation with other media properties. Web

sites may easily become dead-end streets on the
infopike, without the collateral advertising of
more mainstream media. Another way to draw
users comes from providing free in-house con-
tent of interest to Internet users. Landmark
offers up "Webmaste{' Glen Davis who daily
provides the "Cool Site of the Daf ," a feature

so popular it is hyperlinked to other sites from
Hewlett-Packard and IBM and built into the
Netscape browser. The exposure enhances
Landmark's presence and that of its advertisers.

"Anyone can establish a website, but how do

you attract eyeballs?" Borrell asks. Recently,

InfiNet webbed the NAA.

Landmark has no advertising fee structure to
tout, and doesn't charge on a per-hit basis for
exposure. Tie-ins are a subtle benefit; ads for

Internet service list the local travel agency that
has a linked Web page. A newspaper can charge

advertisers enough to pay for the cost of its
own server and domain name.

The toughest iob may be managing expectations.

"We don't guarantee exposure, we iust build
links," Borrell says. "If we were to say, 'here's

access to 35 million Internet users,' they'd rub
their hands together and start to figure Lo/o of
that. That's not going to happen."

Conlenl: Borrell has used the skill with local

realtors who have joined InfiNet's Real Estate

Web, which The Virginian-Pilof hopes to take

state-wide. Listings are searchable by area, price

and size, but don't include addresses. The list-
ing comp any is charged by home, for a picture
and for a link to a listing agent resume. Only
one home has sold from the service in six

months, but the realtors say home sellers per-

ceive an added value to being on the Web.

Fees for setting up advertiser sites are generally
a $2,000 setup fee plus $100/month. More com-
plicated sites might be $5,000 and $500/month.

Cosls: For newspaper InfiNet partners, there's a

minimal setup charge. The Greensboro paper
has one full-time person selling advertising and
half a position from the newsroom to manage

content, plus the time of a committee to set

the site's direction. The Virginian-Pilot, which is
a bit more aggressive, has a staff of one sales-

person, one part-time salesperson and manager
who also manages audiotex, and one part-time
support person. The latter bills InfiNet ad
charges back to the paper.

Because Landmark manages the Web site,

there's no requirement for on-site hardware
or extra phone lines. "These are very soft
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costs," says Borrell. Landmark's costs for
running the head-end operation are more
substantial and include perhaps a dozen
people fust for technical and customer
support. Even with its investment in the
Internet provideq Borrell says it's still
"considerably under a $1 million investment."
Borrell says the comp arry doesn't claim to
have all the answers, but that many profitable
opportunities have fallen into the company's
lap because it was ahead of the marketplace in
its Internet strategy. He encourages other papers

to do the same, commenting, "We're collecting
the dollars; the cash register is open."

Conlort: Gordon Borrell, vire president
ond exe(utive edilof lnfiNet,
phone: 800.446-20O4, exl. 2583i
e.moil: borrell@infi.nef.

Raleigh is only the first of what is likely to be a
flood of publishers linking the communica-
tions and connectivity of a home-grown bul-
letin board system to the World Wide Web.

Like Pottsville, the paper started with a
Galicticomm Major BBS package and RIP

graphics, but has migrated to a very mature
Web presence which rr.ay serve as a model for
other newspapers on several levels.
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Revenues The actual business model is a bit
hard to dissect since NandONet - the online
service - is an integr al part of the paper's

diverse New Media division. This burgeoning
unit already houses five businesses: NandONet;
Citylioe, an audiotex service; The Insider, a fax
and e-mail service covering state government
which has 2OO subscribers paying between
$800 and $1,6OOlyear (fax is more expensive);
an NIE project; and PISYS IQ, an information-
on-demand service priced at $sO/hour.

Taken separately, NandO is offered either at

$ lO/month for a stand-alone subscription to
the BBS (provided the subscriber has Internet
access), or as part of a service that includes
unlimited Internet time via a full Internet SLIP,

CSLIP or PPP account. The subscription option
with Internet service costs $ZOlmonth;
$26lmonth will buy both the network dial-up
and a subscription to the printed newspaper.

The service currently has 16,000 subscribers,

but only 2,000 of these are paid. The rest N&O
makes avatlable to 10,000 students and 4,000
teachers in its service atea. The revenue split
on the network alone is about lOo/o advertising,
2Oo/o business network connections (56 Kb or
T-1 connections offered to local businesses),

and the rest (7Oo/o) subscriber dial-up services.

The service is expected to be in the black by
October or November.

This advertising figure probably understates the
promotional value of the network. NandO has

evolved into a much-traveled crossroads on the
Internet, hosting both NCAA and ACC tourna-
ment action, and a Sports Server complete with
fantasy baseball. The service's Web site is
receiving as many as 1.5 million visits a week.

As a function of NandO's popul anty and style,

it has established Web presences for the
Poynter Institute, Freedom Foruffi, the Neiman
Institute, Mammoth Records, UniSphere,
Bloomberg Business News and a half-dozer\
other advertisers. One advertiser, the Music
Kitchen, is a music store where users can click
and download music and video clips.

Depending on what level of service is provided,

@ ItJews & ilbserver
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the rates for exposure are highly variable. One

of NandO's advertisers afforded visitors one of
the truly avant garde experiences in Web pro-
motion, offering an e-mail response " catd" to
fill out if they came to the site in response to

the company's ad in USA Today.

Costs: $ 1 .2 million since July of last year,

which includes:

Stuffing - One full-time ond l0 porl-lime $off members

0n 0 help desk, on odvertising solesperson ond some 2l people

in news reseorch; ond

Equipmenl - 244modems, lhree servers ond network

roulers, Golocticomm Moior BBS.

lhorketing - 
/'11s1 thil heovy."

Strotegys Clearly, Nando is investing in
the future. Having determined that the market
for its electronic services may be five years out,
it is focusing considerable attention toward
enhancing the computer literacy of its local

schoolchildren who will be tomorrow's
electronic consumers. Much of the network's

content is local or regional. A recent school
redistricting sparked Nando to load a database

with all of the new school districts plus student
demographics all keyword-searchable by
address. The paper credits the service with dif-
fusing much community animosity toward the
plan, winning kudos from local educators and
administrators. Yet only LSo/o of NandO's Web

visitors come from its local area. Some 600/o

reside in the U.S., and the rest are from abroad,
primarily England, Russia and South America.

The following don't represent formal business

models, but offer a glimpse into some new
products in process.

Wsll .slreet lournuls Personql Journul

The editors of Personal Journal - a quick,
wired read from the Wall Street lournal -
thought every reader wanted some ability to
control his newspaper product, but also some

of the top news of the day as selected by
editors. Personal Journal offers this mix of
person ahzattoil, plus the bullets in the WSI's

business and world news columns. The cost to
receive this product is $72.95lmonth for one

download per duy, and 50 centslday for
extra access.

Because the product is updated constantly, its
producers see its greatest usefulness as a quick
read in the late afternoon to get a iump on the
maior issues the paper will cover the
following day.

The product is downloaded in one session by
the reader who dials into the Personal Journal
computer system, then reads it offlirle. Personal

Journal was designed for busy business people
who want a quick read, and to keep track of
their investments with an easy-to-use, simple
product. The lournal had experience in-house
with online services, and tapped this expertise
to develop Personal Journal.

When the reader signs on, he gets two windows
with top business and financial news and
worldwide stories. The top news across the
screen matches his personal interest profile, ifl
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which he can load 10 choices. The reader's per-

sonal portfolio may include mutual funds and
a range of markets - stock, bond and currency.
Retrieval requires dialing in, clicking one but-
ton, and hanging up - a process of about five
minutes if it's the first retrieval of the day.

"What we're trying to achieve, though it's still a

little clunky, is something that's portable, that
you can download and read as you get on a
plane or take with you as you're traveling, " says

Neil Budde, WSI editor of electronic publishing.

Dow Jones provides the business updates,
AP for world news, SportsTicker to keep the
sports section up to date. Dialing in to an 800
number is possible through Sprint for a slight
surcharge. There are three ad spaces, one on
the portfolio page, one on the scoreboard page

and one on the weather page. Quotes run on
15-minute delay.

What the lournal is hearing from customers is
that they'd like to be able to make more than
10 choices, and they would like to be able to
click on certain headlines and have the full
story retrieved. The Journal is working on a
version that will offer an interactive full edi-
tion with broader and deeper content. Says

Budde, "This is more of a quick hit."

Arthur Sulzberger Jr., publisher of the Times,

describes himself as "just another guy who
loves the smell of ink on paper." But he says
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the goal of computer-based news products is
simple: "to rid us forever from the fear of
newsprint price increases." The paper's chal-
lenge will be to manage two products -
@times on America Online and a Web site
under construction - both aiming to transfer
the Times brand from paper to cyberspace.

The AOL effort, which began in June 1994,
currently offers about 100 news, business and
sports stories, editorials and Times columnists
from the daily paper, all of which remain on
line for two days. An archive of over 2,000
movie, book, restaurant and other reviews are

part of " a comprehensive going-out guide."

Science Times has proven particularly popular
on line, as has a photo gallery with 150 Times

photos going back to the turn of the century.
(The Yankees' shots are a big draw for AOL's
8006 male audience.) The Times Looks Back
area has offered retrospectives on events like
Woodstock, the fall of Saigon and the end of
World War II. The full Sunday Classifieds are

on line and searchable, not fust browsable, and
provided at no charge to the reader. Eighteen
message boards receive heavy reader response,
and live Auditoriums feature New York and
national newsmakers and well-known Times
reporters, editors and columnists.

@times is experimenting with advertising,
offerin g "Parallel Lives, " an on-line soap opera

sponsored by Nabisco. There are three story
lines with new episodes weekly. Nabisco tries
to combine information and interactivity relat-
ed to four of its brands, with AOL users able to
E-mail requests for free samples.

The Timesdoesn't charge readers for accessing

@times, a practice AOL discourages. AOL
charges $9.95 for five hours of connect time
each month, then $2.95 for each additional
hour. Asked if the Times will charge for its Web

presence, Sulzberger said, "Sure we're going to
charge - when and how and how much I
don't have the foggiest idea. I think what we're
going to try and do is learn from what other
folks are doing. But sooner or later we're going
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to have to make money at this and there's only
three ways of doing that: charging the reader,

charging the advertiser, or [charging by trans-

action], which is unique for all of us."

If he had to say now where he's leaning on fees,

" Off the top of my head, the first page will be

free, and we'II start charging for additional layers

of information. We have no problem charging
for archival information. What exactly the
mechanism will be, well, if you have a brilliant
idea, tell Lls."

Revenues are primarily via subscription, though
a nascent advertising marketing effort is under
way. Users pay $9.95/month, which includes
five hours of access time to Delphi, or $24.95
for 20 hours of Internet access. The service orig-
inally existed as a stand-alone BBS, where it had
900 paid subscribers as of the end of February,

having experienced a high of 1 ,7OO.

Churn has been very high, with four or five
thousand subscribers having tried the service
at one time or another. Pulitzer switched to
Delphi to gain access to the Internet, but
doesn't have an exclusive deal with the
platform provider, and is about a month away

from hosting its own Web page.

The paper's online services will maintain a focus

on providing local news and information.
Offerings include an electronic sports information
service, fuil AP Datastream content, classified ads,

online stock quotes and community calendars.

Access to an electronic library archive which
dates back to 1988 costs 10 cents per minute.
The cost includes a staff of 15 people, nine or
ten of them full-time to the online proiect.

The advice of one
vice president and

online pioneer, Ken Paulson,

executive editor, Gannett

Suburban Newspapers, is "Keep it simple; keep

it cheap. Try not to get sucked into technology."
If Access Atlanta is a Mercedes-Benz, GSN's

Newslink on CompuServe is "a '65 Mustang. It
gets you where you need to go, with some fl,air,

and some style, but it won't run as fast or cost

as much as other online services."

The paper started small because, though it
boasts 315 reporters and editors, when they
were offered the opportunity to go online, only
eight signed up. CompuServe is "not a company
that courts newspapers at a1l, " bttt if the news-

paper has a database, they're interested.

New York Newslink offers message service and
chat, mainly focused around New York stage

and screen events, Broadway and sports. "The
debate about whether to give readers what they
want or what they need is over. They down-
load only what they want, " Paulson says.

These readers are 9Oo/o male. They have a

sense of community, but it revolves over how
to get Letterman tickets, information to help
them cope in New York City or park at Newark
airport, not high-minded issues like taxes or
local government. When readers started asking
questions, Paulson says, "We thought we were

dead, because we couldn't possibly staff the
queries. But other users would iump on and
give extraordinarily descriptive answers. If
readers drive it, you don't have to staff it."

The bottom line: "We're in the black. We make
money." It's extremely modest; in a good week,

the effort earns a "high two-figure profit"
(meaning less than $100). But Paulson is
encouraged because he says, "others are losing
millions. It's basic, but solvent."
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Gool: To an alyze, in a tutorial fashion, the
options available for newspapers to go online.

Sturting Point: Every publisher will approach
the matrix with his or her own traditional busi-
ness model and perceptions of the wired world.
Many aspects of traditional publishing models
will apply in an online or interactive services

mode; many won't. The worth of a tutorial
approach lies in its ability to challenge conven-
tional wisdom and to accommodate novel
exceptions to the rules (which shift constantly).

C1early, creativity is in order when
approaching the worksheet, as interactive
publishing models aren't always what they
appear and are often individually crafted.
That said, existing options fall into two
basic categories: H0SIED and OWNED.

Under each, the goal is to ensure that the
right variables are considered in logical fashion
so they can be assigned the proper weight in
evaluating a host of platforms, vendor and
service options. As a newspaper approaches
the decision of whether and how to wire, the
decision shouldn't rest solely with the techni-
cal department, though its evaluative skills are

vital. A more collaborative approach to the
decision is suggested as members of the new
media, marketing, advertising, circulation,
editorial and library resources departments all
may offer real-world experience and market-

place assessments. Such a team will aid not

ANARCHY

SHARPEN YOUR PENCILS

only in selecting the right variables, but in
helping determine how technology, economics,
consumer tastes and other competitive factors
are affecting the local marketplace. With these

factors in mind, strategic issues may then be

considered to ensure the long-term success of
the proiect.

So, what are the right questions to ask in
determining the online future of a given
newspaper? We suggest the following approach:

HOSIED OWNED

I. Royohy
2. frqnsqctions
3. Subscriptions
4. Advertisirg

Questions:

o Who poys?

o How muny revenue slreoms ore ftere? How much of it

do I keep?

o How much con I moke in eoch model? (Msximum upside -
is il enough?)

o lf hosted, is this the best deol I con gel?

o (on I ollrocl fte ofienlion of o service provider? (Am I big

enough lo ploy?)

o Do I hove lo choose between 0n od ond o royohy model?

Whd is fie proper bolsnce of revenue from eoch source?

owl ted



should effectively illustrate the breadth of
options available. Each requires more technical
evaluation than this section can offer, and
individual publishing needs are highly
variable, so contact numbers are provided.

The bad news is that lust shoveling
editorial over to Web pages won't be enough
to garner interest or sustain interactivity in an
age when any Prodigy subscriber can do the
same. The good news is that this is no longer
rocket science, and it is inexpensive enough
to warrant experiment.

Whereas Netscape hired many of NCSAs

original Mosaic developers and created its
own browser, Spyglass chose to license the
technology from the University of Illinois,
enhance it and commercialize rt. The resulting
"Enhanced Mosaic" has a software development
interface that allows Mosaic to be integrated
with other applications. The Mosaic SDI can
register viewers, word processors, spreadsheets
and other applications to interoperate with
Enhanced Mosaic. (Windows-based systems do
the same, so long as the application employed
resides on a Windows operating system.)

Spyglass takes the same approach with its
Mosaic Security Framework. Since many
vendors are making transaction modules
avarlable for users to incorporate with whatever
server system they choose, Spyglass allows any
of these to plug in. Spyglass says, "Until nory
would-be electronic merchants have faced the
problem of selecting the security or payment
system that will become the standard. In fact,
it has become clear that there will be no single
security system, as different businesses have

distinctly different security needs. Recognizing

this fact, Spyglass implemented the Enhanced
Mosaic Security Framework. This open frame-
work allows a business to 'plug in' the security
method most appropriate to its needs."

Publishers aren't the target market for the
Spyglass Server, but rather OEMs and
Microsoft. Microsoft Corp. licensed Spyglass'

Enhanced Mosaic technology to distribute it's
browser in copies of Windows '95. (A worldwide
distribution license cost the comp any only
$ f million.) This agreement could make the
browser instantly as ubiquitous as that
of Netscape.

Server software for UNIX and Windows NT
platforms has been licensed by AT&T, Digital
Equipment Corp., IBM, FTP Software and NEC.

The server software will be available in July
L995, and should begin to show up bundled in
server hardware soon thereafter. Performance
Systems International (PSI), a provider of
Internet access services, also has licensed
the software.

The Spyglass Server is built on a high-
performance HTTP engine and features the
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

for enterprise-wide server management, open
interfaces for security and application develop-
ment, and the Common Gateway Interface 1.1

for compatibility with other products.

Well known in the computer industry as

publisher of in-depth books on UNIX, O'Reilly
& Associates approached the Web as a publisher
looking to make things easier and more accessi-

ble. The tool is the brainchild of Bob Denny of
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Server Cost: SI00 lo compuler equipmenl monufoclurers

Contotl: Donold Durkes, Morkefing Monoger,

Spygloss lnc., I230 E. Diehl Rd., Suile 304, Noperville, lll.

60563; phone: 708-505-1010; fox 708-505 -4944

Server Cost: 5499 Windows NT 3.5 (ond Windows'95)

Contott: Gino Blober, 0'Reilly & Associules,

I03A Morris Sl., Sebo$opol, (olif. 95472;

phone 7 07 -829-0 5 I 5; websile@oro.c0m; http:/ / gnlr.com.

Spygloss: Spygldss Seruer

0'Reilly & Assoriotes: WebSite



Enterprise Integration Technologies (EIT),

which was instrumental in the creation of the
nonprofit consortium CommerceNet and Terisa

Systems. Terisa's Secure HTTP protocol is the
cornerstone for products seeking to secure

transactions on the Internet. The access control
features of WebSite make it possible to put
information on the server to which entry can
be restricted - to subscribers only with
authenticated passwords, for instance.
The 32-bit HTTP server allows users to
maintain a set of Web documents, control
access and index desktop directories, and use a

Common Gateway Interface to run Excel,

Visual Basic and other programs from within a

Web document. Included within the toolkit are

WebVieW which provides a tree-like display of
documents and links on the server with graphical
notations highlighting broken links in need of
repair. It has a graphical editor for enhancing
images, wuzards that create common Web

documents, a search button, an indexing tool
and multiple windows to see several Web sites

simultaneously. Also included is Mosaic Z.O

from Spyglass of Naperville, Ill., which allows

viewing in-line JPEG and other graphical files,
and a 425-page book with how-to instructions.

To run WebSite, users need a 386 machine or
higher, VGA video display adapter, 3.5" disk

drive, LZ MB of RAM (though 16 is recom-
mended), 10 MB of disk space and NT 3.5 with
TCP/IP connectivity. The WebSite server may
be as large as disk space allows.

O'Reilly notes that most servers to date

have run on UNIX, and it's been viewed in
the industry on that subiect. So it may come as

a surprise to many that the comp any now
makes the case that Windows is more standard-

tzed and easier to use than UNIX, which makes

it an attractive platform for servers. "On a

feature-by-feature basis, WebSite compares

extremely well to the UNIX servers, and it
has the added benefit of low-cost, easy-to-use

hardwate," says comp any literature.

The NT/UNIX debate rages in computer
magazine trade press, but the decision for
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the publisher could come down to something
as simple as whether his or her embedded
architecture is UNIX-based, complete with
in-house programming support. The publisher
also should consider whether NT is a robust
enough platform for all the types of material
to be published.

Common Ground, formerly No Hands
Software, is best known for its DigitalPaper
format, one alternate to Adobe as a means

to publish documents online in a manner that
maintains their original formatting. The

graphics software addresses some of the
shortcomings of HTML, which can't support
vector-based graphics, font control or multi-
column layouts. "Using HTML for documents
is a lowest-common-denominator approach:
every page looks the same, no matter who
authors it," the comparry grouses.

Common Ground Internet Publisher documents

will look just like their originals, with all the
formatting, graphics and fonts preserved, while
allowing such documents to be viewed by any

Web browser.

There's some conversion involved. When a
Web browser encounters a CG file on the Web,

it must download the file to the local hard
drive before letting a helper application read

the file and display it. The Internet Publisher

addresses the intervening time
problem with its "Page-on-Demand" technology,

which requires less than 30 seconds per page to
download, as opposed to the 20 mtnutes that
might be required for a multipage document in
Adobe's PDF.

Server Cost: SI,950 for Sunt Sun0S 4.1.3 ond Soloris2.4

Contutl: Juy Soltzmon, produd monoger, (ommon Ground

Softwore, l30l Shorewoy Rd., Suile 220, Belmonl, (olif. 94002;

phone: 4l 5-802-5800; fox: 4l 5-593-6868.

Common Ground: lnternel Publisher



Thirty seconds may still seem like a long time,
the tradeoff being maintenance of the publish-
er's intended look and feel. Adobe's translation
problem may be addressed by the inclusion of
Acrobat in future Netscape browsers but will
remain a problem so long as not every Web

user has such software.

Internet Publisher runs on any 386 or higher
Windows-based PC, requiring 2 MB RAM for
the MiniViewer which is launched to every
user encountering a Digital Paper document,
and 4 MB RAM for Common Ground 2.O. CG

2.O, which effectively replaces Adobe Acrobat,
has a stand-alone price of $189.95.

From the online graphics company that
brought living color to the BBS community
and a networking platform vendor to the
defense and health industries comes a new
approach to Web servers. At NAAs 1995

Annual Convention in New Orleans, TeleGrafix
and Cykic Software debuted the first media
server systems dedicated to electronic newspaper

publishing and online broadcasting, which
integrate the Internet and World Wide Web

with advanced database, audiotex, fax-on-
demand, advertising placement and audience
measurement technologies.

Many newspaper publishers who have begun

electronic businesses have done so largely via
advertising-supported fax, audiotex or electronic
bulletin board systems. The new media servers,

which combine TeleGrafix's RlPscrrp Z.O online

multimedia software with Cykic's MultiBase

Internet networking platform, support all of
those functions and give publishers the back-
ward compatibility to incorporate their current
systems if they wish. As a stand-alone solution,
the platform offers fax, audiotex and Internet
access from the same platform that functions
as a Web server, featuring easy-to-use software
for page creation and editing with RlPscrip-

enhanced HTML, allowing anyone to publish
information inexpensively on the Internet's
World Wide Web "within minutes."

TeleGrafix literature says, "RIP-HTML allows
rapid transmission of fully integrated text,
graphics, photographic images and digital
sound via the Internet. It advances use of the
World Wide Web as a publishing medium by
allowing publishers of electronic newspapers
and online broadcasters to maintain total
control over the appearance and format of
their Internet information products."

But in addition to being able to author
documents in branded format and transmit
them seamlessly to the Web, the- Cykic platform
offers many of the communications and
advanced tracking functions of a BBS, and can

permit live keyword or phrase searching and
sorting of databases from within Web pages

using MultiBase technologies.

MultiBase is a multiuser networking system
and database environment for advanced online
and Internet media systems. It operates on 386,

486 and Pentium-based IBM-compatible PCs.

Programs that run under dBASE, Clipper,
FoxBase+ and other popular systems can run
under MultiBase with few changes. MultiBase
also supports the use of a mouse, pop-up win-
dows and online graphics. Since MultiBase is

written in assembly langu?Be, extremely rapid
operating speeds can be achieved for real-time
online media environments. Users can configure
up to 2,OOO simultaneous connections on a
network with MultiBase servers.

Cykic's capable networking and database

technologies are widely used in the aerospace,
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Cost: Nol yel disclosed. Avoiloble 3rd quorler I995.

Plotform: ony 386 or higher IBM computible P(

Conturl: Potrick (lowson, TeleGrofix (ommunicolions,

16458 Bolso ftico Rd., Suile I 5, Hunlinglon Beoch, [olif.

92649 ; phone : 7 1 4-37 9 -21 40; fox: 7 1 4-37 9 -21 32.

BBS: 7 1 4-37 9-21 33; soles@telegrofix.com

IeleGrufix Gommunirotions lnt./
Cykir Softwore ln(.: R|PlmultiBqse
Web Seruer



defense and health care industries, by customers
such as the IJ.S. Defense Department, Martin
Marietta, Kaiser Permanente, TEAC of Korea
and John Deere & Co. Unlike proprietary
client-server software from other vendors, RIP

is an international open standard for online
multimedia and computer graphics. TeleGrafix
says it will openly publish the RIP-HTML
specifications. Virtually all manufacturers
of computer BBSs support RIP graphics.

In addition to TeleGrafix's RIPterm terminal
program, several third-party communications
software vendors support the RIP graphics
standard in DOS, Windows or Macintosh
formats, including Hayes (Smartcom), Mustang
(Q-Modem), Telix (Telix for Windows) and
Vironix (WinRamp Pro). DataStorm Technologies,
the maker of the best-selling ProComm
communications software, has announced
plans to support RIP graphics in future releases.

By the end of 1995, third-party terminal pro-
grams supporting RIP graphics will be avarlable

for DOS, Windows, Macintosh, OSIZ and
UNIX environments.

RIP 2.0 permits real-time, instantaneous
transmission of digital sound as well as JPEG
pictures and text. (Imagine online personals

that talk back, or real-time real estate walk-
throughs.) The media servers also combine
TeleGrafix's Cybermedia Advertising Research

System(TM) (CARS) with Internet audience
tracking technologies developed by Cykic.

Publishers and advertisers would love to
know exactly who is accessing Web sites,

collecting precise individual user information
instead of "hit" counts. TeleGrafix says its

CARS system will allow advertisers to receive

live, real-time data on audience trends and

advertising effectiveness.

About one dozen media organtzattons in the
United States and overseas now use RlPscrip

technologies in their electronic newspapers,

including The Raleigh (N.C.) l/ews & Observer,

The Gainesville (FIa.) Sun, and The Daytona

Beach (FIa.) IlJ ew s-lournal.
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Another NT-based server comes from Process

Software of Framingh am, Mass. Purveyor is

based on the HTTPS server from the European
Microsoft NT Academic Centre (EMWAC),

which is funded by Microsoft and Digital
Equipment Corp., among others. Initial
releases will run on Intel platforms and DEC's
Alpha RISC processors running Windows NT
3.5 and above.

The security offered allows a publisher to
restrict access to individual HTML pages based

on IP address, user name or both. This is a very
basic security protocol based on Internet
Protocol address filtering. Purveyor offers sam-
ple HTML Web pages and forms for use with
the Common Gateway Interface, enabling data-

base, email and forms-based applications.
Fulfillment of product literature requests, bug
reports and online information requests can be

built into a Web site's offerings.

The software also permits transaction loggirg,
taking note of time, date, HTML page and the
IP address of a person requesting information.
This information rnay be routinely downloaded
through a report generator function. It sup-

ports all industry-standard browsers.

A member of both the World Wide Web

Consortium (W3C) and CommerceNet

committees, the comp any hopes to take

advantage of any future Web developments.

Server Cost: 51 ,gll/license plus onnuol supporl fees of

5295 for bosic ond S1,295 for 24-hour supporl.

Contoct: Sonkor Koundinyo, Process Softwore (orp.,

959 (oncord Sl., Frominghom, Moss. 01701; 508-879-6994;

fox: 508-879 -0042; koundinyo@process.(0m or

http:/ /rttwttprocess.com (from which the server moy be downlooded)

Process Softwqre Corp.: Purueyol



Server Cost: S1,495 Windows NT ond Linux;

s5,000 lJNlx

Conturt: Lindo Dozier, Chief Technicol Officer, NoviSoft,

75 Second Ave., Suite 710, Needhom, MA 02194;

phone: 617 -449-3300; fux: 6l 7-433-0595.

h tt p ://v'rww. n o visofl. ( o m.

NaviPress and NaviServer form an integrated
client-server network publishing system for
creating content, managing information and
developing applications on the World Wide
Web. "Our software is intended for companies
and enterprising individuals who want to
create and maintain innovative, operational
Web applications."

Though the "client" portion of the package,

NaviPress, can be used without the NaviServer
even to author a Web page, they were designed
to work together as a client-server product suite

to provide an interactive environment for
building Web applications.

NaviPress, priced at $ 99 as a stand-alone
product or free in unlimited quantities to
clients who buy the server software, has a

point-and-click interface for creating, editing
and linking applications. NaviServer supports
these applications by servicing requests,

managing content and providing an information
architecture. The most popul ar applications are

likely to be a corporate or newspaper "home
page" with linked text, image maps and forms
the reader can search, a customer support
system for collecting customers' feedback and
distributing information about products, and a
Web directory service that catalogs and indexes
interesting sites.

Product literature ranks "publishers using
the Web as a distribution channel for electronic
content" near the bottom of a list of potential
users of this software, along with net mer-
chants and individuals who want a Web

presence. But some of the built-in features of
the package nright make it a good starter kit for
papers looking to provide advertising-supported
special feature content.

Tools include:
. integrated WYSIWYG (what you see is

what you get) authoring and browsing of Web
pages without typing HTML tags or names of
URL addressesl'

o seamless access to both local and remote
Web pages, allowing remote authoring over
the Internet;

o a feature called the "MiniWeb" to
graphically visualize Webs and organize
collections of related pages;

o Navilinks to translate text into hypertext;
o an information architecture based on a

database management system and informa-
tion retrieval engine that complements a
hyp erte xt -b as e d navigation archite cture ;

o automatic generation of HTML forms
and the use of HTML as an interface to a
DBMS to extend the reach of database
applications to wide-area nefrry orks;

. hierarchical access control and cost
model consistent with Web structurel

. "blueprints" that function like Microsoft
Wizards for the Web to help get applications
up and running quickly; and

. exterusibility to implement custom
services.

The tool is described as similar to a word
processor, but designed to create HTML
documents, including image maps, which are

images with interactive regions that link to
other URLs. Anticipating marketplace dispersion
when it comes to the use of Web browsers, the
software produces HTML output that structures
documents but leaves the presentation, such as

fonts and alignment, under the control of the
reader's application.

With NaviSoft's Web browser, users can open
a URL, point the cursor into the middle of a
page, click to make a change and then select

Save to publish it to a server thousands of
miles away. With NaviPress, users can author
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Softwqre Costs: Webserver, S1,495; Secure Webserver,

54,995; Securily Module, 53,995; Trunsoclion Link, 52,495;

Weh Reporler, 5495; Workbench, 5995 for UNIX.

Contuct: Open Morkel,245 Fir$ Sl., Combridge, Moss.

02142; phone: 617 -621 -9500; fux: 617 -621-1703;

info@o pen m0 rkel. com; http://www.0pen m0 rkel.com

while they browse and browse while they author,
seamlessly using the same application, same

windows and same interface. The only distinction
between authoring and browsing is whether
someone modifies a page or iust looks at it.

The one asset the NaviServer does offer that
could help bring the kind of org anization
to the Web that is attempted but still lacking
in Gopher servers is a function which helps
collect and manage content. Product literature
claims, "When you publish in NaviServer, it
automatically indexes the full text of pages.

In addition, you can run the server in a mode
where it builds an archive that keeps a history
of all changes." A Web-based newspaper,
magazine or newsletter could use this feature
to automatically archive back issues. As daily,
weekly or monthly articles are published for
each section, the server automatically archives
the previous version.

To create database applications for the Web,
the software provides a general-purpose,
forms-oriented interface to the database for
the Internet. The tools allow users to create

database tables by filling in a form with
information about the table, then Naviserver
automatically generates an active HTML form
that maps to the DBMS. The user defines the
fields, NaviServer creates the HTML form and
NaviPress lets the user customtze the form's
appearance and how it looks on the Web.

ANARCHY

Open Market burst on the scene in the Fall

of 1994 as among the first to offer affordable,
rentable space on the Internet. Some $500
down and $ 7slmonth was all that was needed

to buy a corner store on the Web. The comp any
even offered to process transactions for a 5o/o

transactional fee and made available a payment
switch so the vendor could maintain his own
back end.

It was the fee-based processing of Appex Cotp.,
clearinghouse for the cellular telephone indus-
t y, which helped earn a fortune for Shikhar
Ghosh, former Appex CEO, now serving in
that role for Open Market.

Open Market's mall space at http://r,vww.-
openmarket.com and another posting at

http:lldtectory.net became a crossroads with
the addition of a listing of all the Web's regis-
tered businesses, a popular destination for
those monitoring commerce on the net.

At the time, there were L42 such "maIls"
on the Web, boasting 890 storefronts. Open
Market's new server software could enlarge that
number dramatic ally, provided that a few in
the vanguard prove that consumers are willing
to buy online.

The first two products, WebServer and Secure

WebServer, were designed to decrease transac-

tion rates and increase connection capacity,

access control, information logging and exten-
sibility, supporting all the known secure Web

browsers. Both products support in excess of
1,000 simultaneous connections.

Secure Web server incorporates both Secure

HT-[P from EIT and Netscape's Secure Sockets

Layer, offering the abitity to authenticate
clients, authenticate servers, support digital
signatures (attesting from whom messages are

sent) and provide secure communications
through existing corporate fire walls. The

Integrated Commerce Service the comp any

now offers permits real-time credit card

authonzatton and settlement, customer
profiles, subscription services, support for

Open ltllorket: Webseruer, Secure

Webseruer, Serurity lUlodule, fronsortion
link, Web Reporler snd Weblhosler's
Workbenrh



pay-per-page offerings, fulfillment services,

payment processing, transaction statements
and customer service and dispute resolution
facilities from Open Market's back end. A11

these options are avatlable to WebServer

owners with the Tlansaction Link package.

This service also enables publishers to charge
by the page for information and consumables.

Orders for the latt6r are communicated by
Open Market via email, fax or EDI with a

merchant's own fulfillment center. Among the
more necess ary adjuncts in this environment is
an online statement of all a customer's Internet
purchases, which the company says dramatically
lowers the cost of service calls and chargebacks.

While perhaps appealing more to the
traditional business vendor than to publishers,
the suite is alre ady being used by Reed

Elsevier's LEXIS-NEXIS from the Open Market
mall (which is curious, given sister company
Folio's own electronic publishing suite).

But what may also appeal to publishers is

the capability of setting up a thematic boutique
around regional interests, hosted by the news-
paper publisher, but open to other specialty
publications. Erstwhile competitors could
use Open Market's do-it-yourself StoreBuilder
software to design the look and feel of their
affiliated publications, serving as a bigger draw
to information consumers. The same could
be true for a newspaper's advertising retailers,
providing readers a kind of catalogue as well as

news and features. StoreBuilder may be posted
on Open Marketplace or any other Open
Market Web server.

The technology appeals to Tfibune Co.,

Advance Publications and Time Inc., which
chose the software to support commercial
activities on their Internet sites. Tlibune and
Advance also took 7 .5o/o equity stakes each in
the comparry.The technology will be most
immediately avatlable from Time Inc.'s
Pathfinder Web site and from Conde Nast's

Conde Nast Traveler Online Web service.

The company also joined recently with
Personal Libr ary Software, a leading provider of
full-text search technology to the electronic
publishing industry. The intelligent concept
searching and natural language retrieval of PLS,

combined with Open Market's ability to meter
per-page transactions, could make archival Web
publishing a moneymaker at last. Time Inc.'s
Pathfinder uses both tools; the Arizona Star's

Starnet employs PLS technology and Knight-
Ridder is a minority investor.

WebServer and Secure WebServer were available
in Spring 1995 for Sun Solaris, SunOS, Digital
Alpha OSF/1 and BSD/386 operating systems.

Despite the announcement in March L995 that
Folio would offer up an open specification for
its Infobase architecture, few publishers have
adopted the protocol outside the company's
own affiliated orbit. Folio highlights the utility
of its Web server for publishers wishing to offer
online access to their databases, and charge

subscribers for that access.

The server itself was licensed from the
Edinburgh University Computing Service. It
includes a fire wall for restricting unauthorized
access if desired, a comprehensive reporting
mechanism and customizable help informa-
tion. Access is limited to users based on their
IP addresses.

Using the server, a system operator may
maintain a detailed log file of infobase use.

The log file stores the IP address of the person
requesting HTTP information and the times
and dates of infobase access. Each user action
is recorded. For instance, when a user executes
a query from within a Web browser, the Web
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Server CosI: 56,995 for Windows NT

ConIqcI: l(en Krull, Folio (orp., 5072 N. 300 W, Provo,
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I I Commerce Serve[ Communicolions
Serueq Jlews Servel Proxy Server
Server Costs: 55,000, SI ,495, 52,495 ond 52,495,

respectively

2l lherchont System, Publishing System
und Community System for the Sun Solqris
Server Costs: slorling from 550,000

3l lSlore for Windows NI qnd UNIX

Server Costs: 520,000

Conlorl: Rosqnne Siino, NtC, 501 Eost Middlefield Rd.,

Mounloin View, Colif. 94043; phone: 415-254-1900;

fox: 4 I 5-528 -4124; info@nelscupe.(0m;

http: / /ho m e. n etsco pe. (o m.

server records the URL address formed with
the query was evaluated. Publishers may use

the tool to provide insight into which parts of
an infobase are accessed most often.

The server relies on the company's Infobase
document management system to create online
document libraries and databases, performing
real-time translation between Infobase and Web
document formats. Like Open Market, Folio has

its own Metering Application Program enabling
publishers to set per-document pricing
for information.

In L996, Folio will ro11 out a payment network
based on AT&T's planned NetWare Connect
Services, and the comp any crafted links to the
Copyright Clearance Center of Danvers, Mass.,

to work on strategies to offer copyright protec-
tion to the more than L.7 million titles to which
the CCC holds photocopy reproduction rights.

Folio says its servers are "optimized for
managing all types of free-format inform atiort,"
open to a wide range of client software includ-
ing its own Folio VIEWS. If authored in
Infobase, documents may translate seamlessly

to the Web using the Infobase Web Server.
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The most prominent of Web software houses is

Netscape Communications. Founded by Marc
Andreessen, one of the wunderkind authors of
Mosaic, and James Clark of Silicon Graphics,

Netscape claims to have released six million
freeware browsers in the short life of the Web.

Now it hopes to capitalize on the back-end
publishing demand enabled by this content-
thirsty crowd. The comp any has developed a

range of server software with varying degrees of
transactional security and functiona$y at the
higher end of the spectmm. A fully capable

server, with all the beIls and whistles (includ-
ing the company's Internet Applications soft-
ware) can top $50,000. The Tribune Co. has

one of these and seems perfectly happy with
the purchase.

The Communications Server and Commerce
Server versions 1.1 deliver Microsoft Windows
NT and UNIX support, the Netscape Server

Application Programming Interface and
enhanced user interface and enhanced security
options based on the company's Secure Sockets

Layer open protocol for Internet security. SSL

has encryption, authentication and message

integruty, all designed to permit online transac-

tions and electronic data exchange. The

Commerce server can maintain a dual server

interface for serving both secure and non-
secure information simultaneously.

The News server isn't designed for publishing
news as newspaper publishers understand it,
but for enabling the creation of public and pri-
vate discussion groups for information
exchange. The Proxy server sets up a fire wall
so corporations can access and retrieve Internet
data without compromising the security of its
own network. Netscape Internet Applications
include turnkey applications for high-volume
transaction processing, real-time data manage-

ment, easy-to-use interfaces and secure com-
munications. These are the applications built
into the $50K server family.

But the comp any also offers up Netscape

IStore , dn application intended for the

Netstope Communirstions Corp.:



individual business owner offering online
credit card authonzatton, billing and order
processing capabilities required to build and
manage a virtual storefront. IStore pricing
starts at $20,000 and includes Netscape
Commerce Server and a relational database.

(It should be noted that several other vendors

such as CyberCash of Reston, Ya., offer individual
software modules which do the same, and that
such transactional capability also underlies the
wares of Open Market and an affay of less

expensive mall packages.)

Netscape has a deal with Adobe Systems Inc.
to incorporate Acrobat technology in future
browser software and recently accepted an
equity investment from Adobe. This step could
go a long way toward populartzing Netscape's

wares with publishers who have retreated from
the Web as a graphically undistinguishable
billboard. But it's no mean feat, as Adobe's

code size is substantial.

Sound and motion are coming; Netscape
was the first to announce it also is
incorporating Sun Microsystems Inc.'s Hot
Java authoring language which allows compa-
nies to feature moving pictures and constant
information streams, such as stock tickers or
multiplayer games.

A more significant development in determin-
ing the market reach of Netscape's server wares

is the investment by a number of publishing
companies in the comp any via a Spring private
placement. Taking minority stakes were Hearst

Corp., Knight-Ridder and Times Mirror. While
Knight-Ridder and Times Mirror seem commit-
ted to publish with Netscape wares, Hearst is
noncommittal, viewing its investment primari-
ly as a good business move.

There's more on the wzy, so publishers might
as well get used to the fact that the World
Wide Web as a platform will soon have more

in common with a multimedia CD-ROM
than with the printed word.

Both maior players such as Silicon Graphics
Inc. and more entrepreneurial outfits such as

Worlds Inc. are working with Virtual Reality
Markup Language (VRML), which will bring a

3-D look and feel to the Internet. Worlds Inc.,
a spinoff of Knowledge Adventure Inc., is

creating a number of online shared virtual
worlds including the first Internet Worlds Fair
Among the CD-ROM-based technology that
Worlds Inc. will be sharing with shopping mall
and other virtual world builders is the ability
for users to create "Lifeforms" to represent
themselves as they stroll through these 3-D
universes. (Watch the movie Disclosure if
this is a foreign concept.)

Worlds Inc. also offers the World Server, a
modem connection via Internet that enables
thousands of people to connect at once -
something like a theme park version of the
Sega Channel or a multiple-game player. The
technologies were tested in a proiect with
Steven Spietberg and the Starbright Foundation.
In this project, Worlds Inc. networked computers
at children's hospitals so that seriously iII
children could interact socially, play games,

explore their environment and talk with family
members who lived fat away.

This isn't the sort of stuff a lifestyle page is
made of - yet. But chat rooms where users

can select 3-D avatars and interact graphically
as well as textually are possible today. This
Worlds Chat multiuser environment is in
use at the company's Web page at
http : I I vwvw.kaworlds. com.

Likety to have a more pervasive impact is

Sun Microsystems Inc.'s new online multime-
dia authoring language "Hot Java." In late Muy,
Sun unveiled a suite of products for the
Internet designed to bring more action to the
Web in a secure manner so the medium will
appeal more to corporations.
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Hot Java is an open standard language

designed to allow companies or publishers to
set up home pages with video or streaming
information such as tickers, sports scores or
multiplayer games. Hot Java browsers are free
to noncommercial users, and the enabling
multimedia langu?ge, like RlPscrrp 2.0, can be

licensed by commercial entities.

To allow companies to serve up stimulating new

Java offerings, Sun will offer its Netra Internet
Server software in June for $5,999 to $15,499,
and Internet Gateway for Intel-based computers
for $29 5. Other products designed to secure the
offerings from hackers and the uninvited cost

substantially more money.

An affay of new "SunScreen" products
incorporates both hardware and software that
manage fire wall security for users. The first
product, Solstice SunScreen, includes both
software and hardware, and will sell in
September for $50,000 to $ 100,000. A software
piece of the system, Solstice FireWall-l, will be

avarlable in July for $4,999 to $39,900.

Sun, although the provider of perhaps half of
the powerful server computers on the Internet,
isn't alone in the high-end Web hardware mar-

ket. It has stiff competition from Silicon
Graphics Inc.'s WebFORCE Indy workstation
suite, some of which come bundled with SGI's

own WebMagic drag-and-drop authoring tools
plus Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator software.

WebFORCE Indys are priced from $10,995 for
an B-bit, 133-Mhz R4600 system with l-gigabyte
system disk, 32 megabytes of memory and L6-

inch high-resolution color monitor.

The bottom line is this: no matter what
technology a publisher chooses on this fast-

moving frontier, he may be sure that there's

already a new world coming.
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. Do I recoup more from tronsoctionul ond udvertising

services fton whd l'm chorged in selup, conneclion ond

moinlenonce fees?

. Would the World Wide Web give me occess lo notionul

odverlising I wouldn't ofterwise hove? lf yes, would o free

sile drow more reoders or would my prospeclive odverlisers

henefit more from o lorgeted, puying clienlele?

o How much could I chorge on fie Web?

Strutegic lssues:

. Will pressure from content providers, fte lnlernel ond other

compelitive foclors force commerciol online providers to offer

more flexible business models?

. To whot exlenl will odverlisers hyposs conlenl (ond/or plol-

form) providers to offer fieir own inleroctive od presen(es 0n

fte Web or on (ommerciol services?

. How do I build o communily online?

o Whd volue-odded conlenl could I offer for which reoders

would poy 0 premium? Do I mointoin this oplion under fie
plotform selecled?

I. Sloffing
2. Copitol Inueslmenls
3. Cuslomer Servic e/Bllling
4. Content Developmenl

Questions:

. If owned, does the odvunloge of not hoving to split the

revenue wilh o service provider oulweigh the costs involved

in providing fte plofform? How do I moximize my

revenue slreom?

. To whd exlenl will my stoffing be the some for either

or both (ommerciol online ond lnlernel syslems? (Don'l

minimize the need for lechnicol supporl in-house wift

eilher o ho$ syslem or fie lnlernel.)

. lf l'm considering softwore soles, whd ore the odditionol cosls

of o soles force ond ony odditionol hurden on

odverlising/mo rkefi ng sloff?

. How porlohle is my conlenl - boft from fie newsroom lo

on online plolform ond from 0 commerciul plotform to fte

Web? To fie exlenl thil l'm loking udvonluge of the Web in

oddition lo o (ommerciol service, how should my conlent differ

for eoch?

Slrqlegic lssues:

. Hos fte cost of rechnology dropped sufficienily so ftsr ilt fime

lo ocl 0n 0n in-house syslem or is fte technology increusing in

copobility ond declining in price so ropidly thd I should test

lhe wulers first wilh o ho$ sy$em?

. How eosy/difficult is il to migrole lo un owned syslem?

. Aufioring lools developed for online services und the Weh

were designed lo speed lronsmission snd enhon(e reuder

sofisfoction. How do I weigh this ogoinsl the need to

$reomline fte copy conversion process?

. From o creolive perspeclive, is on online newspuper reolly iu$
0 newspoper online? Specificolly, do I need to hire repockugers

or creolive lolenl? (on exisling stoff odopl? (Also foctor this

inlo "conlenl" considerolions. )

I. Reqrh
2. Growth

Questions:

o Does fte ho$ offer more exlensive 0r unique morkel

reoch fiot could nol be ottoined hy on owned syslem?

. Whd ore fie finonciol benefits?

o Whot is the prospecl for morket relenlion - by the

publisher, nol the provider? (Does fte publisher own the

morkel, or fte plotform provider?)

. Will fte plolform deliver 0n ups(o|e, torgeted morket?

. Will fte plolform enhonce my presen(e in my locol morkel?

. How occessible is my chosen plotform for my preferred

oudience? (Do commerciol online services hove locsl disl-ins?

How expensive/ovuiloble is Internel service? Could the

provision of fte loiler offer me 0n odditionol revenue slreom

0r ore there ofier porlnershiploint morkefing opporlunilies?)

o (on I olloin o nolionol msrkel wifiod benefil of o

commerciol morket leoder?

. Which model will qfford the highest grovrrth potentiol?

o Newspopers moy wish to migrote from o BBS to fte Web,

or reloin o mixlure of boft (now entirely feosible). How con

fie newspuper best reloin its BBS users by exlending

communicotions ond conneclivily lo fte Web?

. Which offords fie publisher the best meons lo meosure

on oudiencet mokeup und behovior potlerns online?

(lf the oudience is poorly identified, fte newspoper will

huve difficulties lorgeling bolh morketing ond messoge.)
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Slrqtegic lssues:

o [s whot exlenl will the Inlernel surposs the reoch of moss

morket (onsumer online providers? To whd exlenl will con-

sumers conlinue lo lurn lo such services for lnlernel occess?

. Where is the embedded morkel? How much evongelizotion

is required?

l. Brqnd ldentity
2. Ilexibility

Questions:

. Which model offords fte greotest individuol brond idenfity?

The greolesl creolivily?

o Whd degree of morkefing/pricing flexibility is offorded?

. With which service does fie consumer idenfify fte

informqlion product? (The newspoper 0r fte provider?)

. Who qre my nolurol morkefing ollies? If I ho$ o service,

ore ftere colloterol morkeling opporlunilies offorded

by locol lioisons?

Strqtegic Issues:

. How con newspopers moinloin o relofionship with odverlisers

ond reoders in un environmenl where both plotforms ond mor-

kelers con bypuss fte conlenl provider?

. Are fiere some odverlisers in my morkel who would be

beiler oble lo tronslule fieir messoges ond/or morketing

copobilities to sn online environmenl? How con the

newspoper forge porlnerships with ils business communily to

be$ exploil the online opporlunilies ond fi fie some lime

cemenl fte newspopert fronchise of bringing reoders ond

odverlisers logeffier?

I. Io lhe cuslom et/suhscriber
2. lo the buyer
3. Io lhe qdvertiser

ANARCHY

Questions:

. llow imporlonl is subscriber service lo my success ond which

model offords fie be$?

. ls fiere 24-hour support? Whol is fte eose of use und the

obility to hove needs oddressed quickly?

. Whot ore fte issues involved in providing online support?

(on it be oulsourced?

. Are ftere lools ovoiloble lo slreomline the digitizolion of

cuslomer ond odvertiser suppoil functions? (0f course -
but which plotform option (omes wilh the be$ ond mosl

copoble supply?)

I. Content Developmenl/Delivery
2. Com m u nirolions/Con nectiuiry
3. Creolivity
4. Portsbility

Questions:

o Who owns fte conlenl? Who is in conilol of creolivily issues?

. Are fiere exclusivily concerns?

o ls fie conlenl portoble lo ofter plotforms?

. Who hos conlrol of look snd feel issues?

. When deoling with on online publishing model, content ond

conneclivily ore inexlricobly linked. Which model provides the

best conneclivily ond rommunicotions copobility wilh ond

omong reoders?

o Is lhe plofform seporole from 0r (omplimenlory lo olher

newspoper new medio services such us fox ond oudiotex?

Strstegic lssues:

. Are publishers limited to lhe contenl creolion lools provided

by proprielory plofforms? To whol exlent could proprietory

oulhoring stondurds limit conlenl portobilily und eose of use

by odvertisers?

. ln choosing fte lools ftot best enuble the publisher lo brsnd

o look ond feel online, is fie primory considerolion streomlin-

ing fte creolion lo disseminotion flow or creoling o dynomic

presen(e online thd speeds fionsmission lime ond enhunres

cuslomer sofisfocfion?

. Even in fie Web-bosed HyperTexl Morkup Longuoge (HTML),

fiere ore muny $ondords issues offecfing conlenl creolion.

How con fte newspuper seled ond employ Web



ouihoring/serving tools lo encouroge use by the widesl

possible number of polentiol reoders wifi differenl hrowsers?

l. Seruires (intluding Gommunitqtions,
lronsortionsl

2. Conlenl
3. Irequ ency /Freshness
4. Creotivity
5. Collolerol Benefits

Questions:

o Musl the newspoper rommunily go lo commerciol online

services to be "where fie people ore," 0r use these services

os models to creole commerciolly oilroclive ohernolives

ond/or odiuncls?

. Which services offer the greolesl consumer soilsfodion?

Which ore indispensoble? (Do reoders reolly wonl to shop

online? lf whil fiey reolly wonl lo do is inlerocl with the

publisher ond wifi eoch ofter, which service offords the

greolesl inleroclivily?)

. Which of these service offerings is most profitoble? Mosl

eosily offered by fte stond-olone operolor?

o How ton owned services muximize ronsumer solisfocilon

wilhoil breoking the bonk buying/creoling conlenl or

providing cuslomer supporl?

. Do (onsumers subscribe lo online services lo gel o cerloin

$ondord sel of services they expecl from oll online vendors

(in which cose the do-il-yourself online newspoper will be

penulized by nol providing them)?

. Are lhere cerloin services inlegrol lo cuslomer solisfoction

ftd ore only ovoiloble from lhe commerciol providers?

Whil ore ftey?

o Whfi relofionships might the syslem owner croft wilh

colloterol content providers thfi could ploce his system ol

on informolion crossroods?

. Do consumers hove o solurolion poinl for online services

(in which cose newspopers must link wilh ftose fiot
olreody exisl)?

. lf in fod consumers ore weory of or nol molivoted to

subscribe lo currenily ovoiloble services, whfi do ftey wonl?

(on newspopers provide it?

o How will the newspoper (ope wift fte incessonl need to

refresh conlenl ond $imulole inlersclivily?

. Are ftere creotive wuys lo link the prinl product lo the online

product in o monner which benefits boft?

. How will the eledronic newspoper deol wilh churn?

Strqtegir lssues:

Most of rhe ohove ore olso slrolegic issues. Mosl porliculorly,

whd kinds of reloilonships musl newspupers crofi lo moximize

odverliser ond reoder sofisfudion?

The most imporlonl relofionship of uny online venlure is with

fie newspopert troditionol consliluency: the reoder. How

occessible/responsive is fte newspoper willing lo be in on

evolving, inleroclive environmenl? And whot impuct will this

decision hove on the puhlishing operolion os o whole?
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Boord Commitlee on Industry
Development lheeting

lUlorch 22-23, I995

Chicsgo O'Hore Hillon

Rirhqrd D. GoilliGb, Choirmon
President and CEO

Lee Enterprises, Inc.
Davenport, IA

Scolt Compbell
President and Publisher
The Columbian
Vancouver, WA

trsnk Doniels lll
Vice President & Executive Editor
News & Observer

Raleigh, NC

Jsmes Dible
Director, New Horizons Group
Pottsville Republican
Pottsville, PA

lqmes Gslli
Director, Business Development
Dallas Morning News

Dallas, TX

Shqun O'1. Higgins
President and COO
New Media Ventures, Inc./Cowles Pub.

Spokare, WA

Joel R. Kromer
Publisher and President
Star Tribune
Minneapolis, MN
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Jumes lessetsohn
Managing Director, Corporate Planning
The New York Times Company
New York, NY

Duvid lipmun
Chair man I Pulitize r 2OOO

Pulitzer Publishing
St. Louis, MO

Elizubelh St. ,. loher
Vice President, Systems & Engineering
The Washington Post

Washington, DC

Jomes N. longson
President and Chief Executive Officer
Compton's NewMedia
Car1sb dd, CA

Jomes lhcKnight
Vice President, Telecommunications
Cox Newspapers

1400 Lake Hearn Drive
Atlanta, GA

Don Simons
Manager, New Ventures
The World Company
Lawrence, KS

Stephen E. Ioylor
Vice President
The Boston Globe
Boston, MA

Rirhurd J. Wqrren
Publisher
Bangor Daily News

Bangor, ME

louis (Chipf Weil lll
Publisher and CEO

Phoenix Newspapers

Phoentx, AZ

Co.

ATIENDEES



Wuyne ilirchell
Managet, Interactive Services

Nynex Information Services

New York, NY

Bernord Niemeier
Director of Planning
Media General, Inc.
Richmond, VA

Joe Peritz
Chief Research Officer
Odyssey

San Francisco, CA

Uiclor (Chipf Peruy
Vice President, New Business Development
Los Angeles Times
Los Angeles, CA

Howurd Query
Classified Advertising Manager

Quad City Times
Davenport, IA

Suson Bokern
Assoc. Director, Gannett New Media tork Roby

USA Today Vice President/Marketing & CIO

Arlington, VA Lee EnterPrises

Davenport, IA

Oordon Borrel!
Vice President and Executive Editor Joe Peritz
InfiNet Chief Research Officer
Norfolk, VA OdYsseY

San Francisco, CA

Howrrd linberg
Senior Editor of Information Technology Geoffrey Sonds

Phoenix Newspapers Senior Associate

Phoenix, AZ Booz'Allen & Hamilton
New York, NY

Bob Oilbert
Director, Strategic Initiatives Joyne Spiffler
Ituight-Ridder, Inc. Vice President/Director of Media

Miami, FL Research

Leo Burnett Company, Inc.

Joyrelyn torek Chicago, IL
Marketing Director
Houston Chronicle
Houston, TX

Cothleen Blqck
President and Chief Executive Officer
Reston, VA

Kolhleen Criner
Senior Vice President, Industry
Development
Reston, VA

Deh Shriver
Senior Vice President, Communications
Reston, VA

Rondy Bennett
Director, New Technologies
Reston, VA

llllelindo Gipson
Program Manager, New Media Analysis

Reston, VA
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Bullelin Boord System (BBSI: Another flosoir: WvVw browser developed at

term for an electronic bulletin board. the National Center for Supercomputing
Applications.

Conputer Grophic f,letqfile (CGf,U:

Standard format for interchanging graphics Regionol Bell 0peroting Conponl (RBOCI:

images. CGM stores images primarily in vector These companies were carved out of the old
graphics, but also provides a raster format. AT&T/Bell System when the Bell operating

companies were divested from AT&T at the
Critilol Poth f,lethod (CPllh Project end of 1984.

management planning and control technique
implemented on computeff. The critical path is I'l: A digital transmission link that is a

the series of activities and tasks in the project standard for digital transmission in the
that have no built-in slack time. United States. It uses two pairs of normal

twisted wires. T:1 normally can handle 24

Elettronir Dolo lnlerrhonge (EDll: A voice conversations but with more advanced

series of standards which provide computer- digital voice encoding techniques, it can

to-computer exchange of business documents handle more voice channels.

between different companies' computers over
telephone lines. USEIIEI: An informal group of systems that

exchange "news". News is essentially similar to
lreetel: An organization to provide free "bulletin boards" on other networks.

Internet access to people in a certain area,

usually through public libraries. World Wide Web (WWW)I A h;pertext-based
system for finding and accessing resources on

Grophirs lnterfute Jormol (GlIl: CompuServe the Internet network.

copyrighted format for encoding images into
bits so a computer can read the GIF file and
put the picture on a computer screen.

Home Poge: Virtual storefronts where
cor,npanies offer information, products
and services.

Hypertext torkup longuoge (lllf,l[:
A collection of styles that define the various
components of a W\AIW document.

Joinl Phologlophi. Erperts Oroup (lPEOl:

Standard for compressing images. Works by
converting a color image into rows of dots,
called pixels, each with a numerical value that
represents brightness and color. The picture is

then broken down into blocks, and software

computes an average value for each block. To

retrieve the data, the process is reversed to
decompress the image.
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NEWSPAPER

Arizonu Doily Stor (Tucson)

Arizono Republic/Phoenix Gozette

Asbury (N.J.) Pork Press

Atlo nto J ou rnol-Conslitulion

Booft Newspopers (Michigon)

Copilol Gozette (Annopolis, Md)

Cosper (Wy.) Stor Tribune

Chicogo Tribune

Coiorodo Springs Gozelte-Telegroph

Ihe Columbion (Voncouver, Wo.)

Ihe Courier-Journol (Louisville, Ky.)

Dollos Morning News

Edmond (0k.)Evening Sun

Evonsville (ln.) Courier

Goinesville (Fl.) Sun

Horilord ((t.1 (ouronl

Home News (New Brunswick, N.J.)

Houslon Chronicle

lnve$ort Business Doily

Journol ond Courier (Lofsyelle, ln.)

Journol Newspopers (Virginio/Morylond)

Knoxville News-Sentinel

Miomi Hersld

Nework (N.J.) Stor-Ledger

News & Record (Greensboro, N.C)

New York Times TimesFsx

The Olmypion (Olympio, Wo.)

Pottsville (Po.) Republicon

News & 0bserver (Roleigh, N.C)

Rounoke (Vo.) Times & World News

Son Diego Doily Tronscript

Son Froncisco [hronicle

Son Froncisco Exominer

Son Jose Mercury News

Son Moteo ((0.) Times

St. Poul Pioneer Press

St. Petersburg (Fl.) Times

The Stondord-Times (New Bedford, Mo.)

The Stor Tribune (Minneopolis, Minn.)

Syrocuse Newspopers

Tocomo News lribune

Voil ([0.) Doily News

Virginion-Pilol (Norfolk, Vo.)

URL (Web Addressl
http: / / vtwt r. ozslo r n el. co m

http: / / vtwt r. p r i m e n el. c o m/- h ontzd / sll st o r. h t m I

http: / / vrwu. i n ie rsey. com / doc/ pnlp n h o m e. h t m I

http:/ /vtwvt oic.com/

http: / / wn* cic. nel- g I ew

http: / / vtwn .i n f i. n etlc o p ito I/
http://www.trib.com/

http//**. chico g o.tri b u ne.c om/

http: / / uso. n e/cg i- b i n/g ozette

hrp ://www. col u m bio n. com : 8 0/col u m biu n/
hfip: / / igl o u. co m/g izweb

http:/ /wnt pic. nelt dmn/

http://www. icon. nelAu nlndex. htm I

htp: / / wton evo nsvil Ie. net

http:/ / news. io u. uf l. ed u/e n ews/ sun/

hnp: / / vtwt t o t I o n fi c. c o m/ctg u ide / news / co u ro n t/
h tt p ://ww. i n ie rsey. com / doc /hnlh n h o m e. ht m I

http://wvt t chron.com

http: / / ibd. e nse m b I e. co m

http: / / nslrix. m d n.com : I 0f con line/

http ://v'rww. i nf i. n et/io u r n o I

http ://www.scri pps.com/knoxn ews/

http: / /he ro ld. kri .com/

http: / /wwn n i. co m/w eother /
http: / / vrvrw. i nf i. n etln r/t rio d. htm I

http: / / nyli m esf o x.com /
http ://www. h o I cyo n. co m/o lym pion /
http: / / potlsvi I I e. co m

http://www.nondo.nel

http ://ww. inf i. netlrootim esl ndex. htm I

htt p ://wr,vw. sd d t. c o m/

http://slgole.com/

hnp: / / cyber.sfgote. com : 80/exo m iner/

http ://www. si m e rc u r y.com /
http ://www. huyn et. co mAmti m es. htm I

http://www.skypoi nt. com/m em bers/pioneerpr ess/

http: / / tim es.sl- pele. f l. us

http ://www.s-|. co m/n ew$o n d o rd

http ://www.slo il ri b u n e.co m

http: / / do lo se r ve r. syr. e d u : I 0 S 0/H Tf P BAyro n I i n e. h t m I

http ://v'rw.t ri h n el. co m

http ://www. cs n . n er I 0 / r esl / vo i I d o i I y n ews n et. h ffi I

http ://v'rvr,w. i nf i. n e/p i I o/

As of llllqy 25, I995.

(heck with NAA Web Site for o current list:

http: / /www. i n f i. n et/n o s )
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INDEPENDENI VENIURES

Newspopel
Alhuquerque Tribune

Arizono Doily Slor'

Arizono Republic/Phoenix Gozelle'

Augusto (Go.) ftronicle'

Birminghom (AL) Po$-Herold

Bismorck (N.D.) Tribune

Boofi Newspopersr

(opilol Gozetle (Annspolis, Md)l

ftorle$on (S.(.) Posl & (ourier

ftorlofie 0hserver

(incinnoli Po$

(olorodo Spring Gozelle-Telegroph'

(olumbus Dispolch'

(ourier-Journol (Louisville, l(y)'

Donbury News-Times

Doylono Beuch News-Journol

Deserel (Utoh) News

The Disploch/Rock lslond

Argus (Moline, lll.l

Evonsville (lnd.) (ourier'

Flinl (Mich.) Journsl'

Fl. Worlh Stor Telegrom

The Goinesville Sun'

Globe ond Moil (Toronlo)

Holifox Doily News'

Holifox Herold

Homilton (0n1.) Speclotor

Journol Newspopers (Virginio/Md.)'

Konsos City Stor

Knoxville News-senlinel'

The Miomi Herold'

Middlesex News (Frominghom, Mo)'

Noples (Flu.l Doily News

News & 0bserver (Roleigh)'

News & Record (Greensboro, N()'

0ttows (ilizen'

Servire
Eledronic Trib

SturNel

Home Buying [hoices

Moslers Golf Tournomenl

Posl-Herold 0nline

Nofih Dokoto 0nline

Greol Lukes Environmentol Wire

The (opitol Online

Posl & (ourier 0nline

Observer 0nline

Posl Electronic Edition

GT()nLine

(olumhus Dispolch

The Gizmo Poge

The News-Times BBS

News-Journol (enter

(rossroods lnfo. Nelwork

Ouod 0ty 0nline

Courier 0nline

Flint Journol

SlorTexl

Sun.0N E

lnfoGlobe 0nline

The Doily News 0n-Line

Holifox Herold Limited

(ompuSpec

Journol 0nline

StorNel

News-Senlinel 0nline

Ihe Miomi Herold

Fred fte Compuler

Doily News 0nline

Nond0.Net

Triod 0nline

0ttswo fitizen

Conlsct
Roy Buergi

Wolt Nell

Howord Finberg

Poul Gorber

Dorin Powell

Gus Sorlie

Doug Burnell

GIenn Dovis

Steve Mullins

Gury Nielson

Bob Kroft

Phil Wilherow

Jim (rowley

Ric Monning

Rich Joudy

Emery Jeffreys

Slewort Shelline

Leslie DuPree

Mork Blonchord

Mory Ann ftick

Whiteside

Michoel Hollond

Duvid (orlson

Morilyn Herlz

Dyun Tufts

John MocCollum

Jodi Aussom

Chris Koubo

Noncy Trocewell

Jock Loil

Dove Bower

Eric Bsuer

(orbin Wyont

George Schlukbier

Pele Fields

Rick Loiken

Phone
(505) 823-3664

(602) s73-417s

(602) 271-8248

(7061 823-3217

(205) 32s-248s

701-223-2500

3 r 3-994-6960

4r0-268-5000

(803) s77-7llt
(7041 3s8-s24e

(513) 352-2000

(7191632-0182

(614) 461-s000

(502) s82-4240

(203) 744-5100

(904) 252-1 5l I x468

(801 l-237 -2188

(309) 7 64-4344

(812) 424-7711

(810) 7 66-6343

(81 7) 878-e800

(904) 846-01 7l
(416) 585-5255

(e02) 468-1222

(902) 426-2840

(e05) s26-3407

(804) 446-2991

(816) 234-4497

(615) s23-3131

(305) 37 6-3177

(508) 626-3800

(813) 262-3161

(el91 824-4s06

(el0) 373-72e1

(61 3) 829-e l 00

Compiled by lhe Newspoper
Assoriqtion of Amerits

Muy I, I 995
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Newspoper
Poughkeepsie (NY) Journsl

Roonoke (Vo.) Times/World News'

Solt Loke Tribune

Sqn Froncisco ftronicle & Exominerr

The Seoille limes

Spokesmon-Review (spokone)

Stqr Tribune ((osper, WY)'

Syrocuse Newspopers'

Tocomo News lribune'

Times Publishing (0. (Erie, Po)

USA Todoy'

Virginio n Pilot/Ledger-Stor

(Norfolk)'

Woll Slreel Journol'

Ameriro Online
Newspopel
fticogo Tribunez

lnveslort Business Doily'

0rlqndo Sentinel

The New York Times2

Son Jose Mercury News'

Prodigy
Newspoper
Allonlo Journol & (onslilulion2

Dollos Morning News'

Los Angeles Times

Newsdoy

Providence J ournol-Bulletin

Tompo Tribune

Servire
Chicogo 0nline

lnveslort Busines Doily

0rlsndo Senlinel 0nline

@Times

Mercury (enler

Service
Access ftlonlo

Pro Footboll Reporl

TimesLink

Newsdoy Direcl

Rhode Islond Horizons

Tompo Boy 0nline

Servire
Poughkeepsie Journol BBS

Times & World News

Uroh Online

The Gole

Seoille Times Exlru

SR Minervo

Stur Tribune

NewsLine

TRI Bnel

Times-News Access

USA Todoy 0nline

lnfiNet/Pilot 0nline

Personol Journol

Contqrt
Anftony DeBorros

Jim Ellison

John Jordon

Jon Colverl

Peggy Rinne

Shoun Higgins

Robin Hurless

Ston Linhor$

Greg Anderson

ftris Meod

Lorroine (ichowski

ftris Koubo

Neil Budde

Conlorl
Lorry Druth

Thomus McGloin

Julie Anderson

Nicole ftong

Bill Mitchell

Phone
(914) 437-4877

(703) 981-3100

(801)237-2083

(415) 777-6034

(206) 464-3220

(509) 459-5060

(307) 266-0500

(315) 470-001 I

(206) se7 -8269

(81 4) 870-l 821

(703) 27 6-6s47

(804) 446-2e91

(60e) s20-7360

Olher newspopers plonning locol online services or Web sites: Birminghom (A[) News, Foyelleville(N() 0bserver-Iimes,

Lo[rosse (Wl] Iribune, New York Post; Philodelphio lnquirer/Stor ledger (Nework]; The limes (Mun$er, lN)

A11IAIICES UTIilI }IAIIOIIAI PROVIDERS

Phone
(312) 222-3232

(31 0) 448-6000

(407) 420-617 4

(2121555-1234

(408) 920-s719

Other onnoun(ed newspoper deols: Sun-Sentinel (Ft. Louderdole)

Conlott
Dovid Scott

Jomes Gollie

Viclor Perry

Fred Tucillo

John Grsnulino

Corl ftofters

Phone
(404) s26-s897

(21 4) 977-7 s43

(213) 237-3777

(51 6) 843-3482

(401l.277-7371

(813) 2s9-77il

0lher onnounced newspoper deoh: (ox Newspopers: Polm Beoch Posl, Au$in Amerimn-Slolesmon; limes Mirror:

Hortford (ouront2, Boltimore Sun, Allenlown Morning (oll, Stomford Advocole, Greenwich limes; Medio Generol: Richmond

Iimes-Dispolch, Winslon-Solem Journol; Gonnetl Suburbon Newspopers; Houslon ftronicle'; Milwoukee Journo/Senlinel;

Spokesmon-Review (Spokone);Soufi om Newspopers
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Compu3erve
l{ewspuper 0erYire Contorl Phone

Delroil Free Press2 Free Press Plus Forum Rick Rotliff (.313l,222-8772

Florido Todoy Florido Todoy Forum Mork De(otis (14071242'3786

Gonnett Suburbsn Newspopers New York Newslink Ken Poulson (9141 694-5002

Delphi Inlernet Servires
Announced newspoper deok: St. Louis Po$ Dispolch, Oronge (ounly Regisler

AI&I Interrhonge
Announced newspoper deok: The Woshinglon Post, Slor Tribune (Minneopolis)

ticosoft ]letwork
Announced reseorch ond developmeil efforr The Seoflle Iimes

' ovoilohle only through fte lnlernel

' seporole service ovoiloble on fie lnlernel
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AUIHOR

ward winning author
and editor Melinda Gipson
has been showing media

executives how to profit from new technology
for more than a decade. First as an editor with
Communications Daily in the early 1980s, then
as a freelancer for Electronic Media, Bloomberg
Business News and others, and more recently
as creator and editor of Multimedia Daily,

" a da7ly fax of reahty" for the busy new
media executive.

She has also served as Washington editor for
Satellite TV Week and initiated Washington
new media coverage for Paul Kagan's Baseline

online news service. In 1980, after earning
a Masters of Science in Journalism from the

Joseph P. Medill School of Journalism,
Northwestern University, she founded the
Washington Bureau of Religious News Service.

Now she's manager of new media analysis

for the NAA or, as she describes the role,

"online evangelist. " Of course, if you're going
to evangelize, you have to give someone a

bible. For publishers looking to take the plunge
into online services, this is the first epistle.
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